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My dissertation focuses on the means through which a new worker-identity is getting 

crafted in the city of Kolkata in India under the impact of neoliberal economic policies of 

the  state  on  one  hand  and  the  changing  modes  of  capital  formation  on  the  other.  Kolkata’s  

position as the pre-eminent city of British India in the nineteenth century had led to a 

huge influx of industrial capital. However, the post-independence era saw a gradual flight 

of capital due to a long history of political and social turbulence. With the liberalization 

of the Indian economy in the 1990s, both national and trans-national capital have started 

flowing back into Kolkata, especially in sectors such as real-estate, retail and service 

industries. This has led to a huge proliferation of expensive shopping malls and cafes in 

the city employing a large urban youth population, usually from under-privileged 

backgrounds. With the state giving up its former faith in socialist principles and instead 

strongly committing itself to neoliberal economic reforms, the future of development for 

Kolkata is getting tied to its capacity to attract corporate capital, particularly in organized 

retail and service sectors. As such, urban labor is coming under a tremendous scrutiny to 



 x 

delineate an identity according to principles of flexibility, self-discipline and 

responsiveness to the needs of contemporary private capitalist interests. In spaces like 

shopping malls and exclusive cafes, workers are repeatedly trained and indoctrinated to 

show an affective capacity to serve, be cheerful in their work and to display through 

bodily comportments the signs of a global cosmopolitanism that can sustain consumption. 

However, with most of the workers themselves coming from low-income backgrounds 

with little or no knowledge of the roles they are asked to play as part of their work, 

uncertainties and anxieties exacerbate the already precarious position of these young 

workers. This study therefore looks at how workers negotiate everyday work 

environments and how such work environments in turn alter and condition their identity 

through multiple strategies of discipline and control emanating from both the neoliberal 

state as well as corporate institutions.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Bengal Greenfields –striking in all chrome and glass -- stands out among the otherwise 

identical white-washed apartment blocks that have sprung up in what used to be open 

stretches of marsh land along the Eastern Metropolitan Bypass in the south-eastern 

fringes of Kolkata. A public-private venture, Bengal Greenfields is one of the major 

players within a rapidly expanding field of real-estate developers fueling the relentless 

spatial expansion of Kolkata. Engaged in the business of what in the local parlance is 

known as promotery1 ,  the  firm’s  commercial  clout  resides  in  the  very  strong  ties  it  had  in  

the early 2000s to the West Bengal government led by the Communist Party of India 

(Marxist). All of their big infrastructural projects were invariably under-written by the 

government which meant very little risk and assured returns on investments in an 

otherwise volatile real-estate business.  With the acquiring of vast stretches of land in 

Rajarhat, the planned satellite city coming up at the north-eastern margins of Kolkata, 

Bengal Greenfields has been able to win a lucrative contract for building a large shopping 

mall cum residential complex there. On my first visit to Bengal Greenfields, I was really 

impressed with their set-up. The architecture of the office with its imaginative use of 

space, its art-deco interiors decked with plush yet austere furniture, and the rows of glass-

                                                 
1 One of the most widely used words used to reference a whole range of spatial changes currently 
happening in Kolkata promotery, which is a vernacular play on the term promoter. Promotery is usually 
understood in relation to the business of real-estate development impacting local neighborhoods; but the 
code of signification assimilated under the word encapsulates a much more diverse group of meanings 
starting from spatial changes, possibilities of enterprise in the real estate sectors at different scales and 
levels of operation, forms of nexus between local political groups and businesses and suggestions of wide-
spread criminality and extortion. The term itself, relatively new to the urban vocabulary, illustrates a 
changing lexicon to capture and make sense of the continuous processes of change and emergent practices -  
temporal, economic, spatial or social - impinging the city at the level of the everyday.  
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cased  replicas  of  residential  projects  created  a  projection  of  Kolkata’s  possibility  of  

rapidly morphing into an elegant, futuristic city. Hoping to find out about the potential of 

upcoming shopping malls in transforming urban living, I was taken aback by the response 

of the Project Manager of the company. For him, shopping malls were not a very serious 

business; they were in fact just another example of the  city’s  constant  need  for  various  

kinds  of  frivolous  ‘entertainment’  to  keep  itself  distracted  from  more  pressing  issues.  He  

concluded by suggesting - First we had the mela and now we have the mall.  

 

How do we begin to unpack this way of visualizing the mall? In the event when the 

vernacular forms of the mela, incorporating both the domesticated elements of fair and 

the wilder exuberances of carnival, is a well-established urban tradition in Kolkata, do we 

take the mall as just another continuation of the form of diversion and entertainment that 

the mela signifies? Or should we take the statement to refer to the common strains of 

rapid commercial transactions in both the mela and the mall? Or should the response be 

taken to mean something else altogether – as a comment on the place of the spectacle 

itself impacting the psyche of the city, working on it, rapidly arranging forms of life in 

and around it – creating various sensibilities of inhabiting, feeling, immersing in the city? 

Perhaps the mall has an aspect of all three, combining them in differential ways by 

heightening some aspects while repressing others. Certainly the idea of the spectacle is 

writ large, where unlike the punctual temporalities of the mela, happening maybe once a 

year or every six months, the mall is a permanent spectacle, the hypostatized sign of late 

capitalist logic working on the incessant repetition of the spectacular form that post-
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modernist cities thrive on (Harvey 1996, Jameson 1991). Yet, to consider the specific 

situation of shopping malls in contemporary Kolkata, with their commodified ecstasies 

and domesticated carnivalesque, only as the inscription of capital is to miss the point 

altogether. They, I would argue, are also vital nodes in the discursive terrains being 

negotiated and animated by the turn to economic liberalization of urban governance in 

the city. The coupling of discourses of development and global life-style with the faith in 

economic re-structuring programs have meant that shopping malls along with a whole 

range of institutions like expensive cafes or gated residential communities are fast 

becoming vital projections, a leap-of-faith of sorts, on the urban landscape as to what the 

new face of development will ideally look like.  

 
As such these sites also serve crucial aesthetic-ideological functions referencing the 

commingling of state and capital in crystallizing new terrains of hegemony. The 

importance of these places does not lie exclusively in the economic vitality they generate 

for the city or even in the employment opportunities that they manage to facilitate for the 

urban poor. The primary importance that accrue to them lies, rather, in the visible ways 

they are re-shaping the sense of urban living itself, the affective surges that they are 

producing in re-thinking  Kolkata’s  urban  environment  and  the  subjective  impact  that  they  

are having in terms of presenting a temporal vision of the future. This future-orientedness 

of development, of urbanscapes and topoi for imagining the city are, I would argue, the 

important points of confluence between state and capital. This is because both are 

increasingly assuming a speculative dimension, organized around a temporal axis that is 

trying to short-circuit the present in a bid to arrive at the future ahead of its time. If once 
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the vital point of enumerating the postcolonial nation in relation to modernity, was to 

think  in  terms  of  its  pedagogic  interlude,  its  period  of  disciplining  of  the  ‘unruly’  citizen-

subject  in  the  “waiting  room  of  history”  (Bhabha  1990,  Chakrabarty 2000), then what is 

happening with the vitalization of sites such as shopping malls within cities like Kolkata, 

is a redrawing of this path to global consumerist modernity that is being anticipated in 

the here-and-now.  

Take for instance the South City Mall in Kolkata which started its commercial operations 

from 16th January 2008. Currently, the largest shopping mall in both Kolkata as well as in 

eastern India, it is spread over several thousand square feet of shopping areas, a multi-

plex cinema, food court, several gourmet restaurants and car parking provisions for over 

18,000 vehicles. Located in Prince Anwar Shah Road, the main catchment area of the 

mall are the rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods of Jodhpur Park, Dhakuria, Lake Gardens 

and Golf Green. The mall was designed by the Multi-National Corporation ICS Bentel 

Associates and Kolkata-based architect Dulal Mukherjee. The finance for the mall came 

from a joint consortium of real-estate developers – The South City Project group. 

Anchored by key retail brands  like  Pantaloons,  Mark  &  Spencer,  Spencer’s  Retail  and  

Shoppers Stop, the mall also houses over a hundred smaller stores in clothing, costume 

jewelry, household goods, electronics, sports and fitness goods and so on. According to 

the associates who worked on the architectural lay-out of the place inspiration for 

designing  the  mall  as  a  ship’s  prow  came  from  Dulal  Mukherjee’s  particular  vision  of  the  

South  City  Mall  as  resembling  Kolkata’s  future.  Just  as  a  ship  cuts  through  the  most  

turbulent waters and choppy seas, so also the mall will stand for the ability to transcend 
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the various predicaments afflicting city-life in the present like poverty, dirt, inequalities. 

Far  from  being  a  ‘mela’  the  mall  in  this  conceptual  design  framework  stands  therefore  as 

a reminder of what the city can and perhaps will achieve if it musters the self-confidence 

necessary for it.  

 Uneasy Rhythms:  

The expansive sheets of glass of South City Mall entice ways of viewing the city as an 

infinite open; the shards of intense blue-yellow lights of the giant video screen refract 

from the sheen of granite floors and hit the stream of bodies like tiny projectiles moving 

up and down the escalators. Shop windows transport would-be buyers and on-lookers to a 

distance looming far beyond their mental horizons – French perfumes, British sun-

glasses,  Belgian  chocolates…  The  Mall,  at  least  from  an  ideological  optic  of  state-capital 

conjunction, is a point of gathering up the infinitude of possibilities of life inherent in the 

contemporary city, of trajectories of travel and movement, of opening out pledged by the 

materiality of the diverse objects on display. Its sensorial impact on visitors stimulated by 

the shimmering radiance of the escalator rails, granite surfaces, giant plate glass 

windows; catching up the free play of artificial and natural lights illuminating a dream-

world of commodities. The South City Mall, however, is crisscrossed by diverse rhythms 

and movements. Approaching the marble steps of the Mall, one has to traverse through 

the shouts of taxi-cab drivers urging customers to get into their cars, street kids selling 

wilted flowers for a few rupees and chased off by the guards, the sharp tang of street-food 

frying in over-sized iron girdles, the street banter of young men bunched in wobbly 
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wooden planks outside the shacks of chai-wallahs eyeing the stream of young college 

girls entering the Mall.  

 

What the sloping glass panes of the Mall reveal are also other houses revealing other 

possibilities of habitation, low, squat structures, often not more than two-stories, dirty-

yellow colors scoured by rain leaving dark mildew patches. Beyond these widening 

concentric circles, lie the denser slums of Tollygunge and Jadavpur. These are the 

resettlement colonies, bunched up tin shacks still bearing witness to the failed promises 

of proper re-settlement of refugees from former East Bengal arriving after the 1947 

partition and the Bangladesh War of 1971. They bear traces of other histories and 

textures of the city not consonant with the ordered rhythm of the Mall while, 

nevertheless,  densely  juxtaposed  to  each  other.  “The  discordance  of  rhythms  brings  

previously eurhythmic [rhythms united into a harmony] organizations towards fatal 

disorder”  (Lefebvre  2004,  16).  How  do  we  begin  to  visualize  this  “polyrhythmia”  

(Lefebvre 2004, 16)? How do we talk of urban bodies inserted and traversing these 

polyrhythmic contours of the city and feeling the dissonant array of city rhythms as an 

always excessive but pressing reminder? How do such bodies make sense of, pulsate with 

and incorporate this array of rhythms?  

 

Laboring Subjects:  

As an opening gambit into trying to narrate this polyrhythmic dissonance I take as my 

point of departure the many young women and men who find employment in South City 
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and other malls, expensive cafes and sites of high consumption, who inserted into the 

structured economies of these places also daily straddle the other worlds of low cost 

working-class neighborhoods, urban slums and under-developed suburbia. My 

ethnographic project investigates the fashioning of a new worker-subjectivity for urban 

youths employed in exclusive shopping malls and high-end cafes in Kolkata. This 

subjectivity I suggest emerged due to intersections between three critical factors from the 

end of the 1990s. Firstly, there was the definitive shift towards relying on corporate 

investments  for  Kolkata’s  development  by  the  Left  Front  government  which  ruled  the  

city from 1977-2011. Formed by a coalition of (primarily) socialist parties, the actual 

policies for governance was mainly determined by the economic and political 

compulsions of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) or CPI(M). The long electoral 

success of the left Front government was almost exclusively dependent on the 

organizational capacities of the CPI(M) and the party realized from at least the 1990s that 

orthodox socialist policies were hardly conducive to gaining the electoral trust of a 

rapidly developing urban middle class in Kolkata. Along with this factor, there was the 

rise of a strong aspirational middle-class finding jobs in the IT sectors, finance or 

technological fields like engineering which brought a steady stream of disposable 

income. Perhaps even more importantly, this class was relentlessly exposed to a rapidly 

booming media culture, driven especially by the cable television, which repeatedly 

emphasized the joys of consumption at the heart of becoming contemporary citizens. 

Finally, the decimation of the old industrial economy of the city by the 1980s coincided 

with the rise of new post-industrial forms of service work like in organized retail, 
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entertainment and leisure industries. This in turn placed new demands on work practices, 

ideas of who constitutes a worker and what can be regarded as the space of work itself.   

 

Some of these trends like the emergence of a strong, urban middle class and the shift to 

post-industrialization has either already happened or is in the process of happening in 

most of the large metropolitan cities in India (along with Kolkata). Not surprisingly in 

recent years a number of studies have focused on the urban labor in India, primarily 

studying the post-liberalization Information Technology (IT) and call-centers (Aneesh 

2006; Mirchandani 2004; Xiang 2007), the two very important sources of employment 

opening up in Indian states for the middle or upwardly mobile classes.  In contrast, my 

research moves away from these recent scholarships to focus on the life-worlds of urban 

youths from low-income  backgrounds,  with  “inadequate”  academic  qualifications,  

usually employed in the newly emerging retail spaces in Kolkata (Gooptu 2009). By life-

worlds, I refer to the complex processes through which these workers perceive their 

identity and selfhood in relation to their work. It includes how they envision a different 

and improved future for themselves coterminous with the narratives of development 

animating the changing city and how their work in the newly emergent retail and service 

sectors impact upon their domestic and public life experiences. In the context of the 

contemporary economic restructuring giving rise to new urban worker-subjectivities 

amongst the urban poor and marginalized classes, my research furthermore focuses on 

the variegated forms of desires for possession and consumption that arise in these 

workers because of their everyday interaction with consumer commodities and clients 
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belonging to economically more secured strata of society than them. I thereby tease out 

the multifarious ways in which India’s  economic  restructuring  is impacting the lives of 

the urban poor and the marginalized, rather than the much researched urban middle class 

sector.  

 

This focus is particularly relevant in the context of Kolkata where the Left Front 

government, located firmly within the larger neoliberal framework of the Indian state's 

economic policies, aggressively tried to rejuvenate West  Bengal  and  especially  Kolkata’s  

economic growth for its potentiality to generate employment for urban youth populations 

in at least the last decade of its rule.  In cohort with the projected economic growth of the 

city, there was also the discursive framing of contemporary Kolkata in terms of 

liberalization’s  impact  for  generating  job  opportunities  and  enabling  socio-economic 

mobility even for the most marginal section of the youth populations through  a  ‘trickle-

down’ effect.  Within this narrative of possibilities for the future, youth (especially 

located in urban settings) itself was both invented as well as eulogized as a social 

category holding infinite potentials for the future who no longer have to be constrained 

by poverty, ethnic or religious parochialisms or lack of employment opportunities2.   

                                                 
2 For instance, a range of national cultural icons from film actors, sports figures to politicians like Rahul 
Gandhi are being continuously feted in the Indian popular media for their ability to embody and 
successfully project the visions for a strong nation through the potentials of youth. Recent Bollywood films 
from Dil Chahta Hai (2001: Dir. Farhan Akhtar) to 3 Idiots (2009: Dir. Vidhu V. Chopra) have received 
enormous commercial success and critical acclaim through the screening of the dynamism inherent in 
Indian (urban) youth. In many of these films there is a tacit welcoming of liberalization in the manner in 
which it (apparently) makes irrelevant the older constraints of ethnicity, caste, religion or even gender. 
What remain unacknowledged within this popular cultural discourse of youth are the ways in which 
liberalization of Indian economy is also creating hitherto unknown forms of constraints and barriers for the 
same youth category.  
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Of course what often got elided in such popular representations of the urban youth was 

the heterogeneity inherent in this social category fractured along lines of class, gender, 

education or other social affinities. Rather, as scholars argue, what was achieved by such 

state  sponsored  discourses  of  success  and  excellence  is  how  “technologies  of  work  

(power) and technologies of the self (subjectivity) become aligned with technologies of 

success  (motivation  and  enterprise)  such  that  …  the  government  of  work  now  passes  

through the psychological strivings of each and every individual for self-fulfillment”  

(Garrick & Usher 2000). I would argue that the self-valorization of the individuated 

subjectivity of the worker, rather than only etiologies of class or group affiliations, are 

crucial to understanding the new development of capital at this juncture.3 

Interestingly, while these young men and women are included as laboring bodies within 

retail spaces like shopping malls and marked out for their qualities of enterprise, 

adaptability and pliancy, yet, often, their lack of purchasing power and social class bars 

them from participating as potential consumers in the very economic zones where they 

are employed.  By situating my study in  particular cultural and institutional spaces like 

those offered by shopping malls and cafes, this research, therefore, seeks to understand , 

how, while crucial for maintaining profitability, these workers remain peripheral and 

                                                 
 
3 In terms of real wage structures, the minimum wages received by many of these workers employed as 
salespersons  in  the  retail  sectors  are  often  less  than  the  minimum  wages  of  other  ‘less-privileged’  
manufacturing industries such as Ceramics or Bakery Industries (Ministry of Labor, Government of India 
http://labour.nic.in/wagecell/Wages/WestBengalWages.pdf). This dichotomy between the valorization of 
work in retail sectors in comparison to others even when it is less well-paid is a symptom of the value 
assigned to certain types of workers and forms of work that are seen to be more aligned with the needs of 
liberalization and development. I would argue further that the disparity between real wages and importance 
assigned to retail work in comparison to manufacturing or agricultural labor should force us to re-think the 
retail work as somehow lying in the interstices between manual and mental labor so that it has less of the 
‘stigma’  associated  with  manual  labor. 

http://labour.nic.in/wagecell/Wages/WestBengalWages.pdf
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disposable within the larger accumulative logic of such sites of consumption as shopping 

malls.  Thus the self-valorization of workers as crucial determinants for the functioning 

of the sustainability of a shopping mall can just as easily be flipped to reveal the utter 

disposability of the same individuals. To track the processes of how the workers perceive, 

negotiate and feel about their simultaneous exclusion and inclusion within the context of 

their work-spaces, it would also be necessary to inquire into the multifarious ways in 

which the materiality of commodities and consumer objects within spaces like shopping 

malls impinge on the sensibilities of young men and women in the course of their daily 

work experiences.  

 
Given the signification of shopping malls as circuits of intense commodification, how do 

we re-posit their locations within the corporeal identity of Kolkata in terms of their threat 

of erosion of an earlier basis of moral and social life allied to the ethics of the nationalist 

Bengali bourgeois bhadralok class sensibilities4? Again the possibilities of translating 

this anxiety about the re-signification of the identity of the city are several. For instance, 

in alliance with discursive formulations of development, we might see in the emergence 

of expensive cafes or shopping malls, the route back to an earlier colonial paradigm of 

cosmopolitan consumption located in the departmental stores such as Whiteaway Laidlaw 

in the White Town areas of Park Street or Chowringhee in colonial Calcutta. Or we might 

mourn the loss of the distinctive intellectual flavor of the city under the universalizing 

                                                 
4 By bhadralok, I refer to the distinctive middle-class section amongst the upper-caste, Hindu Bengalis 
whose formation was made possible by the twin effects of colonial education, especially as a consequence 
of colonial educational system introduced by T.B.  Macaulay’s  Educational Minutes of 1823 and the land 
reforms initiated by the colonial administration of the East India Company in 1793 through the Permanent 
Settlement Act (Bandyopadhyaya 1991).  
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signs of money and commodity culture. I would like to argue however, that such meta-

narratives of homogenized cultural qualities of the city foreclose rather than usefully 

open up the possibilities of addressing the issue of new capitalist transformations that is 

rapidly destabilizing the settled reference points of urban identity formations along the 

lines of a babu-coolie (bourgeoisie-subaltern) class divide. Taking the insight provided 

by  Carla  Freeman’s  theorization  of  women  employed  in  the  off-shore informatics 

industry in Barbados, I would like to situate the workers in the organized retail sectors of 

Kolkata  as  performing  “pink-collared”  work  that falls outside any seamless divide 

between bourgeois/working-class or white collar/blue collar jobs (2000).  

 
While still enmeshed at the work-site within a variety of disciplinary mechanisms, 

surveillance techniques and intricacies of supervision that emphasize piece-meal rates of 

evaluation like in traditional factories, retail and service workers are also expected to 

internalize modes of fashion, aesthetic values and codes of conduct that set them apart 

from employees in more traditional sectors of factory or agricultural work and more in 

lines with the comportment of a globalized slot of middle-class white-collar 

professionals. However, as Freeman suggests, given the economic resources of such 

workers, the performative display of middle-classness, crucial to the success within the 

ambit of work floor, is also fraught with multiple anxieties of successful role-playing, 

tensions regarding class affiliations and desires of inhabiting subject positions than 

otherwise available to them strictly on the basis of wages and purchasing power (2000). 

What her understanding of work processes linked to globalized possibilities of work does 

is to undermine the once easy segregation of urban subjectivities along the axis of class-
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lines, namely bourgeois or proletarian. Rather, she challenges us to reflect on the 

fractured fault-lines of subjectivity formation and the vector of forces through which such 

subjectivities have to negotiate each day in order to perform/enact identities.  

 
The queering of embodiments of class affiliations among workers in Barbados that 

Freeman ethnographically investigates is, I believe, a globally transmutable phenomenon 

where the normative codes of consumer subjectivities are deeply penetrating into and re-

configuring working-class identities around the world. In the specific case of India, the 

works of Purnima Mankekar (1999), Arvind Rajagopal (2001) or William Mazzarella 

(2003) attest to the powerful role played by (televisual) media in bringing a sense of 

proximity to the global cosmopolitan life-style and the ethics of normative consumerism 

to the Indian public in the post-liberalization period within which the working-class too 

gets articulated. The centrality of the role of advertising, television, print-media and 

popular cinema in creating desiring subjects of globalized consumption in the post-

liberalization period of the Indian economy amongst even the marginalized sections is 

crucial. However, the emphasis placed on a notion of a clear break between the pre- and 

post-liberalizing periods in India for these authors create too neat a partition for thinking 

about consumerist identities in India. My ethnographic concern is to open up this place of 

articulation of working-class subjectivities that are enmeshed within circuits of global 

flows of commodities, capital and images; rather than assuming any specific breaks 

between the past and the present, I seek to place both the trajectories of continuities as 

well as disjunctures in thinking about the emergent subject formations within new 

regimes of work in India.  
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While certainly the 1990s create new possibilities of consumption through the availability 

of branded commodities and the intense circulation of their images, I think the genealogy 

of thinking about consuming practices in India is a much more complicated story. What 

also gets elided in much of these formulations is the latent heterogeneity coloring the 

very  category  of  a  global  ‘consuming  subject’  always  already  split  between  the  local  and 

the global, as s/he negotiates the fractious  terrains of, what Anna Tsing terms as the 

“engaged  universals”  (2005).  To  further  accentuate  my  point  about  the  convoluted  

histories through which consuming subjects are emerging, we need only to locate the 

complex understanding of suzhi – or quality of life – that is used as a free-floating 

disciplinary category for deciding who qualifies as an urbane, cosmopolitan consuming-

subject in post-socialist China (Anagnost 2004). The term as well as the ideal of life-style 

that it references is embedded in popular Chinese tradition, yet, at the same time is re-

animated to make sense of a completely modern phenomenon. It forces us to think the 

globalization of a distinctive form of capital and the subjectivities that it is generating not 

as  essentially  antithetical  to  older  or  ‘traditional’  cultural  ideals  but  as  a  re-working of 

them.  

If, class, albeit in its intricate and unstable form provides a locus of subjectivity formation 

for these workers, the other crucial parameter of the same is taking place along the axis of 

gender.  

Although, the opportunity to participate in the labor market has no doubt yielded positive 

effects on women, scholars simultaneously draw attention to how restructuring and 
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globalization in actuality has led to the deepening of social inequality, including gender 

inequality (Ngo & Pun 2009, Rupert 2000), so that gender division of labor continue to 

exist along  with  devaluation  of  women’s  work  and  gender based wage differences (Huyer 

2003, Horton 1999, Standing 1999, Elson 2002). An oft studied industry in this regard is 

the service industry. For example, within the service industry, particularly banking, 

finance, retailing and insurance, women are predominantly found at the lower paid and 

less skilled employment levels, with few occupying positions in management (Standing 

1999). Along similar lines, focusing on Hong  Kong’s  service  sector,  Ngo  and  Pun (2009) 

after examining the rapid urban and economic restructuring of Hong Kong, concurs that 

although “global  conditions”  (49)  of  Hong  Kong  have  led  to  an  increase  in  women’s  

entry into the paid labor force thereby closing the gender gaps in such areas as wage, 

occupational mobility or access to resources (Ngo 2000), yet, the new international 

division of labor initiated by globalization has also pushed women towards low paid, low 

tier jobs (Aguilar 2004). This is especially true for those women belonging to lower class 

or having less education and skills for whom jobs such as that of cashier or shop assistant 

has become the last resort to enter the labor market (Ngo & Pun 2009). To sum, scholars 

agree on the fact that the process of globalization and restructuring have led to new forms 

of gendered work, exacerbating the disadvantageous position of certain sectors of the 

society like the working class or middle aged lower class women lacking human and 

social  capital  necessary  to  survive  in  the  “global  city”  (Ngo & Pun 2009, Carr & Chen 

2004) and where government and the employers are also unwilling to further invest in 

upgrading  these  women’s  education  and  abilities.     
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Furthermore, analyzing the over dominance of women in the service sector, scholars 

indicate how besides the fact that employers prefer young, single women (Benería 2003) 

as  the  “ideal”  worker,  who  should  also  be  “nimble”  and  “passive”  (Salzinger  2003,  Ong  

1991, Bergeron 2001), the prevailing essentialist discourse of women being best suited to 

do emotional work also plays a definitive role. Distinguishing between emotional work 

and emotional labor, Hochschild (1983) contends that while emotional work relates to 

unwaged work done in the private sphere, emotional labor is the work done in the public 

sphere for a wage. However, there can hardly be any clear distinction between the paid 

and unpaid, or public and private parts of a job (see, for example, Gubrium 1989, 

Mirchandani 1998, 1999, 2000, Uttal & Touminen 1999) so that there is often 

considerable overlap between these two categories.  

  

Overall, in line with the vital contributions of Arlie Hochschild (1983), other theorists of 

labor have in recent years placed the centrality of emotions as a fundamental category of 

labor in service industries under neoliberal capitalist organizations, even if the range of 

display of emotions during the course of the work day is standardized (Leidner 1993). 

Additionally, the gendered aspect of emotional labor may not be apparently explicit but 

can be naturalized by organizations as well as the workers themselves to such an extent 

that  it  appears  to  be  “eclipsed”.  Mirchandani  (2005)  focusing  on  transnational  

subcontracting  work  in  India  to  understand  “the  nature  of  gendered  work  within  the  

context  of  global  economic  relations”  (107),  highlights,  how  gender  may  be  “eclipsed”  
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(111) at the discursive level within work arrangements, but continues to be performed by 

the men and women through their training processes (such as customer service). A 

similar argument is made by Adkins (2001) who points out that in service work 

“performances  of  femininity-for all workers- constitute  workplace  resources”  (669).      

This performance of gender roles within service sectors, for instance, is often evident 

through  two  processes  that  workers  are  trained  in,  ‘mothering’  and  servitude’  

(Mirchandani 2005).  While mothering is related to handling of customer service (being 

empathetic, good listener), servitude is evident through the ways in which workers are 

trained to be compliant to the customer needs and demands.  

 

Furthermore, David  Harvey  has  argued  that  this  emphasis  on  ‘emotional  work’  itself  is  an  

indicator  of  the  general  trend  towards  ‘feminization  of  labor’  that  is  re-organizing labor-

capital relations especially in service and retail sectors. With the turn towards neoliberal 

economic restructuring and the  progressive dissolution of older factory modes of 

industrial capitalist productions, the dismantling of traditional ethics of distinctive (white) 

working class identities for Harvey has led to the erasure of confrontationist scope of 

labor politics such as those provided by mass-scale unionizations under former (western) 

welfare states (1996, 2005).  

 

The emphasis placed on individual qualities of worker subjectivities and emotional 

commitments to work has, for Harvey, nullified all notions of mass mobilizations in the 

interests of labor based on a unitary idea of class. With the erosion of the factory based 
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production units, even the spaces available for mass mobilization of workers seem clearly 

attenuated, especially if we think of the complex network of contractual, out-sourced 

labor regimes. However, the arguments forwarded by Harvey seem to romanticize a 

particular trope of labor politics allied with an ideology of resistance too sharply defined 

by mostly western typologies of working class masculinities. As Yan (2008) and Pun 

(2005) have comprehensively shown through their ethnographic projects on working 

women  in  the  domestic  and  manufacturing  sectors  of  China,  ‘feminization  of  labor’  

constitutes a slippery terrain where fragmentary dreams, desires, emotional detachments 

and ennui create their own logic of agency and dissonance, not decipherable through 

meta-narratives of resistance. Given Kolkata’s  long  immersion  in  heterogeneous  labor  

practices, large pools of informal domestic workers consisting of both men and women, 

forms of employment in formal and informal economies requiring different degrees of 

servitude,  can  we  translate  the  idea  of  ‘feminization  of  labor’ so transparently? The issue 

is further muddied by the fact that while the city had a long history of left-leaning 

militant trade unionism, especially in manufacturing units and the famous jute mills, there 

have also been parallel circuits of labor organizations which tend to take on more 

‘innovative’  forms  like  through  dependence  on  ethnic  or  kinship  ties.  Finally,  while 

rigidly patriarchal, the gendering of labor in Kolkata does not necessarily proceed along 

overt masculinist principles (Chakrabarty 1989). 

 

Some of the research questions that I try to address through my ethnography based on the 

above observations are: 1. From institutional discourses linked to corporate capital and 
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state, how do the workers imaginatively translate and envision their own desires for class 

mobility and self-development based on their everyday experiences of work and exposure 

to the sumptuous life-styles of high-end consumption in shopping malls and cafes? 2. 

What new social imaginaries, forms of self-fashioning and intricate patterns of inhabiting 

urban life are in turn enabled for these workers through the mediation of these dreams 

and desires linked to the specific nature of their work? 3. In the context of employment 

sites like shopping malls, what is the generative capacity of new disciplinary techniques 

associated with work - like repeated on-job training processes, micro-practices of daily 

labor regulations or forms of hierarchies established through everyday interactions 

between employees and management - in creating a self-motivated labor force in the 

interests of corporate capital? 4. How is the availability of self-regulated young workers 

energizing the discursive attempts by the state to project an identity for Kolkata as 

investor friendly in order to persuade the transient and speculative capital investments to 

prolong their commitments to the city? 5. What are the ways in which gender relations 

are getting coded within the context of service work in new sites of consumption like 

shopping malls which is then getting refracted back to the urban milieu? 6. How do the 

codes of gender relations operating in sites of work get incorporated within the domestic 

realms of the workers, influencing a host of other sites like their homes, neighborhoods or 

private spaces of leisure?  
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The Dissonance of History:   

From its eminence as the cultural and economic hub of colonial India and the second 

largest  city  of  the  British  Empire,  the  dissipation  of  Kolkata’s  status  through  events such 

as the Bengal Famine of 1943, the violent Partition of 1947 or the refugee crisis after the 

creation of Bangladesh in 1971 has been harrowing. With the memory of its erstwhile 

glory juxtaposed starkly with its current impoverishment, a pervasive sense of 

decrepitude hangs over the present urban life where the long history of its post-colonial 

development  has  “condemned  it  to  crowding  and  neglect”  leading  to  poverty  and  mass 

unemployment (Kaviraj 1997, 86).  Assigned  a  “tenuous  presence  on  the  margins of a 

global  cartography”  of  capital  (Roy  2003,  5),  the  characteristics  of  third-world poverty 

mark  Kolkata’s  contemporary  place  in  the  global  tourist  itinerary  (Hutnyk  1996),  effacing  

its former position as the cultural and economic hub of colonial India.  

 

With pervasive modes of representation of Kolkata tied to such figures of salvation as 

Mother Teresa, or the shock of poverty encountered in films such as City of Joy (Director 

Roland Joffé, 1992) if the city at all figures in the contemporary global regimes of 

representation and consumerist imaginaries, it is overwhelming through narratives of 

moral and material abandonment, frustrated agency of the local inhabitants, cycles of 

mortifying poverty and humiliating conditions of life. If, as Neferti Tadiar (2004) has 

argued, the circuits of highly capitalized global consumption occurs through the work of 

imagination, crafting endless significations of difference between the local and the 

global, then the bundles of imaginaries linked to Kolkata as a third-world city par 
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excellence not only enable its own stylized immersion in global tourism or mass cultural 

receptions  but  also  informs  the  localized  politics  of  the  place.  Thus  the  “rumour”  of  

poverty linked to the city (Hutnyk 1996) displays an effective political salience where the 

very  notional  category  of  the  city’s  marginalization and impoverishment has been 

repeatedly invoked by various political parties and especially the Communist Party of 

India (Marxist) – CPI(M) - to legitimize its ideological imperatives and tease out a 

particular frame-work of available rhetorical references through which electoral 

mobilizations can be made possible. While such rhetorical flourishes create either an 

ahistorical sense of immiseration or the fulsome invocation of an once lost Golden Age 

for the city, what is often left unstated are the convoluted trajectories of development of 

capital in the city, its unequal development in conjunction with the interests of state and 

finally the complex dynamics of poverty as a corollary of electoral compulsions, forms of 

patronage and local modes of control (Roy 2003, Simone 2004, Zhang 2002).  

 

Criticized for its inability to check the collapsing of the urban industrial base or 

exaggerating the antagonism of capital-labor relations for electoral gains and thus unable 

to prevent the out-migration of capital in spite of its long tenure of power since 1977, the 

CPI(M) and the Left-Front state viewed the flow of retail investments as indicative of the 

successful implementation of its ongoing economic reforms. Thus, shifting drastically 

from its earlier confidence in state planned development, the CPI(M) government of the 

West Bengal state perceived the influx of private capital through neoliberal economic 

reforms as the only means of reclaiming  Kolkata’s  lost  prominence and building a 
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prosperous future. Actively promulgating neoliberal policies at the provincial level the 

CPI(M) had, however, ironically maintained a trenchant critique of the liberalization of 

Indian economy at the national level. It was this pervasive irony attaching to the 

CPI(M)’s  political  agenda,  partly accruing out of a historical habit of appearing the rote 

voice of dissent at the national level, which had tended  to  shrink  the  party’s  scope  for  

maneuvering and damage control after the destructive violence of Singur or Nandigram, 

in the wake of the failed land possession attempts. 5 As Abhijit Guha has shown, that 

from  the  early  1990s  and  corresponding  with  India’s  liberalizing  policies,  the  West  

Bengal government/ CPI(M) party embarked on a series of possessions of land and 

dislocations of rural populations in a bid to benefit from the same currents of 

restructuring that it was repeatedly criticizing at the national level (2007). This 

dichotomy between the pro-poor stance emanating at the level of public rhetoric of the 

party for purposes of electoral mobilizations and its actual forms of control through mass-

scale  evictions,  various  scales  of  ‘primitive  accumulation’  practices  and  disruption  of  

local economies has increasingly  come  to  signify  the  party’s  political  hold  over  Kolkata  

as well (Roy 2003).  

 
                                                 
5 When faced with the persistent resistance of small landholders and landless agricultural laborers in both 
these places despite the  furies  of  a  determined  state  eager  to  posses  land  for  ‘development’,  the  chief  
minister of the CPI(M) government of West Bengal had to fall back on conspiracy theories hatched by 
misguided Ultra-Leftists and other opposition groups trying to block West Bengal’s  smooth  integration  into  
global capital. What remained an uncontestable point for him was the efficacy of liberal reforms in aiding 
West  Bengal’s  growth  despite  all  indications  to  the  contrary.  Meanwhile  the  level  of  violence  unleashed  by  
the police and party cadres belonging to CPI(M) in Singur and Nandigram remain rarely matched even in 
the often violent history of the region that had borne the full-brunt of partition killings of 1947. 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liXBziKxxp4). In the aftermath of repeated electoral reversals of the 
CPI(M),  attributable  to  the  intransigency  over  the  issue  of  development,  the  party’s  hard-headed approach 
has slightly softened where it is now feeling the need to make the public aware of the benefits of liberalized 
development, yet, the issue of reforms remain non-negotiable.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=liXBziKxxp4
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As a consequence of the economic re-structuring initiated by the West Bengal 

government, large capital investments in the high-end real-estate and retail industries had 

led to a proliferation of shopping malls and cafes in Kolkata since the late 1990s. In this 

process, anxious to attract and retain capital, whose character in Kolkata remains 

speculative and transient, the CPI(M) government was aggressively promoting Kolkata’s  

investment potential based on the character of its urban workers as self-regulated and 

averse to unionization. Touting the comparative advantages of its control over and 

capacity to remold urban labor according to the needs of capital through the conjunction 

between the CPI(M) party and the state government, what was being elided in the 

governmental  discourses  is  Kolkata’s  long  history  of  militant  trade  unionism  led  by the 

CPI(M), which now started viewing private capital inflow as the only means to revitalize 

the stagnant urban economy.  

 

The service-oriented nature of work in the retail sector has, however, necessitated the re-

crafting of the worker-subjectivity in Kolkata. No longer disciplined according to the 

mechanical processes of production in industrial factories (Foucault 1977), discourses of 

innovation  and  flexibility  circulate  among  workers’  everyday  learning  struggles  and  

induce them to be more entrepreneurial and self-reliant individuals – to make choices and 

take charge of their learning – with little acknowledgment of gendered and classed work 

and learning conditions (Fenwick 2006). Concomitantly, the worker, through the display 

of a cosmopolitan global subjectivity, must also learn to creatively manipulate the 

consumer’s  affective desires to arouse, heighten and modulate the yearnings for 
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consumption. While the fashioning of such a worker-subjectivity is evolving out of the 

conjoined interests of state and capital, it is also getting impacted by the multiple 

longings and frustrations for possession and consumption generated in workers through 

interactions with consumer commodities and clients belonging to economically more 

secured strata of society. In  the  event  when  India’s  urban  working-class population 

remains deeply immersed within the fantasies  of  “mediascapes”  (Appadurai  1996)  of  

image productions emanating from televisions to bill-boards, the shopping malls or cafes 

present tactile spaces of engagement with such commodities, that are no longer only 

virtual images on a screen.   

 

An abiding theme with the workers that I interviewed at South City Mall during my 

dissertation research was the ambivalence of hope and anguish. The thrill of work lay at 

experiencing a cosmopolitan life-style with the proximity to otherwise inaccessible 

commodities of desire and the informal kinship idioms like dada/didi (elder brother/elder 

sister in Bengali) that structure the daily work experience. Yet apprehensions clouded 

their abilities to interact in English or to present a suave, urbane deportment to customers 

– two qualities for success emphasized in repeated job trainings. What ultimately both 

animates as well as frustrates these workers is the disjuncture between their own Bengali 

speaking, low-income, familial life-worlds and the idiom of an unfamiliar, distant 
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English-speaking cosmopolitanism that they must enact daily through their language, 

comportment and bodily performances in order to be successful at work.6  

The adoption of hire-and-fire policies coupled with the difficulties of organizing labor 

union activities in institutions like shopping malls moreover further exacerbate the 

precariousness of these workers. With less privileged jobs than those in call centers or 

industries, workers in the new centers of consumption – shopping malls, retail stores or 

coffee-shops – are a vast youth population who are both in intimate contact with the 

affective and tactile allures of consumer/commodity cultures but also with little ability to 

actually  “afford”  such  life-styles. This ambiguity is a crucial node in the networks of 

reproduction and reconfiguration of capitalism in India today. West Bengal and Kolkata 

offer a particularly interesting challenge to study this ambiguity, since youth culture there 

has for so long been molded by a very active left political culture and the legacies of an 

older Indian nationalism and bourgeois hegemony, both of which were deeply critical and 

resistant to forms of consumer capitalism.  

 

Reconfiguring the role of the state:  

Current theorizations on postcolonial nationhood tend to foreground the gradual 

weakening  of  the  state’s  grip  on  national  life  once  it  is  subsumed  by  the  effects  of  

neoliberalism and the global flows of labor, technology and capital (Comaroff & 

                                                 
6 While the disconnect between Bengali and English is obvious as to what qualifies as a global language 
and which gets marked as the parochial vernacular, the relationship between Hindi and English as possible 
ways of inhabiting a global linguistic community is more complex. This is definitely due to the hegemonic 
role of Hindi in a host of popular media like Bollywood films that are able to settle Hindi firmly within the 
imaginaries of global capital while retaining the distinctive bearings of being Indian. This once again 
illustrates the multiple points of conflation and disruption between global circuits of capital and 
local/national hegemonies.  
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Comaroff  2001, Scott 1999). This dissolution of the state effect is happening not only 

due to the progressive weakening of state institutions to intervene in the workings of 

transnational capital but also as a consequence of the demise of the social and cultural 

role of mediation of the post-colonial, national bourgeoisie between the state and capital.  

 

What such a bourgeoisie is increasingly losing is also their relevance in mediating 

between the principles of an alien Western modernity imposed by colonialism and the 

heterogeneous aspirations of the colonized masses in formulating a specific form of 

modernity applicable to the post-colonial  sphere.  Partha  Chatterjee’s  (2004)  lament  for  

Indian cities, marked by alarming rise in class segregation, violence against marginalized 

populations and greater disenfranchisement, is a critique of neoliberal capital which has 

failed to provide any meaningful mediating institutions (like in the former coupling 

between state and national bourgeoisie) to replace those it has dissolved. I would, 

however, like to argue that in the specific context of an urban space like Kolkata, with its 

immersion in both postcolonial and socialist trajectories of development, the role of the 

state rather than simply diminishing is being reconfigured through its interactions with 

neoliberal capital. Concomitant with this, what has also happened is the forging of a new 

normative ethics of middle-class identity whose imaginary is heavily indented by a belief 

in corporate capital, technocratic reforms and efficacy of the market in settling the 

paradigms of development rather than any investment in the state per se as the main 

organ of modernization and growth (Chatterjee 2008).  
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The reconfiguration of the aspirations, desires and anxieties of the urban, economically-

marginalized youth populations to craft specific forms of worker-subjectivities under 

neoliberal conjunctions of state and capital in Kolkata elicit a re-thinking of the line of 

thought predicting the obliteration of the state form under globalization. The reworking 

of kinship networks, the emphasis on the need for urban youth to train and develop 

themselves as workers, large-scale rural-urban circulations and selective urban spatial 

developments happening in Kolkata under the aegis of the state for facilitating the inflow 

of capital are some of the distinguishing features which enumerate the altered role and 

scope of the state (Chatterjee 2004, Roy 2003).  

 

In its transition from a planned, socialist economy to a rapidly liberalizing economic 

structure, the entanglement of the interests of the state and capital in Kolkata distinctly 

echoes the mechanisms of worker-subjectivity formation in other post-socialist contexts 

(Dunn 2004, Pun 2003, Yan 2008). What these mechanisms are achieving, especially in 

the  development  of  ‘Asian  capital’,  are  the  inscription  of  normative  codes  of  ‘cultural  

citizenship’  through  which  the  state  selectively  idealizes  certain  worker-subjectivities 

within the national imaginary while excluding others (Ong 1996, 2003). Aihwa Ong, 

using the Foucauldian notion of governmentality, describes citizenship not as a settled 

rights bearing subject, but as a process and an active negotiation. It is not principally right 

which vest the cultural normalization of belonging to groups/individuals but they have to 

also traverse a complicated and often slippery terrain of enculturation in order to claim 

the status of membership within the national community.  
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It is a process which culminates both out of the structural norms imposed by the society 

and the institutions of the state by which a subject is circumscribed as well as the lived 

experience and the agentive capacity of the subject to conform to or resist these 

institutional and societal constraints. Thus: [C]itizenship [is] a cultural process of 

‘subject-ification,’  in  the  Foucauldian sense of self-making and being made by power 

relations that produce consent through schemes of surveillance, discipline, control, and 

administration. (Ong 1996, 737).  Thus contrary to the notion of a monolithic citizen-

subject on whom the nation-state  vests  rights,  Ong’s  theorization  helps  her  to  destabilize  

the unity of such a subject who is potentially always open to differential forms of 

(be)longing and multiplicity of desires and loyalties in her/his aspirational drive to claim 

affiliation. Moreover the work is always and necessarily partial where the fullness of 

belonging remains conditional on the particular modalities of governmental rationalities 

that the state and its institutional spaces seek to implement at various stages of their 

evolvement.  

 

The state, from the locus of citizenship then, cannot be conceived of only in terms of its 

‘repressive  hypothesis’  (to  use  Foucault’s  classic  formulation  for  Victorian  sexuality)  

which demands an unswerving and constraining referential point of attachment for the 

citizen-subject to properly claim her/his status. Just as in the context of sexuality, the 

repressive hypothesis of the state is itself a fertile node for an endless incitement to 

discourse, of multifarious attunements, of everyday ways of talking, signifying, desiring; 
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the matrix of rights-bearing citizenship, through its very attempts to curb difference, also 

becomes the fecund site for enunciating multiple layers of belonging which can never 

quite completely efface an unmanageable remainder of difference. In the example that 

Ong provides regarding Cambodian women, the ability to negotiate and creatively adapt 

to rapidly transforming social conditions determines the ability of subjects to move in and 

out of multi-variegated subject positions depending on what context the subject finds 

herself to be in (1996, 742-5). There is thus always a lag, or more appropriately a space 

for play, between what the ideal of citizenship demanded and desired by the state should 

be and what different subjects themselves wish to become. Certainly the room for 

maneuver is not unlimited; there are always structural impositions and codes of 

permissible and proscribed acts that are binding on the subject in her/his relation to the 

state, but the constraint is not the only  rule  of  the  game.  Ong’s  theorization  of  cultural  

citizenship, I would argue is crucial to the nexus of power relations made possible due to 

the increasing turn to bio-political forms of control that Foucault underlines as the 

principal category for governmental rationalities in neoliberal forms of 

institutionalizations of state and non-state actors.  

 

For Foucault, the organizational institutions, micro-practices and the apparatuses of the 

deployment of power in the present has undergone a transformation from their past 

configurations of sovereign and disciplinary power – a change that he identifies with the  

emergence of bio-politics. Of course it would be a reductive reading of Foucault to 

imagine that there are clear moments of transference in the modalities of power or that 
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we can think of a chronologically situated series: sovereign power – disciplinary power – 

bio-power. Instead of clear breaks Foucault emphasizes the complex interplay of the 

three formations of power, however, with a particular apparatus of deployment more 

characteristically delineated in relation to the other two, thereby transforming the very 

relational quality between the triad of sovereign power-disciplinary power-bio-power.  

But how do we demarcate bio-power, especially in terms of the older regimes of 

sovereign and disciplinary power?  The understanding of sovereign power in Foucault is 

principally located in terms of its subtractive quality – deductive both in the sense of its 

seizure of objects, things, commodities as well as its mandate to ‘make die’  – an 

imperative threatening constantly to put life under the mark of erasure.  Sovereign power 

is  thus  “a  subtraction  mechanism,  a  right  to  appropriate  a  portion  of  wealth,  a  tax  of  

products, goods and services, labour and blood, levied  on  the  subjects”  (Foucault  1990, 

136).  

 

Law, that final apotheosis of sovereign power has to be perforce armed, where the sign of 

the  sword  is  the  constantly  hovering  and  menacing  reminder  of  the  sovereign’s  hold  over  

life and death. The carceral archipelagos of disciplinary power on the other hand is based 

on the workings of the individual body, for instance the ceaseless training of the 

anatomical body to respond most proficiently to the rhythm of the machine for instance, 

or in keeping with the requirements of certain styles of pedagogical practices. The 

individualizing and differentiating gaze of the panopticon thereby becoming the 
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organizing technology for a series of institutions under disciplinary power: the factory, 

the school, the prison or the clinic (Foucault 1977).  

 

Bio-power, neither repressive nor redemptive, on the other hand works through a 

different modality where its function is essentially additive rather than subtractive, 

eliciting a generative quality – to things, objects and perhaps most importantly to life; 

optimizing or multiplying them through precise mechanisms of controlled modulations. 

The incitement to life, making life more productive, moreover, happens not only at the 

level  of  the  individual  body,  like  the  workers’  body  under disciplinary power, but at the 

level of the very biological life of the species-being itself. Its aim therefore is to foster 

life at the level of the individual, as well as at the level of the entire species, the 

conglomeration of these two functions culminating in the pastoral concern of bio-power 

in its capacity for both individualizing and massifying to facilitate the care of the flock 

under its charge (Foucault 2008, 2007). The fundamental importance that is accorded to 

populations rather than community – in its understanding of a statistically enumerable 

group that forms the field of intervention - is formulated precisely to enhance this 

particular pastoral functionality (Foucault 2007).  

 

The propagation of the bio-logical species as well as the care of the individual members 

of the species – these then forms the crux of the pastoral/bio-power that connects as well 

as creates the field of intervention for the various working out of bio-politics, from its 

attending to the needs of the reproductive health of the population to the intricacies of 
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city planning, the unhindered movement of commodities  or the providing of health care 

resources based on rationalities of cost optimization. Under the conditions imposed by 

bio-politics, the articulation of life in its most fundamental biological irreducibility 

(accepting for the moment that such irreducibility is possible) and its plenitude of 

forms/modalities constitute a complex and always shifting totality leaving no space for 

transcendence. This field of totality, which drawing on Foucault (2007), I designate as the 

‘milieu’  reformulates  the  spatialization  of  power  not  through  the  dialectics  of  

inside/outside, inclusion/exclusion but a politics of immanence where trajectories and 

intensities of life and modalities remain coterminous within the field of totality. Taking 

charge of this milieu, as a given, as a totality of the flows of energy, commodities, bodies, 

natural resources - bio-power intervenes through a multiplicity of technological strategies 

to also re-arrange, modify, excite the feeling of vitality ascribed to life.  

 

In the event where death has become shameful with the transformed valorization of life, 

even the operation of thanatopolitics, whether in the form of racialized genocide, 

eugenics or war must be waged in the name of fostering life and freeing it of the 

impediments  that  threaten  its  ‘natural’  efflorescence.  Hence  the  new  understanding  of  

racism that no longer operates merely on the basis of phenotypical features but takes on a 

far more insidious meaning as that which posits a risk to the general life itself (Foucault 

2003). Violence, then, must be understood in its most exuberant form as well as its most 

mundane manifestation from the perspective of this relentless, invidious exhilaration, 

from the breathless pace of its proliferation and the temporal moment of the present that 
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hangs infinitely and precariously suspended between the memories of failure of the past 

and the risk of slipping through the cracks of the future (Massumi 1993).   

 

This is what charges us with life, the feeling of feeling alive in being able to defer one 

more time the risk of falling from one point to the next, investing us in turn with an 

infinite flexibility as the primal resources for survival. It is not surprising that for Emily 

Martin, flexibility becomes a trope itself of life, not just of labor or capitalism, suspended 

as each of us is in a position of precarious groundlessness (1994). A flexibility that 

moreover is reinforced through the conjunctions of state and non-state actors whose 

governmental rationalities no longer lie in the more direct pastoral form of taking care of 

those who are most vulnerable to risks, but rather vests in the role of a facilitator, of one 

who through a vast assemblage of institutions (e.g. private insurances, loan facilities, and 

so forth) and processes incites in us the quality of flexibility, of nurturing life, where 

death is only an imperfect, failed nurturance (Rose 2001).  

 

In this society of enterprising men and women, what is lost for us is the vision of 

momentary repose  that  the  weary  traveler  of  the  poet  Jibanananda  Das’  Banalata  Sen  

(2008, 37) had once encountered in the limpid eyes of his beloved. That possibility of 

tender nestling is no longer available to the contemporary self-valorized subjects caught 

up in the perennially shaky grounds of an imminent crisis. Trying to avert each ensuing 

risk, trying to predict, counter, dodge what lies as yet hidden no doubt suffuses us with 

the  sensation  of  ‘being  alive’  – the auto-affective surge sustaining us through the 
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heightened  impulses  of  something  feeling  as  “something”  (Clough  2000,  Stewart  2007, 

2-3, Hansen 2004), yet, such surges can be cruel too. The global presence of vast 

numbers of flexible, reserve army of young workers, precariously perched at the very 

margins of transnational capital is, for example, made increasingly possible precisely 

through the capturing of their affective vitality in somehow staying alive. The stylization 

of life in somehow surviving under the most adverse conditions is itself being capitalized 

through instrumentalization, for instance in categories of affective labor, thereby 

furthering the economic cycles of production that creates these conditions of marginality 

in the first place (Hardt & Negri 2001).  

 

I agree with Agamben (1998) in his insight into the relational quality of violence under 

the present conditions of bio-politics, but not in so far that relation can be marked 

between bare life and life-forms inscribed by the goodness conferred by the political 

entity of bios or the possibility of transference from one to the other, but in terms of 

relation between the life-forms themselves in the contested sphere of the milieu. The way 

these forms are valorized or abrogated, excited or diminished, construct a force-field of 

shifting relational qualities through which violence operates along the channels of 

modulations that control the production of enterprising subjects today. With the turn 

towards the constant attunement to risks in being alive and the specific textures of 

habitation  produced  by  the  anticipatory  logic  of  late  capital  as  a  “cluster  of  promises”  

attaching themselves to objects or events yet to unfold, the present gets inundated by 
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violence for the sake of futurity even if it means the attrition of life for vast sections of 

the population (Berlant 2006, 20).    

 

The valorization of life that Foucault alludes to also means that we need to extend the 

idea of cultural citizenship into something more expansive, especially if we are to 

account for the category of a new typology of subject formation. This is because, while 

Ong does index the normative working out of subject-positions under the implications of 

various structural forces and the subjective responses of agency made possible in the 

specific stylizations of the self, the labor of production associated with the formation of 

cultural citizenship remains too individuated, too undercut by the personal histories of 

migration, class, race and gender. For my project, the individuation of citizenship must 

also be thought through the linkages and affinities that project a much wider field of 

circulation of subject positions emanating from particular identities located in specific 

forms of work. For this purpose, I would like to use the category of the public, as a field 

of self-organized sphere of subjects brought together and formed by the circulation of 

discourse (Warner 1999). It would be interesting here to reflect briefly on the ideological 

role played by shopping malls through the materiality of their commodities and consumer 

objects impinge on the sensibilities of young men and women in constructing categories 

of the public historically.  

 

From their very inception in 19th Century European metropoles such as Paris or London, 

shopping malls through the arraying of commodities gathered from different sections of 
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the world, have tended to produce a notional feel and proximity to the global for the 

consuming public combining a variety of ideological, aesthetic and cultural valences 

(Bennett 1995, 2004; Crimp 1993). Partaking of newly developing technologies for 

visual displays like plate glass windows, shopping malls along with a host of other 

related institutions like public museums were pivotal in creating a definitive urban 

material culture that attested to the centrality of the visual in the socio-cultural experience 

of modernity (Jay 1988, Jenks 1995). Giving rise to celebrated figures of modernity like 

the flâneur,  who  would  go  “botanizing  on  the  asphalt”  to  use  Walter  Benjamin’s  famous  

phrase, the commodities show-cased in 19th century shopping malls were inducing a 

particular modality of thinking about the world readily available through the means of 

consumption. Each article for sale could act as a miniscule representative, synecdoche for 

the particular cultural world that it came from.  

 

This aesthetics of consumption, the ordering and availability of the world reflected in and 

through the neat arrangements of objects in the last instance were vital knots of forming 

the basis of an undifferentiated imperial public in those metropoles for whom were 

aligned all the wonders of (industrial) capitalism and colonial extraction (Bennett 1995). 

In this assimilation of the public through the material culture of sites of display such as 

shopping malls or museums, what was seamlessly carpeted over by the myth of the 

unified imperial public was the host of internal tensions regarding class, purchasing 

power or gender that was in reality deeply embedded within such a public. Thinking 

through the material culture of shopping malls in a city like Kolkata in the early 21st 
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century, how do we construct the relationality between objects and sections of urban 

populations intimately in contact with them but still infinitely distanced? Do we fall back 

on jaded orthodox Marxist ideas of commodity fetishism and alienation in terms of 

thinking about the situation of youth populations working in conditions of heightened 

consumption? Or do we naturalize the neoliberal promises of individual progress and 

economic empowerment that can one day validate the promise of possession of these 

objects of fantasy for the workers through their enterprise and hard labor? Moreover, the 

dazzle of the commodities deluging shopping malls, from French perfumes to designer 

jeans, force us to re-envision the cityscape itself and the hegemonic ideal of a 

gentle/genteel intellectualized bhadralok culture that it has long fostered for itself 

precisely  on  the  basis  of  a  ‘restricted  economy’  of  aversion  to  modes  of  conspicuous  

consumption and excessive expenditure (Roy 2003, Bataille 1988).  

 

Affective Labor and Refashioning of Worker Subjectivity: 

The literature on gender relations structuring contemporary regimes of labor, while 

provocatively suggesting constant slippages between normalized binaries of 

masculinity/femininity do not however address the issue of how gender transformations 

are incorporated within the larger networks of city life. I believe this failure to be attuned 

to the forms of relay of fluid gender roles outside of work sites is partly due to their 

conception of work environments only in terms of individuating disciplinary mechanisms 

(Foucault 1977). In locating how the individuated categories of emotion are rapidly 

transformed into the generalized, pre-personal matrix of affect as a constantly regulating 
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site of subjectivity formation, we need to take into account the transformation suggested 

by Giles Deleuze in the movement from societies of discipline to those of control (1991). 

 Under the disciplinary regimes of the colonized and post-colonized state, the deployment 

of power had essentially taken place through institutionalized assemblages like the 

factory, the family or the school that imparted a particular order of sociality or morality.  

 

By constant processes of correction and inscription of power on the individual body, what 

was aimed at was the realization of a particular norm. To take the example of Bengali 

modernity, the normalization of the Bhadralok morality and embodiment was 

accomplished through the nexus between a variety of institutions like the family and the 

school (Bandyopadhyay 1991). By smoothing over the striated assemblages of 

disciplinary power, mechanisms of control allied with bio-power instead have now 

flattened the older distinctions between civil society and state, or the various binaries like 

the city and the country or private and public. It also has significantly reduced the 

importance of or made permeable institutions like the family in terms of privileged points 

of tactical deployment of disciplinary power, so that even the state can no longer be 

thought of as an assemblage of normalizing institutions based on corrective disciplinary 

power. Control, by operating through an infinite modulation of information, data, affects 

and potentialities is no longer delimited in its work at the level of the subjects only as 

probable members of a (national) community. The circulation of affect for rapidly 

making and unmaking of subjects at various imbrications of modulation takes the 

advantages of open systems as acting at far from equilibrium states and redeploying them 
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for the fluid circulations of capital and bio-political governmentalities (Clough 2007). 

The transformation of the modalities of power from discipline to control and bio-power 

should force us to re-categorize the nation-state itself which can no longer be thought of 

in terms of the effect of a set of institutionalized points of regulation. I do not take this to 

suggest that we think of the nation then as a completely superfluous entity wavering in 

the global landscape of unmitigated movements and flows. Perhaps one way to rethink of 

the nations is by means of the conjunctions of friction, eliciting a sense of vitality 

between the globalized aspirations of identities, consumer habits, commodity 

productions, image formations and the specific contours they assume when rubbed 

against the regulatory modulations of the national space, even in its most de-

territorialized forms (Tsing 2005).  

 

In framing the new worker-subjectivities, one has to perforce take into effect, not just 

how individual workers respond to their subjectification under the particular conditions 

of work, but also how they become important conduits for the affective circulation of the 

networks of neoliberal development. Michael Hardt reminds us that with the 

contemporary  real  subsumption  of  capital,  labor  is  no  longer  an  extrinsic,  “foreign”  

element to it that must be tamed and constantly supervised (2001). Rather, with the 

complete incorporation of labor within capital, what is required is the series of 

modulations that intensify or diminish (according to the needs of capital) the affective 

feeling of vitality. In the event when the creative impulse, the ability to slip in and out of 

multiple roles in order to survive the precariousness of the city has become the main 
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qualification of the urban laborer, I think it is no longer theoretically productive to limit 

ourselves to understanding the disciplining of individuated emotional displays. One has 

to account for a larger force-field of constant mobility, flexibility and adaptability that is 

animating the urban environment itself rather than any specific work-sites.  “These  

qualifications [of mobility etc.] are not products of industrial discipline so much as results 

of a socialization that has its center of gravity outside of the workplace, a socialization 

punctuated by discontinuous and modular experiences, by fashion, by the interpretations 

of the media, and by the indecipherable ars combinatorial of the metropolis intertwining 

itself  in  sequences  of  fleeting  opportunities”  (Virno  1996,  13  Italics in the original).  

 

From discourses linked to the idea of enterprise, of the need for self-valorization and 

creativity or the potential for mobility that workers encounter and negotiate on an 

everyday basis, from on-job trainings to representations of their sites of work in 

commercial images, how do we understand the formation of a generalized public in the 

city itself that organizes itself in relation to the requirements of flexibility and modulated 

control? I would suggest that focusing on the workers presents a possibility of a concrete 

point of orientation in situating this public where the circulation of neoliberal 

development does not merely talk in terms of binaries of exclusion and inclusion but 

creates a force-field of complex encounters from the actual sites of work to the domestic 

lives of these workers that needs to be ethnographically mapped.  
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Reconfiguration of the scope and institutional quality of the state and the wedding of its 

interests to capital in producing new worker-subjectivities must also be placed in 

dialogue with the change in meaning, scope and nature of labor itself allied with notions 

of  ‘flexible  accumulation’  under  neoliberal  capital  and its effects on forms of urban 

habitation (Harvey 1996). With the contemporary shift from industrial to post-industrial 

service capital and the increasing disavowal of state institutions to protect labor rights, 

the ability to display individual creativity, adaptability and enterprise becomes the only 

guarantee of success for individual workers within new flexible work arrangements 

(Foucault 2008, Harvey 2005). Such workers are constantly modulated through repeated 

training processes to inculcate qualities of self-regulation, adaptation to the shifting 

demands of work and orientation towards the organizational goals of increased 

profitability, brand-enhancement and productivity (Amin 1994, Deleuze 1991, Fenwick 

2002, Harvey 1996, 2005, Martin 1994). 

 

Taking  affect  as  the  complex  “substrate  of  the  body’s  capacity  to  act,  to  engage,  and  to  

connect”  – that which invests the subject with a sense of its own vitality - I argue that the 

value of labor for this new worker-subjectivity lies in the degree to which this affective 

vitality is territorialized and channeled for the services of capital (Clough 2007, 2, 

Deleuze and Guattari 1987, Massumi 2002).  For  the  category  of  ‘affective  labor’  related  

to service or retail jobs, the value of labor inheres not in the materiality of objects 

produced but in the subjective capacity of the worker to communicate and arouse  “a  

feeling of ease, well-being,  satisfaction,  excitement,  or  passion”  in  the  consumer  in  order  
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to create the cultural and ideological environment of consumption in spaces like shopping 

malls (Hardt & Negri 2001, 293, Lazzarato1996).  

 

While recognizing the value of this scholarship on affective labor, I would like to argue 

that this worker-subjectivity emerges not only through the institutional capturing of the 

affective potential of workers but also due to the self-governing and self-fashioning of the 

individual subject itself through variegated strategies of assimilation, resistance, 

slippages or misrecognition (Foucault 1980, 1988, 2005, Ong 1996). Given the 

disjuncture between the socio-economically marginalized life-worlds of the workers in 

Kolkata and their sanitized work environments, it is also vital to ethnographically locate 

this self-fashioning of worker-subjectivity as impacted by the proximity of consumer 

objects, architectural layouts of space, and interactions with consumers within the daily 

processes of work itself (Augé 1995, Baudrillard 1996, Jameson 1991, Morris 1998, 

Sorkin 1992). It is only then that we can begin to decipher the affective attachments and 

pleasures that are fomented through the very experience of work as a generative principle 

of subjectivity formation that will help to resist the conception of the worker-subjectivity 

as homogenous, docile and passive in relation to globalized work (Bergeron 2001, 

Bradley 2000, Burawoy 1979, Rose and Miller 2008, Sassen 2001).  

 

In suggesting the need to situate the contours of the new worker subjectivities within the 

local and historical particularities of Kolkata, my research contributes to the urban turn in 

the anthropological scholarship on South Asia which mediates between post-coloniality 
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and the global realities of consumer capitalism (Appadurai 2002, Mazzarella 2003). By 

building on this scholarship, I seek to also locate the particularities of individual subject 

formation through the labor processes in the flows and circuits of neoliberal capital. In 

exploring  the  material  practices  that  structure  worker’  experiences  under  the  aegis  of  

neoliberalism, my research contests the formation of totalizing discourses of 

globalization by foregrounding the heterogeneity in the lived experiences of the workers 

(Sassen 2001), not as passive victims of State and predatory capital (Valsiner 2000), but 

actors  with  “personal  intentions  and  agency”  (Billett  2007,  192).  Brah (2002, 26) 

summarizes  these  views  aptly:  “globalization  does  not  exist  in  some rarefied stratosphere. 

It  always  touches  the  ground”. This grounding of globalization in the concrete materiality 

of the life-world of those impacted by its cross-currents in Kolkata necessitates my 

engagement with recent anthropological writings on the intersections of postcolonial state 

and capital in crafting new worker-subjectivities (Tsing 2005).  The emergence of such 

subjectivities cannot only be understand through the institutional forces impacting them 

but must foreground the subjective dreams, desires and anxieties of the workers 

themselves (Dunn 2004, Pun 2005). Finally, by focusing on the question of affect, I want 

to engage the scholarship developing around this concept in terms of identity formation 

in post-industrial forms of labor (Hardt & Negri 2001) and the possibilities and 

limitations of expanding it to theorizations of non-western contexts. 
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Methodology:  

Beginning in April 2010, I conducted an eighteen month ethnographic fieldwork as a 

floor-level worker in a food-based retail chain – which I will name as Globofood - in the 

South City Mall. I also had short stints of service at another large fashion and clothing 

store and a café chain.  Selection of these sites was informed by two considerations: 1. 

the newness of these institutions, all of which began operations in the late 1990s; 2. their 

locations  in  the  southern  and  eastern  parts  of  Kolkata,  areas  where  most  of  the  city’s  

capital investments in the high-end retail sectors have been concentrated (Gooptu 2009, 

Roy 2003). My methodological approach emphasized the multifarious structural, 

discursive, cultural and subjective forces that both shape and contest the formation of 

worker-subjectivities in Kolkata. I structured my data collection efforts into 

chronologically three phases.  

 

1. Participant Observation: Working as a junior salesperson at the South City Mall, the 

largest shopping mall in southern Kolkata, the first 3-4 months of field work utilized 

participant observation as my primary research method to build formal and informal 

relationships with co-workers and managerial staff. Permission for my employment has 

already been secured during the course of my pre-dissertation research in summer 2009. 

This phase served as an intense immersion in the everyday processes of work, 

communication skills in English, forms of training and comportment characterizing 

employees at this institution. I also focused on studying how the institution crafts 

idealized worker subjectivity through repeated training modules, surveillance techniques, 
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labor regulations, manuals specifying worker conduct etc. Understanding how workers 

creatively enact the codes of this idealized subjectivity in the lived realities of daily work, 

including the slippages and conscious resistances, was a vital component of my 

participant observation research. My informal associations with workers outside the 

immediate scope of work used the cultural form of adda,  “the  long,  informal,  and  

unrigorous  conversations”  that  form  a  vital idiom of urban social interactions in Kolkata 

(Chakrabarty 1999, 110). The process of adda involved visiting individual workers at 

their home, closely interacting with their family members and remaining sensitive to the 

workers’  perceptions  and  observations about the ways they valorized their work and saw 

the limits of its potentials. 

 

2. Interviews: The interview phase built on and augmented knowledge gleaned through 

participant observation. Based on prior experiences during my pre-dissertation research, I 

interviewed two sets of individuals. a) Key-Informants: I conducted semi-structured 

interviews with employers, planners and developers associated with organized retail 

industries in Kolkata. Interviews drew on  knowledge  of  Kolkata’s  retail  industry  earned 

through participant observation and my two previous stints of summer research to 

identify the interviewees. Another series of semi-structured interviews were conducted 

with key West Bengal government officials in the Department of Labor and Industries. 

These interviews with key informants were set up by prior appointments and detailed 

questionnaires were provided to all interviewees (Bernard 2002). Interviews principally 

focused on how state officials and members of the retail industries perceived the 
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changing quality of labor in emerging work-sites like shopping malls and the role it plays 

in  revitalizing  Kolkata’s  economic  development  by  attracting  greater  capital investment. 

They addressed the overlaps (and disjunctures) in the institutional interests of state and 

capital in framing a privileged ideal of the urban worker in Kolkata that is indexed to the 

city’s  hopes  of  revival  and  development. b) Interview with workers: I conducted 

unstructured interviews with 40 individual workers. My contacts in South City Mall and 

my two previous summer research projects in 2008 and 2009 were beneficial in helping 

me to identify and connect with workers in other shopping malls and cafes in Kolkata. 

Through this, I understood the specific trajectories of affective attachments that 

individual workers develop to their sites of work, the forms of kinship that create a sense 

of teamwork at places like shopping malls, the desires that are generated by the constant 

exposure to sumptuous life-styles on display at their workplaces, which nevertheless 

elude them, and the anxieties of failure that are created as a consequence.  

 

3. Archival Research: Through archival research, I did a detailed semiotic analysis of 

contemporary Bengali literature, films, fashion magazines, and newspaper accounts to 

document the discursive and material implications of the discourses of life-style 

associated with sites like shopping malls and exclusive cafes in Kolkata. Of crucial 

importance in this cultural reading of urbanity was the part played by advertisements 

(including billboards promoting new shopping malls and cafes) and television in 

disseminating normative modes of life-style as properly global in the popular imaginary 

(Mankekar 1999, Mazzarella 2003).  I supplemented this pool of data with materials on 
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Kolkata’s  urban  life  (newspaper,  magazines  etc.)  in  the  National Library of India 

(Kolkata) and the Hiteshranjan Sanyal Memorial Collection at the Centre for Studies in 

Social Sciences, Calcutta (CSSSC).  Finally, I attended a temporary English-learning 

course offered by one of the numerous language training institutes coming up in Kolkata 

whose operations primarily concentrate on English language training for urban youths 

from marginalized backgrounds in order to enhance their job opportunities. This further 

enabled my contacts with potential workers seeking employment in retail and service 

sectors for whom access to English is a vital qualification.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Labor of Self-making: Youth Service Workers and Post-socialist Urban 
Development in Kolkata 
 

Urban Make-over:  

How does a city whose cherished images include the young Marxist activist, militant 

trade-unions or the thousand and one marches against capitalist conspiracies, respond 

today to the explosion of gated communities, shopping malls, exclusive cafes or themed 

restaurants stabilizing spatially the seductive feel of proximity to the normative life-styles 

of a global middle-class? With the eminence of its nineteenth century modernity and 

status as the second city of the British Raj, now a litany of famous names convenient for 

naming public places and little else,  what  John  Hutnyk  (1996)  calls  the  “rumor  of  

poverty”  that  characterized  city-life in Kolkata for most of the twentieth century is 

beginning  to  be  replaced  by  a  new  ‘rumor  of  the  good  life’.  IT  capital,  real-estate 

development or the surfeit of branded commodities available in shopping malls like 

South City or City Centre are expected to materialize the privileged signs of this good 

life.  This  new  rumor  pulsating  through  the  ‘nervous  system’  of  the  urbanscape  touches  

the terrain of the political, the social and the cultural, scrambling the stable norms that 

organized city life for much of the last century. Can we read the recent defeat of the 

Communist Party of India (Marxist) – CPI(M) -led Left-Front government which had 

ruled Kolkata from 1977-2011 as a terminal point of transformations in the sphere of 

representational politics allied to a larger crisis of socio-cultural norms in the city? With 

at least a partial dissolution of the curious mixing of socialist and Bengali nationalist 
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elements that the CPI(M) mobilized and appropriated for its cultural legitimacy, the once 

settled domain of urban public culture in Kolkata now gropes for the still elusive self-

image of a global city. The feel of the global flares up sometimes in ambient images of 

branded goods, catalogues boasting modular living spaces in sync with those in 

Singapore or Los Angeles, or the re-discovery of folk/traditional needlework or 

embroidery in life-style stores like FabIndia, Anokhi and other designer boutiques.  

However, such feelings might remain occluded as well by the pervasive signs of 

inequality, urban squalor, or the chaos of the big metropolis.     

 

I look, however, at the fringes of this shadow zone of globalization; at those whose labor 

sustains  the  ‘rumor  of  good  life’  in  shopping malls, café chains, multi-cuisine restaurants, 

fashion boutiques or multinational fast-food outlets. Workers in these emergent centers of 

consumption are a youth population who enjoy intimate contact with commodities and 

images of consumer cultures, valorized for their flexibility and labor, yet, ultimately 

remain disposable to the accumulative logic of their workplaces due to their lack of 

purchasing power and social class. Crucially placed in the spaces that act as overarching 

metaphors of Kolkata’s  present  obsession  with  development  like  shopping  malls  or  gated  

communities, the experiences that I track of these workers are heterogeneous - just as 

what determines their identity as workers remains hazy, ranging from sales attendants, 

security guards, low-end supervisors, delivery-personnel, house-keeping and maintenance 

staff to petty cashiers.  
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During certain hours of the day and in late evenings, you will see them, both young men 

and women, rushing in before opening hours, usually travelling in groups packed in 

buses, auto-rickshaws, always frugal with their transportation money. Or later on the 

commute home, many still clad in their black trousers and the white/blue/green uniform 

shirts, getting down in the more working-class neighborhoods of the city where there are 

still not that many men or women of their age who are so smart in appearance as these. A 

very mixed population adept at speaking some smattering of English, able to smile at the 

customers with a mix of seduction, spontaneity, servility, some keyboard skills, and most 

importantly  cultivating  the  “habit  of  developing  no  durable  habits  at  all”  (Virno  1996, 

13.4).  If  after  Paolo  Virno  we  try  to  decipher  a  “degree  zero”  or  “neutral  kernel”  of  

thought or feeling structuring this work force, we will probably discover the primacy of 

“opportunism,  fear  and  cynicism”  as  critical  states-of-mind inducing constant mobility, 

flexibility, adaptability (1996, 13.4). Am I talking about what the British sociologist Guy 

Standing has recently identified in the context of post-Industrial West  as  the  ‘precariat’,  a  

neologism for describing a contemporary proletariat that increasingly finds itself outside 

the safety-nets of state welfarism, drifting between dead-end jobs in a social milieu of 

abandonment, economic precariousness and contingent labor (2011)?  

 

The answer probably is yes and no, for how does one conceive of precariousness or 

abandonment in Kolkata where both have been experienced as the fundamental constants 

of city life as far as one can remember: the 1947 migration of refugees, the food riots of 

the 1960s, the 1971 Bangladesh war and again the refugees, the long decades of 1970s 
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and 1980s attended by endemic industrial lock-outs, job-loss and the ubiquitous presence 

of  the  social  type  ‘shikkhito bekar’  or  educated  unemployed.  Perhaps  precariousness  

resides not so much in abandonment as in the breathless inclusion of those spaces, bodies, 

subjectivities that were once considered outside its fringes, the real subsumption of 

capital transforming every other relation in the city. Maybe the inclusion is a fleeting 

grasp at something that feels real for an instant before it slips away, the spectacle of a 

capitalist good life that folds us into the democratic embrace of an image system of 

luxurious life-styles which is as inclusive as its material instantiation is exclusive.  

 

Nevertheless,  “something  feels  like  something”  as  in  the  constant  whirring  of  

opportunities, of jobs to be had, money to be made (Stewart 2007). But also fears of 

losing the jobs, none of which come with any long-term assurance, or the salary which 

had initially seemed so lucrative when one was unemployed and now seems a pittance in 

comparison to what the job demands in terms of movement, exhaustion, boredom, the 

body sucked dry. And above all the everyday feeling of groundlessness unless one 

manages to remain attuned to the rapid flux of city-life: a relentless feedback loop 

between opportunism, fear and cynicism. Brian Massumi characterizes the tense of this 

living  as  ‘future-past’  – an  uneasy  present  suspended  between  the  “pure  past  of  the  

sudden  and  uncontrollable  contingency”  of  job  loss,  dead-end  work,  poverty  “and  the  

uncertain  future  of  its  recurrence”  (2002, 8). Let me first trace here a particular event in 

the  city’s  history  which has critical repercussions for the present rise of a precarious 
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service economy. I have here in mind the Maoist Naxalbari Movement which rocked the 

city in the last few years of the 1960s and continued into the next decade. 

 

 Naxalbari and Rise of Post-Industrialization 

My primary motivation here is to speculate on the continuing legacy of the Naxalbari 

Movement on transformations within the economic and social modes of production in 

contemporary Kolkata. Thereby, I wish to resist the conceptualization of the Naxalbari 

Movement as a period which is effectively done away with, its critical energies exhausted 

and whose reminiscences can matter only because they suggest nostalgic recollections of 

a heroic Bengali youth population fighting the state, or a period of violent terror driven 

by a hotchpotch of revolutionary rhetoric – two viewpoints that seem to more or less sum 

up the ferment of the movement in popular (middle-class) imaginary in present day 

Kolkata. In doing so it is imperative to ask whether there are cogent and powerful ways 

we can go back to the high-tide of the Naxalbari movement, say roughly around the 

period of 1969-71, to delineate the beginning of an entirely new phase of capitalist 

system of work and production which are becoming more entrenched today both locally 

within the city as well as globally. But to animate the present and to bring it in a critical 

tension with some currents of thought germinating in the early years of the 1970s means 

to swim against the tides of a particular type of historiography that posits a 

hermeneutically sealed reading of the Naxalbari Movement as a narrative with a clear-cut 

beginning, middle and end (Bhattacharya 2007, 60-69, 100-102, Banerjee 1984, 265, 

270-274).  
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In such a historical narrative, the story begins with focusing on the latent tensions 

inherent in the semi-feudal exploitation of landless or marginal peasants and agricultural 

workers  in  the  rural  regions  of  India  even  after  two  decades  of  India’s  independence  

(Damas 1991, 90). The interests of a comprador bourgeois class comprised of high-end 

bureaucrats, industrialists enjoying the benefits of monopoly capitalist growth in India 

and parliamentary democratic parties (including leftist parties with electoral ambitions) 

adds a second level of exploitation of primarily the working-classes and the urban poor 

(Banerjee 1984, 33-34). The dissensions and fragmentations of the undivided Communist 

Party of India (CPI) with the eventual formation of the Communist Party of India 

(Marxist-Leninist) in the 1960s then becomes a key element of left-wing politics in 

responding to the crisis generated by these autonomous but over-lapping forms of 

exploitation (Basu 2000, 100-102). The call to a sustained politics of annihilation and 

formation of guerrilla squads in the initial stages of Naxalbari movement with the very 

limited attempts at starting a revolutionary army under the leadership of landless and 

small  peasants  modeled  on  Mao  Zedong’s  People’s  Liberation  Army  (PLA)  to  create  and  

safeguard  ‘liberated  zones’  in  both  rural  and  urban  areas  from  the  reactionary  counter-

terrorism of the state forms the middle section of this historical telos (Banerjee 1984, 

229-234).  

 

The upsurge of revolutionary terror in Kolkata led by students often hailing from 

bourgeois backgrounds giving vent to their social frustration with various institutions 
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such as the family or universities is a critical element of this middle section particularly 

during the late 1960s to early 1970s (Banerjee 1984, 172-185). Some of the limitations of 

the movement which would later account for its eventual lack of success in replacing the 

oppressive modalities of society with a more equitable distribution of social wealth would 

appear most vividly during this period as well. Most notably among these causes of 

‘failure’  would  be  the  vicious  ideological  differences  among  the  top  echelons  of  Naxal  

leaders and the inability of the movement to resonate more powerfully with the broader 

masses of the exploited populations, most crucially the urban industrial workers of 

Kolkata (Banerjee 1984, 48, 239-243). Furthermore, the inability to address the 

construction of a heavily masculine identity of the movement and the way it dominated 

women’s  position  in  the  upsurge  is  a  notable  sign  of  failure of the movement (Sinha Roy 

2010, 56). The last segment of this narrative ends with re-telling the eventual defeat of 

the movement due to a combination of state terror, ideological conflicts amongst the key 

factions of the movement, the rise of a moderate left-wing politics dependent on popular 

electoral considerations and so on whereby the revolutionary spark of Naxalbari was 

dissipated (Banerjee 1984, 270-275).  

 

Such a history tends to be in the nature of a lament for the opportunities that were 

squandered in trying to create a new and more just society. Or such tales bring out 

(usually masculine) remembrances of glory in resisting the repressive depredations of the 

state. But what is perhaps less commented upon is the need to move beyond these 

paradigms of lamentation and hagiography so as to find a way we can talk about the 
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movement not as either a heroic upsurge of insurgent politics that momentarily revealed 

the radical nature of an otherwise (mostly) sedate Bengali Bhadralok culture (from which 

many of the key ideological visionaries of the movement emerged) or as the potential 

outbreak  of  popular  demands  ‘from  below’  that  was  ultimately  doomed  to  be  crushed  and 

defeated by a reactionary state machinery – both formulations that inherently reveal the 

‘finished’  nature  of  the  movement  i.e.  as  something  over  and  done  with,  no  matter  

whether one is sympathetic to the broader aims of the movement or not.  

 

In trying to theoretically trace the continuing impress of the Naxalbari movement on 

urban life in Kolkata, what is important is to locate the present life of the city within a 

more globalized form of production that started towards the end of the 1970s and 

beginning of the 1980s (Amin 1994, 1, Harvey 1996, 141-150). In doing so I employ 

theoretical insights gleaned from the Italian Autonomist Marxists regarding the transition 

from industrial to post-industrial urban milieus around the world. There are three central 

tenets to their mode of thinking about social transition under capitalism. The first 

concerns social antagonism whereby relations of capitalist production change not due to 

any particular structural tendencies internal to the logic of capitalist accumulation but to 

direct and overt reasons of worker antagonism and the perception of threat to the 

capitalist organization that arises out of this antagonistic relationship (Berardi 2009, 28; 

2011, 44, Wright 2002, 3). At a point where labor resistance can no longer be contained 

by economic incentives like some reduction in working hours or raised wage levels, 
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capital begins a process of transforming itself to go back to a period of status quo in order 

to neutralize such resistance (Wright 2002, 154).  

 

We can designate the key features of contemporary systems of capitalist work-relations 

and production as a marked shift away from the paradigm of what Michel Foucault had 

earlier famously identified as discipline, linked to certain key sites of enclosure 

connected to and developing with the rise of industrial capitalism: such as the family, the 

factory, the school, the clinic - each ultimately replicating the model of the prison 

(Foucault 1977, 1990). In shaping, calibrating and heightening the productive capacities 

of individual bodies, discipline resonated well with the forms of production peculiar to 

industrial manufacturing – for instance in raising the level of efficiency connected to the 

execution of repetitive bodily tasks in the Fordist factories to a fever-pitch (Foucault 

1977).  

One  has  to  only  remember  the  film  Charlie  Chaplin’s  1936  film  Modern Times (1992) to 

get a sense of what discipline could and did achieve within a set of institutions that 

ultimately was geared to fashion the endless army of industrial workers functioning in 

tandem with the rhythms of industrial machines. The generation of value, as a measure of 

commodities produced per unit time, critically centered on making bodies more efficient, 

cutting out laxity, laziness, inefficiency (Harvey 1996, 129, Rose 1999, 38-40). Yet, the 

system  had  a  devastating  ‘flaw’.  While  disciplining  needed  the  external  processes  of  

social reproduction of labor to facilitate the conditions of (factory) production, there was 

no guarantee that the two processes would not significantly intrude on each other causing 
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unwanted disruptions. Disciplining needs a certain degree of segregation of spaces and 

sites such that the social ties of each particular site should not ideally diffuse into others. 

Family, school and factory might well stand as a sequential series of institutional spaces 

that an individual has to traverse through one after the other in order to become a 

disciplined individual but problem inheres once the outside spaces relative to one 

institution impinges on it (Foucault 1979). A classic example of the need for separation 

of spaces is provided by the constant fear haunting the management of workers in 

industrial style disciplining about the time lost due to socialization of workers, their 

propensity to chat and idle away the time devoted to useful work on the factory-floor 

(Gorz 2010, 4; Hardt & Negri 2001, 253).  

 

It is this style of disciplining and the spaces that utilized such disciplining as a technique 

for molding individuals that are most powerfully challenged and subverted by the global 

upsurge of protest movements from the late 1960s, whose local manifestation in Kolkata 

is the Naxalbari Movement. Thus the Naxalbari Movement has to be rethought as a 

process amongst other global instances of labor resistance around the late 1960s and early 

1970s that reveal a critical shift in the hegemonic propensities of capitalist value 

generation and sites of labor. To situate the dissonances brought about in the general 

paradigm of discipline characterizing zones of enclosures (such as the school or the 

factory) during  the  heady  days  of  the  ‘Maoist  Spring  Thunder’  consider  the  opening  

scene from Satyajit  Ray’s film The Middle-Man or Jana-Aranya (1997).  
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Released in 1976, the film depicts the urban context of 1970s Kolkata. As the opening 

scene pans through an examination hall with students bunched over their answer-scripts, 

we see the room saturated by the ideological traces of the urban Maoist movement: from 

stenciled  images  of  Chairman  Mao  on  the  wall  to  slogans  such  as  “Armed  struggle  is  the  

right  path  to  liberation”.  But  whether  the  students  take  those  world-historical exhortations 

to radically alter the social milieu seriously or not, they have definitely changed the 

meaning and nature of the examination itself. Most of the students have scribbled notes 

or text-books right next to their answer scripts in a phenomenon that would come to be 

termed as mass copying. Finally, in answer to an exasperated professor’s  rhetorical  

question as to what is going on, one of the students jeers that an examination is under 

way. And then we have a rapid sequence of snap-shots of students bending over in 

laughter, bantering, mocking an examination system which has become farcical in its 

ability to evaluate anything. It is not coincidental that the examination is in history but 

more important than the history written on the actual answer scripts, the filmic sequence 

offers an emergent emotional ferment as the unfolding of a  new  history,  a  ‘structure-of-

feeling’  that  subverts  the  academic  disciplining  as  means  of  molding  productive  subjects.   

 

But the laughter resonates outside of the university examination hall as well, for if we 

remember  the  Naxalbari  Movement’s  critique  of mass intellectuality allied with academic 

institutions as linked ultimately with the exploitative sites of waged labor such as the 

factory, then that laughter stands for a desire to break out of the enforced order of 

‘university-factory’  complex.    The  laughter, the irreverence, the jeering voice of the 
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students is expressive of a desire to create a space outside of this continuous transference 

from one enclosed space of disciplining to the next. It is ultimately an avowal of a space 

that can be conceived as outside to the enclosures of disciplinary power, to truly liberate 

the social bonds and affective forces of the young students from the instrumental logics 

of waged labor.  

 

But  laughter  threatens  the  carrying  on  of  ‘business  as  usual’  and  therefore  it  must be 

stymied. The way order is sought to be imposed due to the disruptions within the very 

structure of capitalism means a profound change in the functioning of capital itself, its re-

orientation usually happens through means of greater technological innovation and 

introduction of a greater percentage of fixed capital like machinery or dead labor to 

counter the challenges of unruly living labor (Berardi 2009, 34-35). This in turn also 

heralds new and emerging patterns of working class formation that is able to adapt to the 

demands of new working conditions including gaining more proficiency in manipulating 

the technological advances introduced within work-spaces. This idea forms the second 

tenet of Autonomist Marxist thought (Wright 2002, 139). The initial manifestations of 

disruptions, at least in industrial work spaces can vary from repeated industrial strikes, 

ceasing of work, insubordination to factory-floor disciplining to an outright upsurge of 

revolutionary politics of violent confrontation with the state and reactionary sections of 

the bourgeoisie like during the Naxalbari movement.  
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Subsequent to the changing form of capitalist organization, the composition of the work-

force also changes, to maintain pace with transformations in technological innovations of 

fixed capital. For instance, any consideration of the contemporary working class has to 

take seriously the rise of a more technologically advanced global work force allied with 

sectors such as retail, banking, ITES, software and other service sectors which are 

assuming a hegemonic position within capitalist development today (Berardi 2009, 58-

66; Hardt & Negri 2001, 289-295). Even within the more developed forms of industrial 

production, like automobile manufacturing, the introduction of robotics, computers and 

other high-end technological infrastructures herald a category of workers who are able to 

adjust to the flows of digitalized data, algorithms, information and intricate techniques of 

production rather than perform the repetitive physical tasks of assembly-line work only 

(Gorz 2010, 94, Hardt & Negri 2001, 284-289).  

 

A key demand of work now in various service sectors inheres in the ability to be 

acquainted with the tenets of digital information processing and access to at least 

rudimentary computer/keyboard skills that requires some analytical and problem solving 

capacities on a daily basis (Gorz 2010, 95, Hardt & Negri 2001, 287-289; Lazzarato 

1996, 133.5). In many sectors of work, the clear cut demarcation between command and 

execution, between mental and menial labor is collapsing where some of the basic 

features of formerly mental labor, like planning, team-work, communication, data 

processing or organization of lower end processes to effectively respond to the challenges 

of meeting sales or production targets are expected to be taken over by workers, whose 
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position in the institutional hierarchy is however unchanged from that of formerly menial 

laborers. Corporate discourses about every worker being a manager might well be true in 

relation to the demands of intricate and changing nature of jobs performed but definitely 

not while determining wage levels or other benefits (Hochschild 1983, 174-181, Martin 

1994, 214-224).  

 

Thus managerial skills adopted by workers do not mean that strict and authoritarian 

hierarchies within corporate organizations are disappearing. In fact the differences in real 

wages between managers and workers, as also labor rights, privileges and job securities 

are only widening with the erosion of the bargaining rights of labor all over the globe 

(Harvey 1996, 150-151). Legal restrictions on attempting to unionize the labor force in 

some of the emerging sectors of work like Information Technologies, high-end retail or in 

the industries located in Special Economic Zones (SEZs) in and around Kolkata in recent 

years seems to be a far cry away from the militant trade union movements mobilization 

during the high tide of the Naxalbari Movement. Yet, if we remember the Autonomist 

Marxist thesis of how existing systems of capitalist production have to change in order to 

respond  to  the  crisis  brought  about  by  workers’  resistance,  then  the  present  reaction  to  

mass-mobilization for labor rights during such periods such as the Naxalbari Movement 

constitutes a crucial element in thinking about both the crisis faced by labor organization 

in the city as well as means to overcome that crisis through a re-conceptualization of 

what kind of a labor force we are dealing with at the moment.  
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Work entails now a flexible disposition to the effervescence of chance that teaches one to 

value groundlessness, as the condition for remaining supple and not too tied to durable 

habits, attachments or skills acquired through repeated application over years like in the 

classic paradigm of factory based production (Massumi 1993, 8, Negri 1999, 79, Virno 

1996, 14.4). Switching in and out of multiple forms of communication, emotional states, 

digital  codes,  bodily  deportments  and  so  on  many  of  today’s  workers  do  not  quite  adhere  

to a more orthodox notion of the working-class as a way of thinking relatively stable 

class positions persisting from the days of the proletarian masses toiling in big industrial 

complexes; it might be even better to use the term under-classes rather than any unitary 

notion of the working class here (Negri 1999, 80-85, Rose 2001, 1-5, Standing 2011, 37). 

Just as the terms of capitalist development are increasingly diffracted into a service 

driven economy, so also the category of class composition has to be re-thought in terms 

of which groups of workers are assuming a greater hegemonic role in the functioning of 

the economy (Berardi 2009, 33). This brings us to the third important category of the 

Autonomist Marxist thinking about global transformations in work. Closely related to the 

notion of capital-labor antagonism and the re-composition of the working class as a result 

of the change in the technologies of production is the primacy of the general intellect 

under global paradigms of contemporary capitalism (Berardi 2009, 58-66, Hardt & Negri 

2001, 29, 364-367).  

 

In The Grundrisse, Karl Marx famously identified general intellect as the level of 

development of scientific and technological skills of the society whose concrete form is 
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assumed by the level and degree of sophistication attained by machinery (Marx 1973, 

693-706). Thus machines, which are a direct manifestation of human thought and 

application of those thoughts to the production process confronts the human labor as an 

intimidating abstraction before which human/living labor appears insignificant in its 

capacity to produce (Marx 1973, 693-706). This is a case of reification where the object 

i.e. machine stands out as an entity by itself, completely obliterating the human processes 

of intellectual development that have gone into its making. Expanding on the idea of 

general intellect, Autonomist Marxist thinkers like Maurizio Lazzarato, Franco Berardi 

and most notably Antonio Negri have argued that the present scope of labor is an 

expansion and appropriation of the general intellect not only in the development of 

scientific or technological thought but also cultural and social skills, communicational 

and linguistic abilities and other creative potentialities of human life (Berardi 2009, 58-

66; Hardt & Negri 2001, 364-367; Lazzarato 1996, 133.4-136.7). For Antonio Negri and 

Michael Hardt, the passage from industrial to post-industrial work characterized by the 

growth of digital technologies, service sector jobs, financial capitalism and so on can be 

thought of as a complete subsumption and annexation of the entirety of human life in all 

the spheres of social, economic, cultural and political life under the rubric of value 

production through work (Hardt & Negri 2001, 255-256, Negri 1999, 78-85). Work here 

does not pertain to just the transformation of nature into commodities of human use as in 

industrial manufacturing. In what they term as bio-political production, the central 

category of labor obfuscates the demarcating lines between capitalist production and 
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social re-production by capturing and utilizing all the inherent potentials of life itself 

(Hardt & Negri 2001, 364-365).  

 

Reproduction of life as a complex substratum of social co-operation, nurturance, vitality, 

emotional sustenance, communication skills, creative forms of thought are now managed 

and harnessed in various spheres of work. Governing life though constantly tapping into 

the  workers’  affective,  communicational,  and  intellectual  abilities  is  often  a  quotidian  and  

even mundane form of labor management. These patterns of governing sometimes 

require diminishing certain qualities or exhorting others, but always keeping track of and 

closely monitoring the cluster of potential qualities that a worker as a human being is 

invested with (Gorz 2010, 11-12; Hochschild 1983, 95-99). Discourses of the worker as a 

bundle of human capital is a corollary of this form of thinking that no longer is concerned 

primarily with increasing the physical efficiency of the individual worker to perform 

certain number of tasks within a certain period of time; rather human capital is 

summation of various skills ranging from social, emotional, physical and educational that 

s/he brings to the work-table. This conception of bio-political production is closely allied 

to the notions of bio-power and governmentality put forward by Michel Foucault, where 

operations of power circumscribe the entirety of human populations understood as a 

species (1990, 2008). Bio-power does not end previous regimes of sovereign 

power/discipline as a category for shaping individual, rather utilizes them in seizing upon 

and acting on both individuals as well as populations. The extension of bio-power into 

the sphere of work and creation of value is what Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri have 
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in mind when they talk about bio-political production as a complex totality of the 

affective, physical, intellectual corpus of human and societal life that is being utilized in 

the generation of value (2001, 32).   

 

So the Naxalbari Movement stands as a promise of freedom, of being able to elucidate 

spaces outside of the disciplinary grid of the family, school or factory which are 

institutions circumscribed by bourgeois notions of productivity and value formation. The 

challenge to the orientation of these institutions in molding specific types of productive 

subjects animates visions of a socialization that is no longer constrained by profit motives 

alone but become potential expressions of a genuine and equitable desire to connect with 

fellow human beings with all the creative potentials and energies that human beings as 

social inhabitants can muster. Yet, as the development of contemporary forms of work 

veering away from the repetitive tasks of industrial manufacturing to the appropriation of 

the creative potentials of life suggests, the promise of Naxalbari remains an ambiguous 

one.  

 

A degree of freedom is no doubt granted from the exploitative conditions of industrial 

modernity with the gradual collapsing of the factory forms of labor in various parts of the 

world. Even in Kolkata, the hegemonic trend away from older forms of labor tied to the 

jute and manufacturing factories in and around the city is well entrenched by now 

(Gooptu 2009, 45-47; Chatterjee 2004, 143). But can we really conceive of this process 

of de-industrialization as a positive liberation? The answer is an unequivocal no. This is 
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not only because of the huge number of former industrial workers who are rendered 

jobless due to the bleak history of industrial shutdowns beginning from the 1970s and 

continuing to the present. Ever greater numbers of former workers in the jute, 

engineering and manufacturing units in places such as Howrah, Behala or Garden Reach 

find themselves eking out a miserable and wretched life haunted by constant poverty, 

lack of all social securities and long-term unemployment as private factory owners with 

political backing arbitrarily close down their units on flimsy grounds. With the rise of a 

speculative real-estate market in Kolkata, the lure to convert factory premises into large 

scale gated communities, shopping malls, fancy boutiques or other sites of service sector 

work has meant a decimation of the traces of industrial economy in the city, with the 

consequent  “renewal  of  value [of urban spaces] through cycles of removal and 

resettlement”  (Roy  2003,  217).  The  huge  population  of  former  workers  of  these  factories  

lurching through an increasingly uncertain life marred by extreme economic and social 

privation constitutes the silent tragedy of a city like Kolkata even as it is trying 

desperately to re-model  itself  as  a  ‘global  city’.   

 

Life, however, is not too pleasant for those who are finding employment in the lower-end 

jobs in the emerging retail, service, financial or Information Technology sectors that are 

replacing the industrial bases of Kolkata today. Subject to perpetual anxieties of low 

employment securities, constant upgrading of skills to survive shifting job demands, and 

the looming threat of sudden loss of employment despite devoting all their social skills, 

time and commitment to work, this is a population who finds their life-blood sucked dry 
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every working day. The call for an autonomous existence outside the grinding interiors of 

the factory or the disciplinary grids of the school system has perhaps been successful in 

that these sites of enclosures have partially collapsed. Yet, the autonomy or the liberation 

that was conceived during the time of the global movements against disciplinary 

institutions the world over during the early 1970s (of which Naxalbari remains a crucial 

part) today seems to exist only in a corrupted or a perverted form.  

 

Doubtless, most of the work forces in a city like Kolkata no longer find themselves 

enmeshed within the coercive trappings of disciplinary power. But what has replaced that 

coercion, is a continuous modulation of fear and desire animating the work-force to stay 

supple, flexible and always on call while nevertheless struggling with persistent threats of 

being rendered disposable at any moment (Martin 1994, 152; Virno 1996, 16.7).  

So a peculiar and perverted autonomy that is granted to the worker today once s/he finds 

herself/himself outside the factory walls. This is labor management at its best or worst, 

depending upon which side of the management table one is sitting. The Naxalbari 

Movement stands as a complicated historical instance that inaugurated the initial 

movement away from the grid of discipline in Kolkata and the potential flight towards 

escape from the iron grip of discipline; yet, what we have today is a blockage of that 

promise to fully create the constitution of a truly liberated society – the space for social 

reproduction based not on reasons of instrumentality, of a life outside the tedious working 

out of industrial capitalism. The promise of the flight remains today appropriated by the 

generation of a new style of production that seems even more comprehensive, even more 
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exploitative compared to the past. Let me now refer back to the contemporary period of 

Kolkata’s  city  life  to  reflect  on  the  cultural  forms  of  this  emergent post-industrial 

economy.  

 

The Public of Development:  

A day after the 7th September 2010 industrial strike called by the left-wing labor 

organization Centre of Indian Trade Unions (CITU) to protest inflationary price rises, a 

front-page article appeared in the metro section of The Telegraph and Anandabazar 

Patrika – the largest circulating English and Bengali newspapers in Kolkata. The article 

touched upon the site of shopping malls to illustrate a changing perception of the city. On 

a day, when much of the public transportation had stayed off the city roads, while local 

markets and small businesses had been forced to shut down in the middle of a busy Eid 

shopping week, the newspapers carried pictures of the expansive food court of the South 

City Mall packed with the smiling faces of customers thronging its tables7. The 

newspaper pictures become visual signifiers of the happy residents of a city no longer 

perennially  ‘behind  the  times’  due  to  their  attachment  to  ‘outmoded’  socialist  politics  of  

strikes and shutdowns, but mobile and conscious of the opportunities that a free-market, 

fashion and consumption have brought to them. The pictures emphasized the defiant 

tenor of the public re-drawing a vision of Kolkata that refuses to be brought to an 

effective standstill due to the whims of this or that political party and the apparently 

irresponsible bandh or strike culture that they have long fostered. Conjunctions between 

                                                 
7 The Telegraph and Anandabazar Patrika dated 8th Spt. 2010.  
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business, consumption and spaces like South City Mall become in these newspaper 

articles the means of enunciating the re-orientation of the spirit of the city. 

 

This spirit as well as the rhetoric of change that accompanies it is today ceaselessly 

promoted through various discursive formulations like print media, popular films, 

billboards, publicity campaigns of political parties and have become a dominant principle 

for the self-organization of a newly emergent publicness in Kolkata. The organization of 

this public depends not only on forging imaginative connections between the urban 

terrain of development in Kolkata and global capitalism but also on particular 

reticulations of urban space, usually allied with hyper-consumerist aspirations. I would 

like to argue here that the creation of this sense of the public organized around the 

principle of consumption, whether produced as rhetorical effects of public discourse or 

the built-environments of specific locations, is a vital component in thinking through the 

scope of urban development. Questions concerning the homogeneous or differentiated 

nature of this public, its sensorial impact on everyday flows of the city, the political 

possibilities of equal participation or exclusion from it, as well as spatial accessibilities, 

disparities or material conditions of its productions are issues having critical 

consequences for regimes of development in the city to-day.  

 

However, the notion of a public is always amorphous, requiring a constant degree of 

imagination, self-organization, attentiveness and circulation of discourse in addition to 

contingent knots of stranger-relationality, as opposed to the empirical certitudes of many 
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other forms of collectivities (Warner 2002). Bearing this in mind, how do we begin to 

translate the amorphous contours of the public into particularized life-worlds of the lived 

city within which the current public of development in Kolkata takes shape, makes it 

tactile as well as creates boundaries and margins to have a sense of its own inclusiveness, 

however fluid it might be? What life-making activities of identity formations, alteration 

of dispositions or social habitations are thereby made possible for those subordinated 

groups at the fringes of this publicness? Finally, if development in Kolkata is animated 

by a dominant cultural horizon of neo-liberal capitalism, then how do we begin to think 

about the formation of a counter-public within the present formulations of capital, having 

alternate modalities of attachment, idioms of expressions and forms of interaction within 

the sphere of this prevailing public (Warner 2002)?  

 

From the Dreary Factory to a House of Air and Light:  

On days when I am a bit early for work, I often linger to peer out through the expansive 

sheets of glass of the South City Mall – on rain-drenched afternoons, the glass-façade 

gives a cinematic long shot, enticing ways of viewing the city as an infinite open. The 

senses are instantaneously hardwired to the dizzy cascade of images, brands, 

commodities: this place as Pierre Bachelard puts it – is a house of air and light 

(Bachelard 1994).  

 

Its rhythm smooth, un-striated and glistening, the South City Mall, however, is 

crisscrossed by other rhythms, other movements. I cross the staff entry gates tucked away 
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from the main mall entrance and the hot, stale air of the storage sections overwhelms me. 

Pools of stagnant water, walls yellowed with urine from the time there was no toilet 

facilities for the low-end staff and the persistent smell of rotting vegetables create dense 

knots of feelings of entrapment, just outside the sliding doors of the main mall. But it gets 

better with time Narayanda, the security guard assures me. His hours of duty stretch for 

thirty-six hours, three times a week, but you notice the smell only in the first couple of 

hours. But he also tells me how his whole body seems to be permeated by this stench 

when he is at home, can’t seem to shake it off ever.  

 

It is beginning to be late afternoon and already workers are streaming out of the mall for 

lunch – the orange shirts of Globofood, the striped shirts of Shoppers Stop. They mill 

around the food stalls outside driving hard bargains to get some freebies – something 

extra for the regular customers. The girls from Revlon or Garnier stand out with their 

bright suits and even brighter make-ups trying desperately to avoid the mud stains or 

splashes of watery curries – only one pair of suit and it has to last for a year, someone 

explains. Even minor damages to the uniform can result in instant job loss; the employee 

must bear responsibility for the maintenance of the uniform, the work manual states 

unambiguously under the terms of service. Just like the days workers from the Usha 

Factory used to come out during the recesses my colleague Akhil, who grew up in a 

nearby slum, reminiscences. But perhaps not quite – cell-phones zip out of the pockets – 

Samsungs, Nokias; everybody is particular about the brands, remembers the model 

numbers and the applications each model comes with. Dates are fixed quickly, everything 
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must be coordinated at a rush, time is at a premium, the quiet by-lanes around the 

brackish waters of the  Bikramgarh Lake is a favored destination, a little respite from the 

rhythms of work. And the uniforms – no longer the drabness of sweaty, machine-floor 

khakis which have given way to skinny fitted drain-pipes, sharp skirts and pointed, faux-

Italian shoes.  

 

The South City Mall itself is part of a super expensive gated community, five 32-storey 

apartment buildings with a fancy school, a pharmacy and the mall shaped like the proud 

prow of a ship. It is adjacent to Poddar Nagar in southern Kolkata, having one of the 

oldest settlements or colonies as they are locally known of refugees from former East 

Pakistan  who  came  over  after  India’s  Partition  in  1947.  Many  of  the  older  residents  from  

the refugee families remember working for the Usha Factory, manufacturing electrical 

appliances before it shut-down in the early 2000s citing labor disputes. Soon, the work-

shop sheds and the staff quarters started getting demolished to make way for the South 

City Mall and apartments. Some of the former workers from Poddar Nagar still 

remember the chants of Inquilab Zindabad (Long Live the Revolution) by trade union 

activists or the violent demonstrations before the factory gates when the factory owners 

first ceased manufacturing operations and then sold the land to the property developers of 

South City.  

 

Well, these days there is not much chance of shouting Long Live the Revolution! in 

Globofood or anywhere else in South City Mall. Today, the typical refrain heard at the 
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Customer Service Desk is ‘no   issue   Sir/no   issue   Madam’   meaning   in   the   peculiarly  

inflected   Indian   English   that   none   of   the   customers’   requests   pose   a   problem   that   the  

Globofood employee cannot solve. Service with a smile, that old adage gets repeated so 

many times in the employee training programs conducted every six months that Shanto 

who also works at the Service Desk jokes that Globofood should perform plastic surgery 

on its employees to keep them smiling permanently. But smiling is not the only ritual 

involved in moving goods at the mall; there is the three feet rule for instance, the 

minimum  distance  that  employees  must  maintain  while  engaging  customers  or  the  ‘meet  

and   greet’   habit   of   always   making   eye   contact.   Greeting   has   its   own   complications  

though, as Rumadi, the new security guard, discovers as she continuously confuses the 

appropriate idioms, saying Good Night to customers at 10 in the morning. Paralyzed by 

the fear of messing up, she invariably gets it wrong, a hopeless situation resolved by her 

re-assignment to the maintenance of employee toilets. The younger girls tease her 

mercilessly, asking her in English what time of day it is. Maybe,  it’s  the  exhaustion  of  a  

four hour commute via overcrowded suburban trains, in addition to standing almost 

continuously for 12 hours, 6 days a week during her guard duties, maybe English is too 

tricky a language for her to master, or maybe she is just plain dumb as the girls maintain.  

 

But there are glib talkers here too, real virtuoso performers like Partha Mondal, champion 

of the annual sit-and-draw competition for Globofood employees.  Partha works at the 

Foreign Wine and liquor section, a real glamour posting as they say in Globofood. He has 

a certain edginess in the way his pants are always perfectly ironed and shoes gleaming, a 
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favorite with most of the girls in Globofood. This year, Aniruddha, the employment 

training manager in charge of the sit-and-draw has added a new element, where each 

contestant has to narrate a story about the picture they draw. In addition to bringing out 

the   hidden   human   resource   talents   of   the   workers,   this   year’s   sit-and-draw will also 

develop the verbal and communication skills, Aniruddha informs me. Partha’s  sketch  is  

competent but flat, a rural scene with the usual depictions of a flowing river, meadows, 

trees and so on, but he weaves a magnificent tale. Of an innocent love that he had for 

someone in the village where he grew up, the brief, trembling rendezvous by the river 

Damodar, shattered by forced migration to the asphalt heartlessness of Kolkata, the 

rumblings in the stomach proving more powerful than the stirrings of a young heart. We 

can’t stop clapping after Partha finished his story, the more sentimental among us 

surreptitiously wiping tears from their cheeks. Weeks later, I visit him at home. It turns 

out he has never been to a village, and had ripped-off the entire story from an old Bengali 

film he saw a couple of years back.  

 

From Work to Non-Work?  

In The Nights of Labor, Jacques Rancière reflects on the creative and literary outpourings 

that   allow   a   “few   dozen   or   hundred   laborers   in   their   twenties   around   1830”   (Rancière 

1989, vii) – shoe-makers, lock-smiths, seamstresses – to   negate   the   “hierarchy 

subordinating those dedicated to manual labor to those who have been given privilege of 

thinking”  (Rancière  1989, viii). A rather ancient hierarchy this, between the body and the 

mind, work and creativity, between those condemned to the material re-production of 
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labor and those with authority over the power of representation. But if Rancière locates in 

the artistic disseminations of his nineteenth century industrial workers a truly liberating 

“logic  of  desertion”   that  affords  a  momentary   respite   in   the  ‘noble  passions  of   the  arts’  

from the brutal rhythms of wage-labor, then where does one seek refuge from a 

contemporary   production   that   insists  on  utilizing   the  worker’s   entire   social   life  beyond  

any clear demarcations between work and non-work selves? Valorization of work 

“depends,   first   and   foremost,   on   expressive   and   cooperative   capacities   that   cannot   be  

taught, on the vivacity in the deployment of knowledge that is part of the culture of 

everyday   life”.   Rhythms   of   assembly-line work within the confines of the factory is 

subordinated to a variegated plane of life lived in the flow of the city, spontaneous 

conversations with friends, maybe a film watched during a period of leisure, anything and 

everything can become the substratum of what qualifies as work as it does for Partha 

(Gorz 2010, 9). His fabulations do not just create illusions around his painting but more 

importantly get channelized every day to create fantasies around those objects that he 

sells.  “It  isn’t  individuals  who  internalize  the  ‘company  culture’,  but  rather  the  company  

that  now  goes  ‘outside’  – that  is  to  say,  into  the  realm  of  everyone’s  daily  life  – to seek 

out  the  skills  and  capacities  it  needs’”  (Muriel Combes and Bernard Aspe quoted in Gorz 

2010, 11).  

 

If dissimulation is at the heart of artistic creativity, its power to gather together the 

elements of the banal and re-animate them with the potential of a second life, then where 

does one begin to draw the distinctions between art and work or representation and 
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reproduction in the daily rhythms of service work in a mall today? I can go on about the 

magical charms of dissimulation as the brand staff – the girls working for Maybelline, 

Chambor, Clinique – go into a frenzy putting on blue eye-liners, polyester suits, high-

heels that will magically transform them from bodies impressed by the strains of working 

class lives to alluring bodies that share, at least vicariously, the charm of the French 

cosmetics or Italian perfumes they sell. Sometimes things are not too friendly in the 

morning rush. The brand lady from ITC is infuriated and I can hear her screaming 

invectives  to  her  colleague  for  finishing  the  month’s  supply  of  hair  spray  within  the  first  

three weeks; if there is a personnel audit they will be reported for not being appropriately 

made up. What language the supervisor Sohini exclaims and they act like such prim 

Bhadramahilas (Bengali bourgeois women) on   the   floor.   Can’t   ever   leave   their   slums  

behind!!! The stakes are rather high though, for surveys suggest that there is a 30 second 

lag before a new customer entering the store decides which kiosk they will visit first, 

whether Maybelline or Clinique, 30 seconds of indecision where the right mix of eye-

liner, a nice smile and a well-pressed suit makes the difference between hit and miss. But, 

even if the customer does come to the kiosk, she/he will still have to be convinced to buy. 

I  particularly  like  the  way,  Sangeeta  working  for  L’Occitaine  pulls  off  the  sales.  It  helps  

that she has an uncommonly nice complexion and great skin tone, a quality that did not 

go overlooked by her hiring manager.  

 

She usually recounts to the customer how she used to be plagued with facial scarring, the 

result of a bad outbreak of the measles, but just 6 months using the new tea-tree toner, 
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and she is transformed, the skin glows. The point is not merely that a 50 ml. tube of 

L’Occitaine   tea-tree toner would consume half her monthly salary. The point is the 

assemblage of bodily gestures, the nuanced inflections of her voice and the affectionate 

smile she maintains – a corporeal interactive system harnessing the plenitude of the body 

“that  produces  or  manipulates  affects  such  as  a   feeling  of  ease,  well-being, satisfaction, 

excitement,   or   passion”   to   create   an   environment   of   consumption   and   the   pleasure   of 

shopping (Hardt & Negri 2004, 108).  After   Franco  Berardi,  we   can   talk   of   a   ‘soul’   at  

work  here  plugging   into   the  body’s  affective  capacity   to  produce  affinities,   relations  of  

intimacy and intensities of interaction (2009). In this sphere of affective work, production 

is inseparable from self-production,  where  “time  for   living  falls,   in   its  entirety,   into   the  

clutches  of  economic  calculations,  into  the  clutches  of  value”  where  the  domain  of  work  

seamlessly incorporates the economic, the cultural, the social (Gorz 2010, 22). Today, 

this affective labor manifests itself in Kolkata not only as a sign of the gradual hegemony 

of post-industrialization, but as a pre-emptive immersion into the future proximity of a 

global city. It is one of many sites that are called upon to enable the texture of life as it 

should be, one zone where the rumor of good life achieves a maximum density, albeit 

through the simulation of fantasy, a make believe rumor we like to tell each other 

sometimes. As such the work of affects makes   possible   the   ‘recognition’   of   our   own  

belonging to a global domain of objects, brands, life-style choices forgetting for the 

moment at least how tendentious and conditional those belongings really are once the 

refreshing coolness of the mall invades the body that has been too long exposed to the 

heat and dust of the city.  
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Disparate Rhythms of Life and Work:  

Approaching the granite stairs of the mall, kids selling wilted flowers annoy the guards 

by coming too close to the main entrance: flecks of car grease, vegetable oil and dust clog 

the senses and vanish dancing in shafts of sunlight. My friend Aslam struts along the 

pavement in front of South City Mall in his furry costume as part of a Vodafone publicity 

campaign. He makes about 2000 rupees (about $50) per month after 10-hour days with 

no weekly breaks and can be fired any minute. Still better than lounging in a one room 

tenement in Garia smoking endless bidis. He is worried though about constantly sweating 

under the blazing sun, turning the artificial fur all stiff and brittle: if something happens to 

the costume I am in deep shit. Weaving with the ordered rhythm of the mall thus there are 

other traces of history and textures of the city not quite in sync, while, nevertheless, 

densely juxtaposed to it. Place-ness for South City constantly traverses through and 

comes into friction with a multitude of impulses, in the types of bodies that can be seen, 

the type of feelings that resonate, of forms of habitations that circulate around and 

through   it.   Henri   Lefebvre   reminds   us   that   “[t]he   discordance   of   rhythms   brings  

previously eurhythmic [rhythms united into a harmony] organizations towards fatal 

disorder”  (2004,  16).   

 

How  do  we  begin  to  visualize  this  ‘fatal  disorder’  of  complex  rhythms  around  South  City  

in particular but coursing through Kolkata in a much more general sense - as a 

(post)colonial mimicry eking out   a   route   to   an   ‘alternate  modernity’   (Chatterjee   1993;;  
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Taylor 2001)? Or as the intersecting point between the emergent patterns of the primarily 

middle-class   ‘public   of   development’   and   what   Sudipta   Kaviraj   has   termed   as   the  

“pablik”   – a vernacularized, proletarian appropriation of the Indian urban spaces as a 

radical consequence of democratization (1997, 108)? I would like to suggest here that the 

juxtaposition of disparate rhythms of life under the current rubric of development in the 

city needs to be thought in terms different from the narrative of the lack/lag – capitalist 

expansion in the post-colony somehow fated to be a second order reproduction of the 

authentic stuff or a selective absorption of the same. Rather, I would like to conceptualize 

this assemblage of rhythms as a symptom of the crisis of representation undergoing in 

West  Bengal   and  Kolkata’s  political   arena.  Drawing  on   the  works  of   Jacques  Rancière  

(1989), I argue that the terrain of politics is crucially tied to the representational order of 

a society – in other words, the stability of norms through which societal identities can be 

constructed, validated and reproduced. Politics becomes then the field of articulation of 

common sensibility and aesthetics demarcating the lines between what places or 

boundaries can be assigned to which individuals or communities and what remains out of 

place. With the hold of the CPI(M) party losing its grip on the cultural sensibility of the 

representational politics in West Bengal, the current crisis of representation has become 

intensely accentuated with slippages in the class and gender attributes that have 

dominated  Kolkata’s  public  culture  for  three  decades.  This  has  resulted,  in  a  bewildering  

proliferation of forms of living and re-orderings of space that is emerging not through any 

culturally validated paradigm, but precisely through the absence of it blurring the lines 

between the norm and the exception. It is often said that the 32-year rule of the CPI(M) 
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government has been made possible through a stabilisation of cultural norms, and 

through  the  ruling  party’s  success  in  establishing  itself  as  the  legitimate  representative  of  

those norms. The curious mixing of socialist and Bengali nationalist elements in the CPI 

(M) language is a good index of this process, from which an exceptional bricolage of 

political techniques has emerged. I would suggest that changes are visible in the 

representational reserve of the culture in question, a process that has direct political 

consequences. The work of politics is to seek entry to the domain of representation; but 

the real problem occurs when that domain itself undergoes change under pressure.  

 

This crisis of representation catching hold of Kolkata due to the dynamics of its localized 

politics needs to be also read in terms of a much wider matrix of global capital where 

recent ethnographic evidence increasingly points to the primacy of crisis as becoming the 

very motor-force for driving capitalism (Ho 2009, Miyazaki & Riles 2005). Karen Ho, 

for instance, argues that with the emphasis on increasing large shareholder value in short 

bullish runs at the stock market, the core principle of long-term profit accumulation for 

large corporate or national institutions has become defunct (2009). From investment 

banks to manufacturing units to service industries, crisis is what drives capital forward in 

the present, not long-term business forecasting or models for sustained growth. This has 

created a capitalist culture, which constantly threatens to destabilize its own vital 

functioning thereby thriving on insecurity and flux. In other words, if we think of 

capitalism  as  a  system,  then  the  system  operates  by  virtue  of  its  own  repeated  “self-

annihilation,  even  cannibalization”  creating  complex  circuits  between  capitalist  
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expansion, precariousness and speculative surges entangling diverse actors from the state, 

corporate CEOs to the lowest workers (Ho 2009 10). That crisis is not restricted to the 

financial markets but has become a free-floating global form can be adduced also from 

AbdouMaliq  Simone’s  observations  on  the  present  dynamics  of  life  in  many  African  

cities wavering on the edges of an absolute collapse and disintegration.  

 

For many urban residents, life is reduced to a state of emergency. What this means is that 

there is a rupture in the organization of the present. Normal approaches are insufficient. 

What has transpired in the past threatens the sustenance of well-being at the same time it 

has provided an inadequate supply of resources in order to deal with this threat (Simone  

2004, 4-5). 

 

Suspended between the yawning cracks of past failures and future anxieties, the mode of 

crisis living requires an immense labor of living out the present, especially at the bottom 

of the capitalist pile. It necessitates a critical re-orientation in temporality where the stasis 

of the present is saturated with the need to continuously anticipate where the exigencies 

of survival may carry one. Staying alive, being able to catch the slightest tremor of a 

future impulse – whether social, economic, or political – crucially decides who will 

survive  and  who  falls  through  the  cracks.  It  is  not  always  clear  what  trajectories  one’s  life  

should assume or what webs of connection link individual subjectivities to something 

akin to a community. Uncertainities  can  however  also  ‘materialize’  in  the  manner  in  

which certain objects, bodies or built environments assume fantastic density and 
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importance (Simone 2004). It is possible that the naturalization of crisis and the modes of 

living that it calls for will lead to a revolutionary consciousness, a definitive rejection of a 

structural order that survives by dislocating its own centers of gravity. 

 

Yet, crisis can also attain the feel of a low-level noise, a throbbing presence that has 

already become a constant vector within the complexities of hard-bargains and desperate 

failures at the lowest rungs of an ever more predatory capitalist system. Low wages, loss 

of jobs, cheap food, short of money – the life-world of the workers that I am trying to 

make a sense of is precarious, life always hanging in balance. But there is also the frantic 

pull to start feeling like having a good life under capitalism, to have fleeting proximities 

to its elusive promises – forever deferred; to make a sense of the self as productive 

members of an economic order, just to somehow find the resources to keep on going. The 

transactions through which one enters the economy of work in a place like South City 

Mall become also the modes of being inserted into affective ties with a public of 

consumption, affective forms of community that loops back to impinge on subjectivity of 

the workers. In the next section, I want to explore the implications of these transactions 

and the consequences of attachment that constitute a circuit between the personal self of 

the workers and the space of publicness they come to inhabit.  

 

Work/Play  

No one wants to be assigned to the Home/Work/Play or HWP section in Globofood. It 

kind  of  sucks,  has  a  bad  reputation  to  it….always  feels  like  one  is  banished.  But  that’s  not  
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quite true either, it is a great place for the adda-baj – the slackers who are adept at 

regaling everyone with long winding stories and are basically good for nothing else 

really. The supervisor Rupadi does caution us from time to time, saying slacking and 

joking is not the way to have a proper corporate career, and this gives a bad reputation to 

the section, but then at 4000 rupees per month (less than $100) it is not much of a 

corporate job in any case. The two hundred sq. feet of place that HWP has been assigned 

does not lack in ambition, though as to what it tries to sell, trying a bit too hard perhaps to 

live  up  to  its  departmental  name,  covering  a  fantastic  array  of  stuff  for  making  “fine  

living,  affordable”.  Don’t  know  how  fine  it  is  with  the  gaudy bed-spreads which claim to 

be color-fast but there are always a litany of complaints about how the blues and the 

greens  and  the  reds  run  onto  each  other…do you guys even know what you are selling? as 

one customer shouted at me in the Customer Service Desk, hitting the mark perfectly. 

 I  have  a  sneaky  feeling  that  the  CSAs  in  the  HWP  mostly  don’t,  or  they  don’t  care.  And  

it creates all kinds of ugly scenes, like the one time the woman came in with a huge 

frying pan with the in-house Orange logo sticker still crispy and new. Inside was stuck a 

huge pile of charred noodles with bits and pieces of carrots, eggs and other veggies, all 

burnt and stuck to the pan. It seems that the problem started with what she came to buy 

and what the attendant explained to her…it  was  all  Somnath  the  CSA’s  fault.  He  is  a  

character, 6 feet 2 inches and impossibly thin. He has this persistent anxiety that 

somehow he is failing in his job. He rushes out to meet the customers taking them under 

his  care  even  when  they  don’t  really need the attention or are particularly uncomfortable 

at being chaperoned around. He would run around in circles around the customer, even 
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knocking stuff off to explain the features of a plastic bucket to someone or why in the 

long run it makes sense to get a polyester bed-spread than a cotton one to a second 

customer  …  or  just  leave  the  customer  standing  to  go  talk  to  a  third  one  whom  he  has  

spotted looking at the glass-ware with some interest.  

 

Some-times he gets the product features completely jumbled up, more due to his haste 

than anything else, like it happened with the charred chowmein customer who had 

apparently wanted to buy a non-stick frying pan. Somnath had directed the poor woman 

to the anodized frying-pan insisting that this is what she needs as she could fry anything 

with just a few drops of oil. Now, with the anodized ware, as all the basic training 

programs tell the CSAs, you require regular amounts of oil to cook but it is much more 

sturdy and lasts a life-time. So Somnath should have known all these and it just shows the 

HWP in poor light, a concerned Rupadi told me after-wards. There are already long lists 

of complaints about Somnath pending with the Human Resources (HR) manager and 

Rupadi will probably not report this last incident. Problem is Somnath is also married and 

had his second kid a month back and it will be a bit harsh to give the HR people too many 

opportunities to fire him. I have been to his two room apartment in Moulali in central 

Kolkata, and it was not much fun. After a long ride in an over-heated bus, I had to trudge 

through gulli after gulli to reach his place on a hot summer afternoon. The building and 

the apartment where he lives seem straight out of the sad socialist films of the 1940s – 

literally no color, everything just a patina of peeled grey walls, dust, grime and with not 

even some hope to make things a bit interesting in the end, as in those films. I lost count 
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of just how many people were in the house; his widowed mother, his gang of brothers 

loafing around, then the wife and the two babies and some impossibly emaciated sisters 

who in their late-teens already looked completely washed up with their endless waiting to 

get married once the family manages to save up enough for the dowry.  

 

The fierce slants of sunlight with little streaks of dust dancing in them soon makes it 

impossible to do an interview with Somnath or have any conversation at all in the 

apartment and we move to the corner store that his father rented many years back after 

migrating from Bihar. Usually it is closed during the afternoons but Somnath and his 

mother are proud to take me inside and we chat for an hour or so over cups of tea. He 

seems so much more at ease here in the store in his checked lungi and kurta away from 

the black trouser, orange shirt uniform of Globofood with the name tag Somnath Shaw – 

CSA hanging around his neck. Relaxed and selling so many products that they sell in 

Globofood as well – shampoos, soaps, biscuits many of them from the same 

multinational brands too. But somehow so much closer to an everyday that Somnath 

seems to know now that he is out of Globofood and in his own store. I wonder what 

changed, his role from being a harassed employee to being in charge of the family, or 

now that he is in his own store he has a different attachment to the objects piled up all 

around him. The mother actually does most of the talking as she finds the idea of 

someone like me from the USA coming to work on shopping mall workers like her son 

absolutely fascinating.  Somnath is a good boy, she intones in a Bangla that is still thickly 

accented, the best amongst her several children who did go on to finish his Bachelors but 
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then it was bad luck that he could not get an office job. But Globofood is almost like a 

proper office job, she quickly corrects herself, she personally washes his clothes every 

week and irons his uniform if it is too crumpled.  

 

The  mother’s  care, she reminds me even when the children are all grown up and have 

their own families. If only they increased his salary a bit, it is so embarrassing when her 

relatives  in  Kolkata  ask  her  about  her  son’s  salary.  The  whole  family  still  remembers  the  

incredible excitement when Somnath first went to the Globofood job interview wearing a 

tie. No one in the family had ever worn one and it needed a friend to help tie it. He looked 

so cute and important – the mother remembered fondly. You know how relatives and 

neighbors are, she goes on, always envious now that Somnath goes for his work in his 

polished shoes and crispy black and orange uniform. She apparently has told everyone 

that Somnath is earning 15000 rupees per month instead of the 4000 he actually makes as 

his basic salary. Problem is even if she did tell people that her son only makes 4000 no 

one would believe her and think they are deliberately telling lies or are too stingy or 

something, it seems you can’t really win one way or the other: Say it is 15000 and 

immediately the relations are envious and who knows what they are thinking or if they 

are plotting to  give  the  evil  eye…say  the  truth  of  4000  and  then  no  one  believes  you  and  

thinks you are trying to lower the salary so that no one will ask for a loan or a little 

hand-me-down if things are tight.  
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Shorty’s  shtick  on  the  face  of  it  is  completely  different  from  Somnath’s…only  the  

managers or supervisors still call him by his name Debasish or the diminutive Debu. For 

other  it  is  usually  ‘nata  Debu’  or  just  nata/Shorty. He barely comes to Somnath’s  waist,  

almost a midget this one and a man seemingly always in command of himself and his 

surroundings. He likes to tell the clients that he is the supervisor of the department though 

he is not and usually he acts like one, ordering a CSA to stack the plastic buckets in two 

rows here or check the price tags and make an inventory of the cutlery sets there. He is 

particularly bossy with the new recruits or the trainees who are yet to be given their 

formal job contracts. He has hit up a fantastic strategy for training them, he tells me one 

day winking, much better than any of the endless training programs that the HR 

department runs for the recruits. Immediately when a new guy joins the HWP he will take 

him into confidence, take him out for a tea or something and tell him not to trust anyone 

else apart from him as he will teach them all the tricks of the trade. Then for a week to a 

month,  depending  on  how  long  he  can  safely  pull  of  his  ‘training’,  he  will  make  the  guy  

run around doing things all in the wrong order like mixing up the prescribed color 

patterns for displaying items. Soon, of course the floor managers will notice that the 

display patterns are going crazy and the trainee will be hauled up for messing things and 

end up fixing the mess for hours. You will learn by trial and error he tells the trainee he 

has been bullying, now that you have learned the correct way to do things the hard way, 

you will never again forget that, he says with a straight face.  
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But I guess there is a strange way in which Nata Debu both repels as well as fascinates 

his colleagues too. Debu is a tattler as well. Close to most of the supervisors and the 

lower level managers, we all know that most of his authority comes from reporting 

whatever goes on in the shop-floor. A class enemy of sorts. After I joined he was trying 

to ask me about my bad experiences with the Globofood management, how bad or inept 

they were. The perfect ruse of the agent provocateur. But I was warned on time of his 

tactics and so mostly told him how wonderful the people at Globofood were to me. But 

there is one fantastic quality that makes Debu indispensable too, especially on Monday 

afternoons when there is not a single customer and time seems to gain a lot of weight 

suddenly. He has the gift of story-telling. And there is one particular story that he keeps 

repeating.  

 

In addition to his work in the mall, he has been recruited to work for the RAW (Research 

and Analysis Wing) – the Indian intelligence services. He had to take this shitty job in the 

mall as he was asked by the people at RAW to keep an eye on what is going on in the big 

malls. If the terrorists are planning a bomb attack or if the workers are up to something 

nasty – he has to look out for these things and report if anything is amiss. So he is living 

the life of an undercover agent, 6 days of mall work and then on the day off he has to go 

for his RAW training – horse-riding, learning to defuse bombs, shooting with a revolver 

and so on. He tells me all these in a long interview after which probably seeing the 

expression on my face – I  couldn’t  quite  decide  whether to throw the interview notes at 

his face in anger or just burst out laughing – he  tells  me  that  after  him,  I  wouldn’t  need  to  
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interview anyone else for my silly research. He also told me repeatedly never to use his 

full name or in any way identify him  as  there  might  be  some  ‘dark’  consequences  for  me.   

But after a few months he also seemed to have quieted down. Just generally seemed 

distracted and lost and I learnt the reason for it in one of those rare moments when he lets 

his guard down. He knew Pratik very well. Pratik Jain - whose name flashed up in the 

newspapers very briefly to disappear again. The newspapers carried the story of a trainee 

cashier called Pratik Jain at West Side Mall in downtown Kolkata.  Accused of stealing 

100 rupees (a little less than 5$), he was interrogated after the closing hours by his 

supervisors  and  floor  managers.  They  wouldn’t  let  him  leave  the  store  until  he  signed  a  

confessional note and his resignation. The next day his body is found sliced in four parts 

on a suburban railway track. The police have brought a case of suicide under duress 

against the supervisors. It turns out that Debu had known Pratik ever since their school 

days and was instrumental in securing the job for Pratik. He took me to Pratik’s  slum  

tenement in Ultadanga - a  repeat  of  the  visit  to  Somnath’s  house.  The  same  grey  room,  

the anxious parents, brothers, sisters all depended on the young boy of the house able to 

find some kind of job, some status, some proximity to a life that brings a degree of 

security.  In  a  weird  flashback,  Pratik’s  father  almost  repeats  the  same  sentiments,  even  

the  same  words  that  Somnath’s  mother  did  – the happiness that their son had managed to 

find some kind of an office job, would not have to cart goods around like a coolie like his 

father did all his life in a godown. But here there is also the absolute realization of that 

fantasy gone cold. They ask me if I might be able to arrange for some compensation 

through my contacts - the family still has to feed. On the way back, I don’t  even  have  the  
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heart to tease Debu about his position as a RAW agent to get some compensation for the 

Jains.  

 

Weeping in the Corner:  

Every moment within the space of the store is saturated with the proximity to objects;  

surfaces, curves, packages, textures – hint and press in with their infinite accumulation. 

Brand names, article codes, price lists, relative merits of each product, inventories – 

mediate the relationship between our own identity as workers and the world of 

consumption to which our work ties us. Despite the company posters pasted all around 

the back-offices and storages – “Now  you  have  the  Power”  – that power is rather illusory 

for most times for we are nothing but passive conduits for a one way traffic of goods. It 

can all be profoundly disorienting where after a point everything starts to look the same, 

qualities somehow of one merge with the other and the repeated memorizations of 

product catalogues can go horribly wrong. A training session is in progress and the 

manager picks out Bimal, with 8 months of experience in the packaged food division to 

spell  out  the  positive  attributes  of  Quaker  Oats.  “Very  good  for  the  heart  Madame,  full  of  

fat  and  calories”  There  is  a  momentary  silence  until  we  all  break  out  jeering  – when is fat 

good for the heart? Bimal living in the rural belt of Canning is obviously pretty uncool - 

Don’t  you  even  watch  TV  you  dolt. He is also seriously underweight though, and has to 

keep  tugging  at  his  pants,  as  the  minimum  size  for  the  company’s  uniform  is  still  too  big 

for him – what does having too much fat in the diet mean for him? Different bodies, 

different concerns and in any case no one in the session except me has ever tried oats. 
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Things level out soon, except for Bimal who is instructed to memorize the catalogue of 

packaged food items. He has no permission to sit for the next one hour.  

 

There are, however, other ways of forming relations with things, where they lose their 

abstractions of article codes or prices to create special attachments – to the eyes, the 

hands, the ears, even to the entire body, even spaces can do the same at times. Durgadi, 

who works in a tea-stall right opposite South City, tells me the why she sometimes goes 

and stands right opposite the mall entry gates: the cold blast of air-conditioned air every 

time the glass door slides open sends tingling sensations of pleasure through her, she 

squeals like a child as she tells me this. I have also seen customer attendants get into 

serious arguments with their supervisors when transferred to other sections, there are 

strong  affinities  here.  Someone  can’t  stop  cleaning  the  over-priced crystal vases though 

there is not a speck of dust on them, another one luxuriate in the smell of perfumed oils 

whenever there is a break, a third loves going through the stacks of plastic toys – a 

sensual addiction of objects even though the attachments are merely tangential, fleeting 

ones.  

 

It can even take on sexual characters. Bijoy in the garment department of a neighboring 

store  obsessively  goes  through  the  women’s under garments; he likes to feel the touch of 

laces, the breast pads, the silk straps. He confides to me his fantasy of watching his 

girlfriend put on one of those black spaghetti strapped brassieres. A sense of respite, even 

play takes shape through sensorial investments on material objects, even if only to put off 
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the shaky groundlessness looming in the next instant. Nadia Seremetakis reminds us of a 

different route to thinking about globalization and the sensorial attachment it excites 

through objects that appear or disappear from popular circulation leaving behind traces of 

intensities, of understanding the perceptual capacities of various flows through the 

corporeal resonance they animate. It makes possible its own organization of publics 

through the feeling it evokes for shifting terrains of material cultures in their complex 

implantation within the stratum of the body.  

The sensory landscape and its meaning-endowed objects bear within them emotional and 

historical sedimentation that can provoke and ignite gestures, discourses and acts – acts 

which  open  up  these  objects’  stratigraphy.  Thus  the  surround  of  material  culture  is 

neither stable nor fixed, but inherently transitive, demanding connection and completion 

by the perceiver (Seremetakis 1994, 7).  

 

Commodity objects no doubt are predominantly infused with insatiability, a future-

directedness that sustains consumption (Nancy 1997). Nevertheless, the tactile surface 

materiality of the objects makes other modes of attachment legible to the normative 

desires for the good life that I refer to earlier. But the domain of the senses is also fluid; 

attachments can give way to boredom. I can clearly make out those who have in the 

words of the HR manager started to vegetate. Suraj, Naved, Nupur – all listlessly going 

through the objects, forgetting to stack them in the proper order, a vicious 

disenchantment that is too personal to be held back from the public gaze. Objects can also 

take on other surges too, where the passivity of salesmanship can give way to an active 
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appropriation, even if illicit, as in the frequent instances of shrinkage or theft of money or 

goods from the store by the workers - the body with its infinite possibilities of secret 

recesses help in this.  

 

Sandip confides to me the various ways in which goods or objects can be ferried out of 

the shop floor or in certain cases brought into it. Strips of cash folded and bunched under 

the armpits, small flat tubes tucked just underneath the belt-loops around the waist, 

pouches of creams hidden around the collar-region. A minor rush of agency, but 

“[a]gency  can  be  strange,  twisted,  caught  up  in  things,  passive,  or  exhausted”  (Stewart  

86, 2007) and it can go horribly wrong. Mr. Alam, the chief security officer at Globofood 

calls me to his room one busy Sunday evening. Someone has been accused of pilferage 

and Mr. Alam wants me to witness the process of interrogation just so that I know how 

efficient he can be at this. I know the accused slightly and I am too embarrassed to look 

him in the eye. A cursory search reveals nothing and he is ordered to strip. A sachet of 

whitening cream is tucked in his underpants between the thighs. His naked body starts 

shaking convulsively, too overcome to answer why he did this. I find him after closing 

hours in the back offices, still weeping - a tightly bunched body hidden in the darkness of 

the corner behind the staff toilets.  

 

Leisure/Labor and the Impress of the Body:  

Jean-Luc Nancy suggests that the separation between the categories of leisure and labor 

has never been as strongly marked as in the present with the preponderance of service 
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and financial capital leading to the very dilution of the sense of labor itself (1997). For a 

place like South City Mall, the intimacy of leisure is the central tenet in the charm of the 

life-styles on display and the patterns of consumption referenced as authentically global – 

a hypostatized public spectacle of development. Because of the commingling of 

leisure/pleasure as a foundational principle of place-making for spaces like malls, the real 

materiality of human labor remains elided, creating thereby a de-racinated space (Sorkin 

1992).  

 

Yet, the physicality of the body always remains as an excessive remainder that impinges 

on the space of leisure, even if that remainder is discernible only in terms of a ruptured 

integrity of the personal body through physical obliteration or the devastation of shame. 

For Nancy, labor under contemporary modes of production increasingly depends on the 

mutual interplay of desires with the corporeality of the body that create an affective 

plenitude (1997). What constitutes work under conditions of the leisure economies of 

places like shopping malls really depends on the calibrations of this plenitude in 

individual laboring bodies. Training modules, worker surveillance, or work manuals are 

geared towards the modulation and capture  of  their  affective  potentiality  as  a  “substrate  

of  the  body’s  capacity  to  act,  to  engage,  and  to  connect”  (Clough  2007,  2, Deleuze & 

Guattari 1987). In a city like Kolkata where the circulation of crisis and the daily throb of 

precariousness has become the predominant form of urban habitation for a vast majority 

of young workers, their vitality as a sum of the biological capacity of the body and social 

qualities of an emotional tone in negotiating such crisis is what gets instrumentalized in 
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the realm of work today as the means of production. The way this vitality is valorized and 

captured constructs the force-field  of  spaces  like  shopping  malls  to  act  as  spatial  “cluster  

of  promises”  of  development  for  the  organization  of  a  public  in  the  present,  while 

sanctifying for vast sections of the population, an attrition of whatever feels like the 

personal self for the sake of futurity (Berlant 2006, 20).  

 

The morphing of non-work social skills to this plenitude of the mind-body complex 

creates the professionalization of contemporary workers very different in degree from 

what constituted the terrain of work tied to the furious movement of the assembly line 

under industrial modernity. Work now hinges on skills of a different sort, the ability to 

talk, at least a little bit in English, to smile in a half-seductive, half spontaneous manner 

at the customer, a little typing and word processing abilities, to dress as the occasion 

necessitates in a sari or salwar or a black trouser and white shirt uniform and pass of as 

being comfortable in each case. And the inevitable exhaustion is all-pervasive. You get a 

sense of it from looking at the young women streaming out of the shopping malls, cafes 

of upscale boutiques after the late-evening shifts. The sweat trickling down already 

smudging or wiping away the traces of make-up, the girls who have been selling 

Maybelline, or Lakme, or Yves Rocher, gloomy, slouched up against the bus or auto-

rickshaw  seats,  trying  to  catch  their  breadth,  now  that  they  do  not  have  to  ‘meet  and  

greet’  the  customer  or  say  ‘Good  Morning/Afternoon/  Evening  Madam/Sir’  over  and  

over again. Young, nubile bodies drained by the 10 hours of standing and smiling at 

customers. One suspects this is not purely a physical exhaustion, though that is there too.  
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This is the tiredness of a virtuoso performer, maybe a theater artist trying hard to not just 

physically act out a play but to get under the skin of the character, to feel like the 

character in a continuous loop between the body and the mind that creates the distinctive 

climate of shopping or the ambience of the expensive mall/the Thai restaurant/the couture 

store. After all, if not a performance then how does one explain the effusive praise that 

Jaya working temporarily as brand promoter for Chambor manages to generate? She has 

been given a long catalogue detailing all the characteristics of every single product that 

she is supposed to sale – from face-wash, eye-liners, kohl, mascaras, lip-liners and so on - 

a dizzying catalogue of glossy images, distinct qualities, charms and ability to remake 

beauty. She has also attended more than one training session where she had to take an 

examination testing her memory about what the new skin toner does to the facial skin of 

middle-aged old women suffering the heat and the dust of a Kolkata summer. Yet, how 

she will effectively sell it will depend entirely on her improvisation, her skills at 

arranging the assemblage of bodily character, her gestures, the nuanced inflections of her 

voice, her modes of dressing in a suit that she had never worn before her job or the 

affectionate smile she breaks into in that split second when the new customer wavers 

before her stall. Would she be able to convince the customer to come and take a look at 

Chambor or would she lose her to The Body Shop girl? Though the script for luring 

customers is known - the need to maintain eye contact, the need to smile and greet the 

customer or to try and convey as much of the product knowledge as possible without ever 

quite over-whelming the customer - the moment of the encounter is always unscripted 
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that can neither be predicted not be repeated. In that sense each encounter is an event, a 

singular happening where the entire body and mind of the worker wraps around the body-

mind complex of the customer creating an affective surge of the aura of the object. Aura 

as Walter Benjamin reminds us is the experience of distance however close we may be to 

the  object  (1969).  It  is  the  degree  of  the  sacred  invested  in  the  object;;  it’s  never  quite  

exhaustible pull of singularity that inscribes the here and now with the sense of the 

fabulous. Brands do this. That peculiar sensation associated with a name or a logo 

standing in for a whole corpus of expectations, desires, drives and consummation that 

leaves one demanding some more.  
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CHAPTER 2 
Miming the Global: Workplace Training and the Predicament of the Mall 

Culture 
 
A Perfect Plate of Nachos?  
 
Let me begin this story sometime in 1999. Anil Agarwal had just been back in Kolkata 

after finishing his Masters in engineering from California and was getting ready to join 

the  family  business.  Spending  ‘quality  time’  with  his  newly  married  wife  in  the  city 

during the few weeks of respite before starting work was however proving to be difficult. 

The city was throbbing with life, but that bustle was too chaotic, holding very little 

promise of that special kind of intimacy that sometimes suffuses the busiest metropolis 

with an unexpected moment of quietude or proximity even in the midst of a surging 

crowd. More than anything else, the city lacked a sense of romance. And really where 

could one go for a quiet evening stroll for instance? The streets and pavements were 

pock-marked, slushy, dark; while a murderous rush of traffic prevented any long 

meaningful conversations. Public parks like around the Dhakuria Lakes or the Victoria 

Memorial grounds were of course out of bounds for a young couple given the hordes of 

young men ogling and harassing women. And restaurants needed too much planning and 

left too little room for improvisation. Kolkata was thus an absolute disaster in terms of 

finding spaces for a shared closeness.  

 

It was then that Anil hit upon the idea of starting a chain of cafes under the brand-name 

of  Café  Java.  They  would  certainly  not  be  the  older  style  ‘coffee-houses’  with  their  

billowing cigarette smoke and middle-aged men arguing at the top of their voices about 
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arcane Bengali cultural issues. No. the style of cafes that he had in mind would be 

replicating those that he saw in San Francisco, in New York, in Seattle, or perhaps even 

those during his two week honey-moon in Paris. Kolkata was ready for a new culture of 

intimacy, of spending time, of conversing and his cafes would be a focal point for this 

transformation. The place would have nice barista drinks, healthy sandwiches, plush 

interiors, soft mood lighting, a combination of Bollywood beats and afro-Cuban rhythms 

– everything that would mark it as in sync with the times. More than the drinks, the place 

would offer an ambience of leisure, of being able to sit back and feel the coolness of the 

air-conditioners caress the heated, tired bodies, of slowing time down over a frothy 

cappuccino. Or maybe it would be the place for a more informal office meeting; or a 

more raucous gathering of old friends. There were endless possibilities here, but to take 

advantage of those possibilities the feel of the city itself needed to be re-imagined away 

from the daily grinds of confusion, dirt and poverty.  

 

The  first  Café  Java  came  up  within  less  than  six  months  after  Anil’s  arrival  in  Kolkata,  

and by the time the second café was being inaugurated, he was ready to innovate more. It 

was to have a Tex-Mex theme, starting with neutral, earthly shades on the wall (like the 

arid landscapes of Texas). The décor would consist of the woolen ponchos, quilts and 

cowboy hats Anil had purchased on a tourist trip to Acapulco, Mexico along with huge 

laminated blow-ups of desert landscapes in California, Texas and Arizona. The place was 

almost ready except for the problem of offering authentic Tex-Mex Cuisine. Down-

loading recipes from the internet were not a problem, but what was more difficult was 
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sourcing the ingredients – the  corn  chips,  tomatillos,  cheeses  and  so  on.  But  Anil’s  wife  

Sunita had a solution: why not make do with what was available in Kolkata and trust the 

décor, the ambience and the sense of the place to create the effect of having real Tex-Mex 

food? If this needed innovation, then so much the better. Having a place-based theme for 

the café did not mean mechanical copying; it needed thought, imagination, and 

innovation. It had to be inventive: like with the signature dish of loaded nachos with 

cheese and beans. The corn chips were replaced by thicker variations of the potato chips; 

a spicy kidney bean curry worked fine instead of the black beans and the cheese could 

just as well be the locally available Amul cheese: and so the first plates of loaded nachos 

began to be served topped with melted cheese and green chili flakes. The success of the 

dish was phenomenal.  

 

Years later, when I met him during my first tentative forays into fieldwork, Anil still 

fondly remembered the spectacular success that his nachos had for years. But by then 

time caught up with him. The arrival of bigger café chains like Café Coffee Day or 

Barista in Kolkata with their franchisee networks meant shrinking business for Café Java 

which today has only about three outlets left from the seven which the company had in 

2003. The Tex-Mex themed café is also gone. But when I quiz Anil about whether the 

potato-chip nachos could still be popular today, he smiles to suggest that the dish might 

have  been  ‘fake’  in  one  way  and  certainly  it  would  be  impossible to pass it off as the real 

thing today. Yet, the real and the fake are always relative terms. Perhaps, middle-class 

consumers in Kolkata would insist on corn chips for their real Tex-Mex cuisine now, but 
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there would be other themes and other cuisines waiting to be imaginatively re-created. 

And it was not the ingredients in the dish which made it popular, but the sensation of 

consuming something that is exotic and distant.   

 

I begin with the story of the nachos for it anticipates one of the key themes that I wish to 

foreground in this chapter – which is the simulation of spaces, tastes, desires and 

sensations under the contemporary regimes of urban development in Kolkata that seeks to 

replicate idioms of global living. It would be interesting to treat the whole or at least 

significant sections of the city-space as a continuous mimetic apparatus churning out 

copies  of  an  ‘else-where’  that  are  slowly  coming  into  form.  Such  an  apparatus  extends  

from  the  plate  of  nachos  to  the  West  Bengal’s  Chief  Minister  Mamata  Bannerjee’s  

repeated exhortations of turning Kolkata into London (leaving aside questions of 

plausibility here) or from the re-development  of  a  stretch  of  Kolkata’s  waterfront  along  

the Ganga to visually enliven the sense of strolling down the famous Strand in London. 

Or the gated communities that regularly invoke proximity to living standards found in 

Singapore or Dubai as a point of attraction in sales brochures and billboards -

compositions of spatial forms that constantly set into motion the need for replication as a 

theme of development. Development as mimesis, development as the feel of being in 

close contact with something that is nevertheless far away, partakes of the legitimacy or 

the power of what is being copied to vest on the represented something  of  the  original’s  

power and aura.  
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Mimetic Atmospheres 

It is precisely this strange transference of power from the original to the copy via mimesis 

that  forms  the  object  of  reflection  in  Michael  Taussig’s  Mimesis and Alterity.  “Note  the  

replicas. Note the magical, the soulful power that derives from replication. For this is 

where we must begin; with the magical power of replication, the image affecting what it 

is  an  image  of,  wherein  the  representation  shares  in  or  takes  power  from  the  represented” 

(Taussig 1993, 2 – italics in the original).  Note indeed that power of mimesis as a 

constant cascade of production piling upon reproduction, of variegated copies that 

enchant the world with the seductive spell of the real that is nevertheless always already a 

copy of something – an unending series of mimetic projections. Infinitely muddling the 

copy and the original, mimesis is a two way traffic – vesting the represented with its 

charm  by  the  presence  of  a  ‘real’  somewhere,  even  as  the  real’s  power  is  ultimately 

magnified,  adduced  and  reflected  through  the  copy’s  presence.  The  real  becomes  a  

tangible presence, an ontological entity through the act of representation that starts the 

chain of references alluding to something like the real at its origin, whose effect can 

perhaps be deduced once the veil of copying is shifted. How much of the colonial 

enterprise is ultimately founded on this obsessive quest for knowing the real by tracking 

back through the tangle of the representational! But if the power of mimesis, as the 

constant transaction between the image and that which it represents, forms an ancient 

order of life – of magic, exchange, authority – it has far from exhausted its potential for 

good  or  evil  with  the  ‘disenchantment’  of  modernity. 
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As Taussig reminds us in Mimesis and Alterity, colonial relations of rule, extending from 

the academic disciplines like anthropology to the everyday subjugation of entire 

populations and spaces, re-works the mimetic codes almost to a feverish pitch through its 

obsessive,  even  erotic  insistence  on  knowing  the  real  of  the  ‘other’  – the primitive, the 

savage, the non-modern.  Assuming  mimesis  to  be  a  ‘primitive’  faculty  par  excellence,  the  

instruments of modernity stretching from the camera to the phonograph are in fact 

attempts to create an entire order of sensibility, arguably a very modern sensibility, that is 

saturated by being drawn into a mimetic fold. Machines of reproduction churning out 

copies as a principle of modernizing the sensible through a shimmering play between the 

real and the made-up, the original and the fake or the natural and the artificial. Yet, these 

binary oppositions, so hardened into the very core of the modern experience, nevertheless 

are strange, fluid and uneasy.  

 

Take  for  instance,  Taussig’s  example  of  the  ‘primitive’  Cuna  Indian  healing  figurines  

resembling  “European  Types”  which  suggest  even  the  core  values  of  the  colonized  other  

– her magic, rituals, religion – have already displaced the real with the made-up to 

frustrate any neat parsing between the two (1993, 191). Where the authentic should have 

been in its most natural state, it is already encoded by the artificial. What should have 

been most authentically primitive is already tinted with the sign of European contact and 

a loss of authenticity.  However,  if  the  “copy  takes  power  from  the  original”  it  should  not  

be assumed the represented is only a passive reproduction (Taussig 1993, 59). In what I 

will  borrow  from  Taussig’s  insights  into  mimesis,  copying  does  not  have  to  be  merely  a  
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point-by-point reproduction of what is being represented. Imitation of course is critical as 

the starting point of mimesis, its first opening move, but for that move to be a successful 

gambit, imitation needs to do more than being a good imitation physically. It has to tease 

out  a  “palpable,  sensuous  connection  between  the  very  body  of  the  perceiver  and  the  

perceived”  (Taussig  1993,  21).  This  is  the  magic  of  contact,  of  breathing  life  into  

imitation,  of  initiating  what  Taussig  calls  the  “sympathetic  magic”  of  mimesis after 

James  Frazer’s  formulation.   

 

The question of mimesis, I believe, is critical in the every-day functioning for a host of 

upcoming consumer practices and spaces in Kolkata that brand themselves as offering the 

experiential feel of inhabiting global idioms of life-styles and sensibilities. In the context 

of my research on a large food-based retail store, which I name as Globofood, in 

Kolkata’s  South  City  Mall,  both  consolidation  and  expansion  of  the  company’s  corporate  

brand name depends on its ability to conjure up the shop-floor ambience as essentially in 

touch  with  what  the  company’s  brochures  identify  as  ‘world-class  living’.  Yet,  

recognition  of  this  ‘world-class-ness’  can  be  a  slippery  business.  What  exactly  is  being  

recognized here is a thorny issue. Is it the case that recognition is based on prior 

experience  of  the  ‘real’  thing,  i.e.  the  store  is  only  for  those  who  have  physically  

experienced  spaces  that  can  serve  as  ‘originally’  global?  Or  the  question  of  recognition  

principally evolves out of a kind of knowledge-claim based on various kinds of media 

portrayals of the global, especially the tele-visual media? Or recognition is something 
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even more amorphous, depending on the ability to create sensations that one is in the 

midst of a (successful) mimetic capturing of the global?  

 

I would like to think through the category of the global as ultimately dependent on the 

ability to evoke specific types of sensations connected to the perception of place. While 

claims about the authenticity of this category no doubt take into account the prior 

receptivity of subjects to a host of anticipations about the global through (primarily) 

mediatized networks, yet, the very concrete sensations evoked by places like shopping 

malls, cafes, multi-themed restaurants or gated communities provide concrete singular 

forms through which to recognize it. Thus sensations become a mediating point between 

the image (whether the real or virtual) and its reproduction. It is in arousing this sentient 

feel of what is being represented that the success or failure of mimesis hinges on, and this 

in turn requires a coupling between the tactile, sensual qualities of the object that is 

created through mimesis as well as the desire of the perceiving community to believe in 

the efficacy of the representation. 

 

Thus, a relational middle-ground has to be forged between the plethora of feelings 

emanating out of the materiality of objects along with the receptivity of a perceiving 

community/ies to those feelings for providing credibility to the attempts at representation. 

And only when this space of affectivity – between the feelings aroused by the object and 

the receptivity of those who are moved by those feelings – becomes a tangible loop that 

“representations  become  understood  as  presentations;;  as  things  and  events  they  enact  
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worlds, rather than being simple go-betweens tasked with re-presenting some pre-existing 

order  or  force”  (Anderson  and  Harrison  2010,  14).  It  is  representation’s  capacity  for  

‘enacting’  moving  worlds  of  feelings  and  sensations  that  interests  me  here  rather  than  

exploring the constructed nature of the symbolic or cultural meanings that adhere to the 

representational. While no doubt amenable to a semiotic reading along various 

inequalities of power (the made-up nachos, I start with, can be read as a sign of neo-

colonial fantasies of living for instance) I am more interested in the moving material 

forces that representations can make possible for gluing together multiple bodies, spaces 

and environments (the made-up nachos I begin with, therefore understood as a force for 

adhering together consumers, café environments, sensations, tastes, decors and so on).  

But this consideration of representation as an autonomous and generative entity for 

stitching together a world, however, tendentious it might be, requires paying close 

attention to the relational practices through which the various co-constituent elements of 

the world come together (or fail to do so). What (successful) mimesis does therefore is to 

tease out a spatial zone of feelings understood as the atmosphere through which the 

efficacy of the representation begins to be felt as an independent mode of scripting a 

world. I employ the concept of atmosphere to delineate a relational middle-ground as an 

associative linking together of spaces and bodies, emotional tones of feeling and the 

objects which animate such feelings. Conceived as relational and spatialized intensities of 

feelings,  I  posit  the  atmosphere  as  a  localized  environment  that  is  “simultaneously  

processual,  distributed  and  sensed”,  which  in  spite  of  its  intangible  diffuseness  “registers  

in and through sensing  bodies”  (McCormack  2008,  413).   
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Belonging neither fully to objects, nor to the subjects atmospheres are in the nature of a 

“haze”  through  which  the  quality  of  the  space  begins  to  be  apparent  (Böhme  1993,  117).  

In spite of their ability to impact on sensing, feeling bodies, atmospheres however mostly 

remain  as  the  “background  ‘hum’”  of  a  place,  blending  in  and  weaving  together  disparate  

elements, lights, sound, chatter, commodities, bodies, rhythms, movements and so on to 

register as a distinctive tone of the place (Anderson & Harrison 2010, 7). In this sense, 

the concept of atmosphere provides an entry into the world understood as a lived, sensual 

entity and not a mental/symbolic construct only. The atmosphere rather pervades the 

body, oozes into it and  moves  it  to  respond  by  “becoming  attuned  to  its  differences,  

positions and juxtapositions, from a training of our senses, dispositions and expectations 

and from being able to initiate, imitate and elaborate skilled  lines  of  action”  (Anderson  & 

Harrison 2010, 9).  

 

While positing itself as a naturalized quality of a place, atmospheres as background 

shadings of place, are not neutral. As Nigel Thrift has cogently argued, trajectories of 

place-making under the aegis of contemporary capitalism has meant an extended 

occupation with tinkering the background atmospherics of places to generate particular 

kinds of desires, bodies, sensations and affects which are immediately or potentially 

amenable to value extraction (Thrift 2012). Thus atmospheres not only as spatialized and 

dispersed feelings but also spatialized zones of value-making – a dual prerogative of 

capitalism that seeks to manipulate sensations evoked by specific kinds of atmospheres.  
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Extending and building on Nigel Thrift, I suggest that the constructed nature of these 

enveloping atmospheres demand constant practices of labor to sustain and hold together 

the often ambient atmospheres of capitalist places. By being attuned to the specific 

demands of environments associated with a particular type of place, with the rhythms of 

bodily movements, with the speed with which objects move through the environments 

and by facilitating the circulation of desired emotional currents (while canceling or 

neutralizing those that are less than desirable) labor holds these atmospheres in place.  

 

Training and the Laboring Bodies 

Critical to the functioning of labor as a smooth infrastructural grid for sustaining the 

exuberant atmosphere of the mall are the laboring bodies – the young men and women 

who are expected to blend in with other elements of the mall atmospheres like the one 

prevailing in Globofood which includes the music, the displays aisles, the color coding of 

commodities or the mood lighting of the place. These working bodies glue together 

disparate and dispersed elements to cook up the feel of the place. The bodily capacities of 

the workers are decisive in evoking this feel - by interacting with customers, 

communicating, smiling, laughing, showing an eagerness to help and guide the customers 

through the array of objects, subtly influencing their desires to buy and to enjoy the 

process of browsing through the space of the mall. Yet, bodily capacities can be rather 

ambiguous where far from blending smoothly with the other elements of the spatial 

environment, they disrupt the mimetic flow of the place. Bodies thus can be recalcitrant, 

evading or missing the part they are supposed to play.  
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This recalcitrance necessitates continuous training programs to teach, monitor and 

inculcate the requisite qualities in the individual worker to facilitate a smooth functioning 

of the shopping mall atmosphere. Employment Training Programs (ETPs) in Globofood 

for instance do not aim to impart any technical or instrumental skills, but harness and 

operationalize a set of social dispositions, knowledge claims, tendencies and abilities in 

the worker that are seen as potentially  latent in all human beings. At Globofood training 

usually occurs in three different stages – the Star level training for the new recruits before 

they are assigned floor-level jobs, SDP or Supervisor Development Program for more 

experienced floor-level workers (also called Customer Service Attendants – CSAs) who 

the company thinks has leadership skills to assume supervisory roles and finally MDP or 

Management Development Program aimed at Customer Sales Supervisors (CSAs) who 

might be promoted to the Floor-Manager levels. While the three programs – Star, SDP 

and MDP are arranged in a phased manner corresponding to the organizational 

hierarchies of floor staff, supervisor and manager, yet in their main areas of emphasis, 

they are remarkably similar. Each of the programs typically run for about 3 days in a 

room designated for the purpose in the back-offices of the Globofood outlet in South City 

Mall. Two Training Managers and three Assistant Managers take turns to conduct the 

courses which are usually three day affair starting at 9:30 in the morning and stretch on as 

late as 8 or 9 in the evening. Training is done in a typical class-room setting with one 

Manager and one Assistant Manager. The number of trainees can vary from about 15 to 

30 depending on the number of new recruitments or promotions. Usually each staff 

member is expected to have taken the Star programs at least and the other two programs 
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as they advance in their careers or are seen to be good enough to be groomed for future 

responsibilities.  

 

Typically, the main emphasis of the training programs is on personality development, 

which includes communication habits, personal hygiene standards and bodily deportment 

lessons. This is followed by product knowledge that constitutes the longest part of the 

training where a vast and exhaustive list of products available at Globofood is 

enumerated along with some of their characteristic features. Finally, the workers are 

trained to embody and manifest certain emotional categories like team spirit, leadership 

qualities, cheerful personalities, work ethics or self-reliance that can help them achieve 

more robust sales targets. At the end of the training a multiple choice test is administered 

followed by a series of short essays where the employees are expected to tackle specific 

problems related to the ever day functioning of Globofood and how they will go about 

solving them. In addition, more technical aspects of retail work are also explained to 

them, like operating a cash machine (usually referred to as POS – Point of Sale), 

maintaining multiple ledgers, inventory checks, stock-taking and so on. Since the 

operation, sales or cash departments typically are in charge of teaching these aspects of 

retail work, they do not come under the aegis of the training department as such.  

So a long and often meticulous process where a range of skill sets is drilled into the 

workers. Yet, trainings can be a kind of hit and miss affair too where the projected results 

and the actual outcomes often fail to come together in any easy resolutions. Take the case 

of Bijoy Samanta, a twenty-year old guy who had been hired by Globofood as a trainee. I 
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never had a chance to know him well as he left the company just days after I joined. The 

story came from a security guard who was posted in the same section that Bijoy was 

initially assigned to – the section being the Home Work Play (HWP) – which stocked 

various kinds of household goods. Right on the day he joined, a middle-aged lady had 

asked him to direct her to where she could find toilet tissues. To this Bijoy had replied 

that Globofood did not have any. The lady came back a few days later and asked him 

again where she could find the toilet tissue rolls. Bijoy once more reminded her that 

Globofood did not have any such things.  

 

But this time she was so insistent that Bijoy finally had to curtly ask her to stop nagging 

him. A couple of days later he got an official show-cause notice with regard to his 

negligence of duty, deliberately misguiding customers and refusing to complete sales 

transactions.  It  turned  out  that  the  lady  in  question  was  the  wife  of  Globofood’s  finance  

director. More than that, Globofood did have endless supplies of toilet tissues, in fact the 

stock had been sitting around for such a long time that the piles of yellowing paper had 

been moved back to the storage section from the display shelves. Bijoy was definitely 

aware of their location. Unfortunately, what he was not aware of was that the papers 

could also be referred to as toilet tissues. During the initial employee training, he and the 

rest of his cohort had sat through the product knowledge sessions where the training 

manager had briefly explained that these were called toilet papers. Not having any 

familiarity  with  the  thing,  he  had  like  the  rest  of  the  cohort  familiarized  the  name  ‘toilet  

paper’,  taken  an  examination  which  tested  the  employee’s  knowledge  about  the  products  
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being sold by Globofood and had been found qualified to start working on the shop-floor 

– till the confusion between toilet paper/toilet tissue had completely fuddled him. I am 

not sure how he responded to the show-cause and given that the complaint came from the 

director’s  office,  he  didn’t  stand  much of a chance. And soon enough he was sacked on 

disciplinary grounds.  

 

On the shop-floor however everybody felt a bit sad seeing him go, including the 

managers. How could Bijoy ever differentiate between toilet papers and tissues when he 

had never actually known that such a thing existed till he joined Globofood? Did even the 

supervisors or the managers know all the secret names, qualities or properties of the 

various  articles  being  sold?  But  Bijoy’s  predicament  also  quickly  snow-balled into a 

controversy about the real worth of training. Did training significantly achieve something 

as the department responsible for it claimed or it was just a mere eye-wash, a useless 

exercise that drew money and resources away from the everyday operational profits of 

the company? The chief Training Manager Aniruddha was furious about the whole 

incident. What was the point of training people like Bijoy who could never really be 

trained enough, for to train them, one also needed to train their parents, their family 

members, their neighbors, their friends, in short change everything about their prior lives 

and backgrounds before any significant results could be produced. It was really the fault 

of the Human Resources which kept on hiring people who were frankly inadequate to 

work in a shopping mall environment. Basically the truly effective training would have to 

re-make the person, starting with their appearances, communication, hygiene, knowledge 
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about life-styles, behaviors – everything  they  considered  to  be  their  ‘lives’.  Perhaps 

Aniruddha could still do it but for that to happen Globofood had to invest more in the 

very  conception  of  training.  Until  such  a  change  in  the  company’s  perception  happened,  

Aniruddha and his group of trainers could only hope for the best with workers like Bijoy.  

The Human Resources, on their part, held the view that they were being blamed for 

something over which they had absolutely no control. After all, the people who were 

applying for a job that requires standing on the shop-floor anything from eight to ten 

hours a day, six days a week (sometimes all seven during promotional sales) and coming 

to work during all the religious festivals and holidays for a minimum pay of about 4000 

rupees basic salary could hardly be expected to be MBAs. They were trying to do their 

best and were usually very meticulous about whom to pick which was of course no mean 

feat given the hundreds of applications that came in every time an entry level job opened 

up at Globofood.  

 

My friend Sharmishtha, in her capacity as the Deputy Personnel Manager in Human 

Resources, usually had to be present during the job interviews and according to her they 

were  a  veritable  nightmare.  Given  Globofood’s  brand  value  and  visibility  in  Kolkata,  she  

expected the entire process of interviewing to be not very different from the ones she had 

to appear for while looking for a job after her management degree. What she got was 

however very different. She would often recount to me her first experience of sitting on 

an interview board for Globofood when the company first opened its story at the South 
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City Mall. There was an immediate need to fill up fifty vacancies and the number of 

applicants numbered over seven hundred.  

 

The interviews were being conducted in a very fancy downtown hotel and the lobby, 

where the applicants were asked to wait, looked like a carnival. Raucous laughter filled 

the entire lobby and every now and then someone would start swearing at the top of his 

voice if denied a seat in one of the plush sofas by the other interviewees. Clearly, all 

those who came for the job were more excited about being in a five-star  hotel’s  lobby  

rather than in the actual interview. Even their dresses hardly seemed appropriate for the 

occasion. While she had expected the men and women to appear wearing formal 

professional clothes like a nice dress shirt and pant or a demure salwar-kameez, so many 

came dressed like they were going to the local market or even worse to a marriage party. 

Sharmistha would always break up giggling while describing a very young woman who 

came in a fiery orange silk saree and dripping with imitation gold ornaments. The 

interview board had to take an executive decision to outright reject all those applicants 

who came wearing slippers, graphic t-shirts, or anything that was too violently colorful. 

The experience of these early interviews soon led Globofood executives to depend more 

on the referral system for filling up vacancies where present employees could suggest the 

names of a close relative or a friend as an interview candidate. The people who came for 

interviews also seemed to realize what was being expected of them, what the process of 

interview actually entailed and above all to appreciate the need for corporate decorum. So 
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the Human Resources were doing their part, trying to cull the best available talents for the 

company. Now, it was up to the trainers to guide these employees better. 

 

If the Training and Human Resources held conflicting views about their departmental 

prerogatives and how efficiently they were accomplishing their goals, one shared 

perception seemed to also bring them together. Managers in both departments were 

unanimous  that  Kolkata  as  a  city  was  a  disaster.  There  was  something  in  the  city’s  air  

maybe, as a supervisor explained, which seemed to breed all kinds of unwanted qualities 

like  indiscipline,  lack  of  punctuality,  a  terrible  body  language  and  “let’s  not  talk  about  

things”  like  laziness  or  being  perpetually  slovenly.  The  trainers  try  their  best,  but  it  is  like  

a losing battle. You correct one mistake and twenty others creep in the next day.  

What  ‘mistakes’  refer  to  here  are  of  course  a  whole  set  of  complex  assumptions  about  

personhood understood as a combination of decorum, body-language, forms of speech or 

hygiene that marks the laboring bodies as undesirable from the perspective of work and 

the specific kinds of atmospheres that work is supposed to arouse. The apprehension for 

the managerial staff is that by bringing in aspects of social life from outside the mall, the 

sanitized environment of the mall gets ruptured. Constant vigilance is necessary therefore 

to ensure that that only the right elements of life are allowed into the precincts of the 

mall.  

 

Take for instance the issue of attending phone calls from the customer. While usually the 

Customer Service Department handles all phone calls, the customer might want to speak 
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directly to any of the employees from the various departments in Globofood, particularly 

if they have a complaint, need product information or advice. As training managers keep 

reminding the workers, phone conversations are tricky because there is no face-to-face 

communication. Hence the customer does not know what kind of emotional state the 

person at the other end of the line is maintaining. A single phrase, word or even silence 

can make the phone call go awfully wrong. In view of this every employee is given a 

detailed script for phone calls with an exhaustive list of scenarios and conversational 

contexts.  The  key  to  conversation  is  of  course  to  create  ‘a  nice  impression  of  the  

company  and  of  the  employee  representing  the  company”.  Furthermore,  phone  

conversation training invariably starts with the reminder: PERSONAL AND 

PROFESSIONAL PHONE CALLS ARE DIFFERENT – PLEASE NO CURSING, 

SWEARING, JOKING OR USE OF ABUSIVE LANGUAGE.  

 

The phone receiver must be picked up within three rings, once the phone comes. For the 

employee attending the call, it is imperative to maintain a smiling visage as it will carry 

through in the tone of voice. Moreover, phone conversations must be carried out while 

standing for this gives a greater degree of confidence as well being an extension of the 

everyday interaction with customers where Globofood employees are standing as well. 

There are two essential principles to good communication: the first is the need to 

remember AGAT – Acknowledge, Greet, Assist and Think. According to the AGAT 

principle,  communication  starts  with  the  acknowledgement  of  the  customer’s  presence  by  

making eye-contact, followed by a standard greeting, then assisting the customer by 
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completing whatever tasks he/she has in mind and finally thinking about other potential 

ways to induce the customer to buy/spend more. In a telephone conversation, the 

acknowledgement stage is bypassed and the communication starts with the Greeting. The 

second principle that is crucial is the ability to be active listeners. What is meant by 

active listening is that the worker carries on the conversation without necessarily 

intervening or saying much. It is more important to listen to what the customer wants 

specifically instead of divulging any detailed information about products or promotional 

sales offers taking place. Retail, as the popular saying in Globofood went, means no 

detail. Interventions can be made but only subtly and through gentle suggestions that 

direct the potential buyer towards particular products or services. In case of a telephone 

conversation, active listening means the need to regularly interject with phrases like YES 

SIR/I SEE MADAM/ NO PROBLEM SIR and so on.  

 

Here is a script of a telephone call scenario that is often used in training settings to 

demonstrate customer handling skills. Usually, two trainee workers are called up to play 

the  ‘part’  of  the  customer  and  the  Globofood  employee.   

 
CSA:    Good  morning  Globofood’s.  May  I  help  you? 
Customer: This is Sharma here. I have got a problem with the juice that I bought from 
your store. It seems to be spoilt. 
CSA: Spoilt Sir? 
Customer:  I  have  opened  the  packet,  what  kind  of  products  do  you  stock,  Don’t  you  check  
them? 
CSA: We are very sorry Sir. We will replace it. 
Customer: What replacing, my kids have fallen ill! Will you pay the medical bill or solve 
my problem? Can you call store manager? 
CSA: Can I please have your home address Sir? We will replace it at the earliest and do 
a home delivery as well. 
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Customer: How fast can you manage it? 
CSA- Today sir, we will need the original bill as well please 
Customer- I  will  give  it  if  I  have  it,  I  have  to  check.  Come  at… 
CSA: Thank you Sir. 
 
The first time, I attended a training session where this conversational piece was read out 

the Trainer repeatedly explained the need to modulate the voice in relation to the situation 

to  show  particular  emotional  qualities  like  contrition  and  concern  for  the  customer’s  

welfare in this situation. Explaining that the CSA playing the part of the worker was 

being  too  ‘flat’  and  not  at  all  spontaneous,  the  Trainer  emphasized  on  particular  words  

like  ‘sorry’,  ‘immediately’,  ‘thank  you’,  and  so  on  where  the  bad  feeling  caused  by  the  

product is ameliorated through the good manners of the CSA. Indeed, manners is critical 

to communicational habits. Manners in this context translates into a set code of what one 

can say or cannot say under particular circumstances. Take for instance this list of 

phrases that should/should not be used in a phone-call along with their correct 

formulations:  

 Ok thanks  

 Yes sir/madam, thank you 

 Hold on 

 Please hold on 

 Can you please hold the line 

 He is out/not in  

 Mr….  is  not  here  but  can  I  help  you   

Ending a call  When you close the call make sure the caller has no more 
questions. If required ask - Is that all sir? Thank the caller. Let the caller put down 
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the  receiver  first  so  they  don’t  feel  cut  off.  Speak  clearly  into  receiver.  Replace  
receiver gently after the call.  
Handling an angry customer call 

 Remember the caller is a potential customer or real customer. Your handling the 
call could result in more business for the company or the caller going to a 
competitor. Saying AAH helps you keep in control (Align yourself with the 
customer, Ask for information, Help  in  solving  the  customer’s  problems).   

 Listen to what caller has to say, wait for him to finish, do not interrupt, make 
appropriate polite responses to show listening, when an angry customer calls- 
understand the problem by asking specific questions. 

 Apologize politely for the wrong done and offer to act as fast as you can. If you or 
the store is not wrong then apologize anyway but state your point of view- firmly 
and politely.  (Remember apologies do not make you smaller).  

 Do not lose your temper even if the caller is abusive. Remember there is no 
personal relationship with the person at the other end of the line, there are only 
professional ties. 

 Wait for the caller to place the receiver down first. Do not cut off on answering 
caller; you will make him angrier.  

 
Handling a crisis  

- If you are calling your store manager/supervisor to the phone to handle a 
customer issue/crisis they are unaware of  

- Say please hold on 
- Cover receiver with hand 
- Brief manager/supervisor before handing phone 

 
Taking message- take down name of the caller, phone number, message itself. If message 
is very important ensure you pass it on immediately. 
 
If you have completed your shift and could not pass the info, inform the next shift 
supervisor. Check back to ensure that the message has received the person concerned. 
 
If calling someone on the cell phone, ask if they are free to talk to you, if not apologize 
for the interruption, tell them you will call later, make the conversation brief, staff are not 
permitted to carry mobile inside the floor, do not chew gum on the phone, do not eat 
while speaking, give the call your individual attention or talk too long, try to be helpful 
and proactive on the phone, never slam a phone down. 
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May I help you, just a moment please, can I take a message, no problem, we will look into 
the matter, thank you sir/madam, you are welcome sir/madam. 
 
After so many details about a phone call, what can possibly go wrong? Yet, calls do go 

wrong frequently, like the time I was working at the Customer Service Desk and my 

colleague Rajeev from the garment section had been asked to talk to a customer over the 

phone. Rajeev had always been a conscientious employee, but he also had also been 

involved in student politics while in college and had links with a trade union. After the 

end of work, we would often chat together and he would mention worker rights and the 

need to have a union in Globofood even though the management expressly forbade any 

unionization. He had been moreover also reported a couple of times for getting into 

arguments with customers on the floor when they had been too abrasive with him. When 

the phone came it was a busy Saturday evening and in between attending to a long queue 

of people waiting at the customer service desk, I could hear snatches of his conversation. 

It started well with him repeating the set phrases like I am sorry sir and please  don’t  

worry sir as set down in the telephone conversation script. It was no doubt a complaint 

call and he was trying to stick to the script when suddenly I could hear his voice boom 

over the phone receiver. I was watching with a throng of other customers as he started 

screaming invectives.  

 

One of the supervisors passing by tried to snatch the phone from him but Rajeev was in 

no mood to relent till he thudded the phone down (a terrible mistake as per the 

conversation script). By now a packed crowd of customers, supervisors and managers 

were  all  watching  the  ‘drama’.  The  guy  himself  had  gone  berserk,  screaming,  crying,  and  
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thumping the glass table of the service desk. Three or four of us finally had to physically 

drag him down the entire length of the shop to the back-offices. It turned out that one of 

the  children’s  dresses  sold  from  Rajeev’s  section  had  a  couple  of  buttons  missing  and  the  

customer wanted to exchange it. But unfortunately the receipt was lost and therefore as 

per  the  company’s  policy  no  exchange could be allowed. Rajeev had been trying to 

explain this till the guy on the phone started calling him a crook and finally a 

motherfucker in Bengali. It was then that Rajeev in turn started shouting. Maybe it was 

not entirely his fault but he had to keep the conversation impersonal and definitely no 

employee could be allowed to make a scene like that. Some of us were really worried 

about Rajeev, he already was not too well liked by the managers and the supervisors. A 

couple of hours later the guy himself turned up and made a huge scene about how abusive 

Globofood employees were and denied saying anything offensive. The incident finally 

ended with a furious Rajeev writing a long apology letter to the customer and suspended 

without pay for a month. He resigned from Globofood soon afterwards.  

 

The worth of Human Capital 

An introductory pamphlet given to all Globofood employees describes retail work in this 

following way:  

 
Retailers do not manufacture but buy from the manufacturers to sell it to the consumers. 
Retailers are thus a vital part of the business world by facilitating the contact between 
consumers and manufacturers. They add value to products by making it easier for 
manufacturers to sell and consumers to buy. Thus retail trade is a conduit. No consumer 
can locate, contact and buy from individual manufacturers as it will be too time 
consuming and expensive, even buying something as simple as a candy. Also impossible 
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for manufacturers to go out and contact each consumer to sell their products. Retailers 
bring multitudes of consumers and manufacturers to meet at a single point. 
 
What is emphasized here is the difference between retail work and manufacturing – 

retailers do not manufacture or produce commodities. They, however, add value to 

commodities by providing a point of sale for them by connecting manufacturers with the 

customers. Connectivity is thus central to the functioning of the retail trade. Yet, if this is 

a broad description of retail trade (from the street peddler to the largest online stores), 

connectivity has to be re-invented in the case of organized retailers like Globofood which 

serve as large anchor stores in a shopping mall. Along with the availability of products, 

value has to accrue through the addition of something more, otherwise Globofood 

becomes just a bigger, expanded version of the endless corner stores and the older, more 

established markets.  

 

From the cleanliness of the entire establishment to the variety of songs being played 

creating a particular mood of the day – from the devotional Bhajans in the morning to the 

fast Bollywood remixes in the evening, or the constant rebates and attractive promotional 

offers, the deal is to always promote the shopping experience of the mall as exhilarating, 

going beyond any strict routine affairs. But there is something more and that brings the 

question of labor directly. It is the quality of service. All employees in Globofood are 

coached about a simple fact of customer survey. If the quality of service of good maybe 

the shopper will recommend the place to 2-3 of his/her acquaintances; however, if the 

service are bad the same person will talk about it to atleast 10-12 people, so under no 

circumstances can the quality of service go down. The Sales Manager Gautam had 
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invoked the Hindu concept of seva – or self-less  service  to  show  the  disciple’s  devotion  

to the deity – as a way to make me understand that work here has only one objective to 

make the deity, i.e. the customer satisfied. It does not matter how long or how hard a 

person has worked, the only thing that will count is whether the customer has been 

pleased with the effort or not. Of course the devotion is not exactly self-less for on it 

depends a host of figures ranging from daily cash sales to the average footfall counts (the 

number of potential customers visiting the shop) to the annual commissions that 

employees can hope to earn based on sales.  

 

Customer Service = Customer Satisfaction = Higher Sales = Better Commissions. This 

equation is given out to all Globofood employees in a sealed envelop on the first day of 

job as a kind of secret charm for success in the retail industry. On paper the terms of the 

equation seem to have an inexorable logic, straight, simple, infallible. The fact of giving 

it out in a sealed envelope creates a kind of magical quality to it, as if the equation is the 

secret formula of something. All employees are asked to go home and memorize the 

charm and next day repeat it in secret before immediate supervisor as a kind of esoteric 

password. Welcome to Globofood, if you know the password and now know how the 

whole system operates.  

 

This little initiation drama conceived by the Human Resources, no doubt, makes the 

workers feel that they can and will create better revenues for both the company (Higher 

Sales and hence higher profits) as well as for themselves (Better Commissions). At the 
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start of the entire chain is the quality of Customer Service which of course being in the 

control of the individual worker, also creates a sense of agency, of being able to take 

charge. Service here is not understood as a mere execution of an order or the mechanical 

application of skills. It rather points to a more nebulous entity whereby the customer is 

somehow able to be satisfied. Harnessing all the social attributes of the worker – from a 

ready smile to pleasant communication – service  demands  the  usage  of  the  worker’s  very  

personhood exerted in the course of work. It is in this idea of the personhood that is now 

put to work that we can fathom a critical shift in the very nature and scope of retail work 

that demarcates it from older paradigms of valuing work established during the long 

history of industrial manufacturing.  

 

The essential valuation of labor under industrialization lay in its connection to time. 

Capitalist extraction of value and the concomitant processes of (labor) exploitation and 

domination are unthinkable without its intrinsic connection to the formulation of time as 

linear and calculable. The linearity and hence the calculability of time (thought of as 

infinitely accruable) is etched into the form of commodity as a sign of the (calculated) 

abstract  labor  necessitated  to  bring  the  commodity  into  being.  “Marx  poses  the  relation  

between labor and value in terms of corresponding quantities: a certain quantity of time 

of abstract labor equals a quantity of value. According to this law of value, which defines 

capitalist production, value is expressed in measurable, homogenous units of labor  time”  

(Hardt & Negri 2004, 145). It is the appropriation of the surplus time spent in production 
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over and above that which is socially necessary for the reproduction of labor-power from 

one day to the next that constitutes the terrain of surplus value or profit.  

 

From  Marx’s  famous  formulations  of  the  working  day  in  the  first  volume  of  Capital  to  a  

long  history  of  unionization  and  workers’  struggles,  the  antagonistic  relations  between  

capital and labor has translated into a fight over the control of time – between the 

capitalists’  demands  for  ever  more  working  hours  and  greater  speeds  of  production  so  as  

to  glean  off  ever  larger  percentages  of  surplus  time  (or  profit)    and  the  workers’  

insistence on lessening the quantified labor time in order to reduce exploitation. In this 

schema of value, time and labor, what is also significant is the parsing of productive and 

unproductive time, between time spent in actual production (let us say on the assembly 

line) and that spent on non-production i.e. time spent in various kinds of socialization 

which fell outside the immediate domain of value. In view of this division, as André Gorz 

argues,  that  in  the  “early  manufactories  or  the  Taylorized  industries  […workers]  became  

operational only after they had been deprived of the practical knowledge, skills and habits 

developed by the culture of everyday life, and after they had been subjected to a 

throughgoing  division  of  labour”  (2010,  10) 

 

What  Gorz  alludes  to  as  the  “culture  of  everyday  life”  refers  to  the  non-work related 

social skills from idle talk to modes of interaction that were directly in confrontation with 

the principle of productivity and the fullest possible usage of time in the assembly line. 

Thus the division between the factory or the manufactory and the outside world was only 
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accentuated by the emphasis on time which saw the imposition of non-productive time on 

productive time as a potential disruption and consequently had to be constantly 

disciplined and guarded. Yet, in the shift from manufacturing to service related work, the 

employee is supposed to bring all the latent talents of socialization, communication skills, 

ability to perform in creative co-operation with other employees and to be able to remain 

supple enough to adapt to changing demands of work.  Thus  service  work  “depends,  first  

and  foremost,  on  expressive  and  cooperative  capacities  […]  on  a  vivacity  in  the  

deployment  of  knowledge  that  is  part  of  the  culture  of  everyday  life”  (Gorz  2010,  9).     

 
The extension of work from outside the mechanical expenditure of physical energy tied 

to industrial capitalism, has meant that what one can conceive of as work often scrambles 

any easy division between work time and non-work time, between work and leisure , all 

divisions which were sacrosanct through much of the development of industrialization. 

All skills, from body language, communication, creative thinking or even the ability to 

crack a witty joke or be warm and affectionate in daily interactions can be usefully 

deployed for profits motives. As Sheela, the Chief Corporate Trainer in a Kolkata based 

retail company reminded me, the crucial aspect that every employee is made to 

understand is that one has to be creative using all the resources that one has learnt in life. 

Everyday experiences, for her, constitute the domain where one learns to be a good 

worker, to learn how to communicate ideas, how to listen and be attentive or how to 

resolve a difficult situation. So it seems that the conceptual category of work has turned a 

full circle, from devaluing and excoriating the traces of everyday life that could interfere 
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and obstruct the full efficacy of productive time to fundamentally forming the substrate 

on  which  labor’s  profitability  comes  to  depend  on.   

 

This transition of capitalist development from the mechanical repetitions of the industrial 

factories to the progressive emphasis on social skills was something that Karl Marx 

already hinted at in his seven notebooks composed from 1857-58, that was edited and 

published as the Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy (or Grundrisse). In 

Grundrisse, the idea of social skills assumes various names, from (most famously) 

general intellect to general scientific labour or general social knowledge. Its objectified 

form under the most advanced form of industrialization is of course the machinery whose 

presence reveals a deep contradiction within the very structure of the need for hyper-

productivity in industrialization. The development of the scientific or technological 

knowledge that creates the machine is a social (human) fact, yet within the space of the 

factory the machine assumes a very separate dimension, shaking off its traces of the 

human  intellect  to  stand  as  an  objective  truth  itself.  “The  science  which  compels  the  

inanimate limbs of the machinery, by their construction, to act purposefully, as an 

automaton,  does  not  exist  in  the  worker’s  consciousness,  but  rather  acts  upon  him  

through  the  machine  as  an  alien  power,  as  the  power  of  the  machine  itself”  (Marx  1978,  

279).  

 

Two things have already taken place  in  this  ‘alien’  encounter  between  the  living  labor  

and the objectified labor of the machine – first the worker comes to see his/her own 
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powers  of  production  as  “insignificant  doings”  in  comparison  to  the  mighty  capabilities  

of the dead labor (Marx 1973). But also the development of the science and technology as 

an organic development of the overall society is now projected as an objective form of 

the  machine  that  is  seen  as  an  inseparable  integument  of  capitalistic  production.  “The  

accumulation of knowledge and of skill, of the general productive forces of the social 

brain, is thus absorbed into capital, as opposed to labour, and hence appears as an 

attribute of capital, and more specifically of fixed capital, in so far as it enters into the 

productive process  as  a  means  of  production  proper”  (Marx  1978,  280,  italics  in  the  

original). This is the crucial point for Marx – the  potential  absorption  of  humanity’s  

intellectual or social developments into the sphere of production proper. For Marx, this 

has a potentially liberating outcome which lies in the eventual release of any need for 

labor for the living human subject for the realm of production will be entirely taken over 

by the machine. In its need for ever more efficiency and the need to utilize time even 

more  rationally,  capital  would  have  thus  worked  “towards  its  own  dissolution”  (Marx  

1978, 282) by completely replacing the need for waged labor and thus also replacing the 

possibility for the capitalization of surplus (living) labor time or profit. And what happens 

to the productive human subject? The subject as Marx suggests is now free, in the most 

serious  sense  of  the  term  to  give  free  rein  “to  the  artistic,  scientific  etc.  development  of  

the  individuals  in  the  time  set  free,  and  with  the  means  created” (Marx 1978, 285). In the 

end thus we are all free, but are we?  
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This narrative of freedom is rather complicated at this stage of late capitalism. As much 

of the Autonomist Marxist position has held the potential emancipation of humanity 

through the increased advancements of the general intellect due to the greater availability 

of disposable labor time has been yet to be achieved. From Empire (2001), to Multitude: 

War and Democracy in the Age of Empire (2004), Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, for 

instance, consistently point to decisive shifts in labor practices which do not primarily 

aim at commodity production through the domination and transformation of external 

nature.  In  what  the  authors  identify  as  ‘bio-political’  production,  Hardt  and  Negri  suggest  

that the principle substrate for explicating value is through working on and intensifying 

the potential qualities of human life-itself ranging from the social attributes of 

communication, thought, attachments, creative or artistic talents to more biologized 

attributes such as affective capacities, perceptions and sensations.  

 

Conceiving of capitalism as a totalizing force that has pervaded and saturated every 

domain of human life, living labor in their view-point is still critical to creating value 

under capitalism, yet, such a living labor is no longer restricted just to exploiting an 

(exteriorized)  nature  but  is  increasingly  called  forth  to  ‘dig’  into  its  own  (interior)  

psychic,  affective  and  social  depths.  “Labor  and  value  have  become  biopolitical  in  the  

sense that living and producing tend to be indistinguishable. Insofar as life tends to be 

completely invested by acts of production and re-production, social life itself becomes a 

productive  machine”  (Hardt  & Negri 2004, 148). For Hardt and Negri, work is still 

generativity, but the products that it engenders are no longer (necessarily) tangible 
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commodities but can be intangible elements such as cultural ascriptions, informational 

flows, modes of perception or specific tones of feelings and desires (2001). If 

industrialization  in  Marx’s  time  meant  an  appropriation  of  the  scientific and 

technological achievements of the society by the forces of capitalist production, post-

industrial capital means a much more expanded capitalization of the general intellect 

which can now be categorized as traversing the entire terrains of the social/cultural in 

addition to the scientific and the technological.  

 

However, writing in the 20th century, Heidegger cautions us to something else that was 

already emerging within this domain of nature that is seemingly outside of the 

technological calculations of industrial manufacturing, yet, would soon become a 

category  to  be  mastered,  controlled  and  made  the  ‘standing-reserve’  for  productive  

interventions and value-extraction.  Heidegger  writes,  “Only  to  the  extent  that  man  for  his  

part is already challenged to exploit the energies of nature can this ordering revealing [of 

nature as a field of extraction] happen. If man is challenged, ordered, to do this, then does 

not man himself belong more originally than nature within the standing-reserve? The 

current  talk  about  human  resources…gives  evidence  of  this”  (1977,  18).   

 

In this phase of late capital, how does human-life become naturalized as a domain of 

intervention that can be manipulated as resource, or ordered to be on reserve for the 

extraction  of  value,  is  a  theme  I  wish  to  pursue.  Taking  up  Heidegger’s  analogy  of  how 

technology ultimately reduces and frames nature as a reserve, capitalism in the present, I 
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argue, increasingly attaches itself to an understanding of life as a circumscribed field for 

the extraction of value. In such a category of thought, the forms of social life, the vitality 

inherent in the prospective worker can be drawn on for the purpose of value extraction.  

 

Training programs emphasize the potentiality of human affective capacities inherent in 

each worker that needs to be controlled and channelized to achieve particular ends for the 

purpose of being a productive subject. Thus training programs are often circulating 

mediums of subject formation demanded by the imperatives and contingent conditions of 

capitalist  development  across  the  globe.  “What  companies  regard  as  ‘their’  human  capital  

is,  therefore,  a  free  resource,  an  ‘externality’  that  produced  itself  and  continues  to  

produce itself, while companies merely tap into and channel its capacity to produce itself. 

This human capital is clearly not purely individual. The production of self does not 

happen out of nothing. It takes place on the basis of a shared culture transmitted by 

primary  socialization  and  common  forms  of  experiential  knowledge”  (Gorz  2010,  11-12).  

 

The question of experiential knowledge allied with human capital, however, is a tricky 

term in the context of Kolkata. For many of the theorists of contemporary capitalism 

located  in  the  ‘west’  the  broad  categories  of  experiential  knowledge  happen  to  be  shared  

across a large spectrum of class/gender/race difference as evidenced by the ease with 

which someone like Antonio Negri or Michael Hardt can assume the bio-political 

production of life in the services of capital. I argue that generally in the post-colony, such 

an assumption has to be re-formulated as a continuously contested domain between 
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various existing modes of life. Moreover, contemporary capitalism in Kolkata can be 

hardly taken as a chronological form that has supplanted the earlier relations of 

production including industrial manufacturing. Rather my argument points to how 

various co-exiting modes of production in the context of post-colonial spaces like 

Kolkata with their extant hierarchies and violent disciplining continue to inflect 

assumptions of desirable/undesirable bodies, forms of socialization and modes of 

habitation that often are naturalized in the course of training programs. Yet, as the 

ethnographic vignette in my next section tries to suggest, this naturalization of skill-sets, 

social knowledge or everyday forms of interaction remain splintered by complex 

slippages, contestations or misrecognitions that create other pathways of becoming 

subjects.  

 

Product Knowledge:  

Somewhat dazed by the cold of an air-conditioning machine that has got stuck at a 

freezing temperature, all the new interns at Globofood – a large retail outlet specializing 

in food items in the South City Mall in Kolkata - wait to be examined on the basis of 

what they have learnt over the course of the last five days. We have been meeting 

punctually at 9 every morning and staying back sometimes as late as 7 or even 7:30ish in 

this  room  popularly  called  the  freezer  or  “Thandighar”  by  the  more  experienced  

employees – all of whom had to spend hours and hours here as part of the series of 

training programs that the company has made mandatory for its workers. The one that I 

am attending as an observer is designated as Star 1 – the first and basic course required 
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for all floor staff freshly hired to work as Customer Service Agents or CSAs. Apparently, 

the initial hiring is conditional upon the candidate successfully clearing the Star 1 

examination (both oral and written) to be taken after five days of grueling training 

program with very short breaks for watery tea and a packet of stale fried rice for lunch. 

Of course  the  managers  those  higher  up  don’t  have  to  shiver  in  the  Thandighar  during  

their corporate trainings, they have fancy liquor and nice food- Bishu, one of the CSAs I 

worked  with  in  the  Customer  Service  Desk  for  sometime  informed  me…Plus they live in 

nice  resorts,  very  nice  with  all  kinds  of  fun  at  night,  perks  you  know…he winked. But for 

the 20 odd boys and girls assembled for the training, and trying their best to pay full 

attention to the first question being asked as part of the oral exam despite their 

drowsiness and the numbing cold of the training room, such fantasies of the corporate 

good life are all too distant,  

Suppose you are trying to cross-sale to a customer who has just bought a packet of pasta, 

what would you suggest as the best cooking medium that is available at Globofood 

outlets?  

 

The Training Manager Anirudh later told me how he has been asking this question almost 

invariably at each of the basic level training courses he has conducted for the last 2 years 

and how invariably the answers revealed to him the unsuitability of the people chosen by 

the Human Resources department for working as sales personnel in a corporate 

environment selling global products and life-styles. Somnath a trainee snickers, rather 

too audibly, who cares if pastas  are  cooked  with  olive  oil…the  fast  food  place  in  my  
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neighborhood  serves chowmein fried in kata tel (which is a noxious mixture of diesel and 

kerosene  oil  supposedly  used  by  Kolkata’s  public  vehicles).  None of the trainees manage 

to come up with the correct answer of extra virgin olive oil. Typical responses include 

ghee, mustard oil, butter or in most cases a blank silence. It should be obvious, at least 

that’s  what  Anirudh  feels  as  he  went  on  to  explain,  there’s  the  Italian  connection  between  

pastas and olive oils (extra-virgin)…plus  as  an  imported  product  olive  oil  fetches  a  

higher margin of profit than say butter or vegetable oil. You have to be savvy to be 

successful  here…must  make  the  customers  feel  that  they  are  buying  something  more,  

something better  than just what the corner shop or the bazaar offers. 

 
But what exactly is this category of plenitude that a place like Globofood offers and 

equally importantly how do those who work in such places within the ambit of large 

shopping malls, café chains and so on produce this sense of the excess that is unavailable 

in the more familiar terrains of life in Kolkata like the established bazaars and corner 

shops. Corporate trainings like the one I attended during the course of my fieldwork with 

Globofood however do not just stop at signaling the compatibility of pastas with olive oil 

or even more bizarrely at enumerating unending lists of products with their 

manufacturing details and uses. Sometimes the Latin or Greek roots of their current 

names is given as in the case of fancy imported cheeses none of which are familiar to any 

of the workers and whose qualities have to be learnt by rote.  

 

Trainings do more. They teach the everyday practices of living life itself to make 

themselves suitable for their work environments. They emphasize the need to regularly 
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brush  one’s  teeth  to  avoid  bad  breadth,  to  always  have  clean  hair  cropped  short  and  

combed, to have their uniforms as crisp as possible and not to let the dampness of sweat 

patches show, to use a deodorant if possible (often available at a discounted rate for 

employees  in  cases  when  the  expiry  date  of  such  deodorant  sprays  are  almost  over)…the  

list can go on under the rubric of soft skills.  

 

By repeating the need for cleanliness, regular practices of hygiene including the use of 

deodorants or hand-soaps, the focus on a deportment that characterizes the workers as 

part of a larger corporate identity, training programs seek to bring to the workers self-

valorization of their subjectivities based on their relationship to work. It is the everyday 

practices of work, how they speak, interact with customers or colleagues, inculcate habits 

of consumption like possession of cell-phones and so on that generate the intimacy of a 

class mobility that otherwise in more economic terms remain completely blocked for 

them. It is this liminal zone of performing certain traits of a more upwardly mobile class 

while remaining effectively denied from it that constitutes the basis of desire for these 

workers that training programs seek to manipulate and heighten. One of the corporate 

Vice-Presidents in charge of personnel at Globofood informed me that success at retail 

work depends on each worker being able to act as a manager – both managing her own 

potentials as well as working in tandem with the potentials of others thus constantly 

exhorting each other to perform better. Each worker-manager in turn must be like the 

Hindu deity Lord Vishnu holding in his four hands a conch, a lotus, a mace and a circular 

disc. The conch stands for effective communication, the lotus for harmonious team-spirit, 
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the mace for maintaining order, and the disc as a sign for active involvement in all 

corporate matters. Thus, a worker would effectively assume the role of a successful 

corporate self. However, what kind of success is possible to realize for a worker even 

with  all  these  ‘divine’  gifts  is  difficult  to  conceive  given  that  basic  monthly  salary  at  

Globofood for floor-level workers hovered around five thousand rupees or slightly less 

than $100.  

 

Surveillance:  

Language and effective non-verbal communication also falls under the purview of soft 

skills where hours are spent in the training rooms trying to learn the minimum distance 

that the sales-agent needs to maintain from the customer in order to appear respectfully 

deferential. The need to wish and greet through repetitions of Good Morning Sir, Good 

Morning Madam with the cautionary note to be careful when to use morning afternoon 

evening and so on. Yet, there is also the onus to be creative. As countless banners 

plastered all around the inner back-offices, canteens and staff changing rooms remind the 

employees: NOW YOU HAVE THE POWER, BE CREATIVE, THINK FOR 

YOURSELF. One has to think for oneself when to switch and with which customer from 

the formalized sir/madam to vernacular idioms of dada/didi, at what point to pay a 

compliment to a particular customer for a nice looking shirt or sari, how much does one 

allow oneself to laugh loudly at a joke that the customer has made. It is always fine to be 

thinking outside the box only so long as the company wants the employee to think 

outside it. There is moreover a whole plethora of surveillance techniques, of everyday 
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modes of enforcing the set of practices of communications and enacting the idealized 

persona of the polished, cosmopolitan sales agent that training modules teach and 

emphasize. Apart from floor managers checking whether the ground-staff are properly 

greeting the customers or maintaining the requisite 3 feet distance while interacting with 

them, there is the much more formalized and also dreaded mystery audits. The idea is that 

a higher official from the company would visit the shop floor impersonating as a 

prospective customer and would assign points on the potentiality of a Customer Service 

Agent based on a set of qualities. The results usually were profoundly disappointing for 

most of the mystery audits that Globofood did from time to time. On a mystery audit visit 

that I did for Globofood with the Finance Manager of the company at a different outlet 

from the one where I was working, we found for instance 4 of the 5 salesperson appraised 

forgot to greet. Another 3 did not smile during the entire time of our communication with 

them while all 5 were found to be lacking in a positive body language which is to say that 

they were either slouching or did not appear excited at the prospect of a sales. The 

dossiers with all the remarks and points given to the workers would then be sent off to the 

Human Resource department with the advice to refer these workers for further rounds of 

training. However, these corporate trainings for entry level retail workers are perhaps 

only a symptom of something much bigger and pervasive.  

 

Leadership Skills:  

From low-level ITES jobs to BPOs to retail to even the marginal sections of the fashion 

and  entertainment  industries,  a  vast  section  of  Kolkata’s  present  urban  youth  population  
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finds itself rebounding from one training course to another, from one English speaking 

course to mass communication or air-hostess training institutes. These individuals then 

become the foot soldiers of a shadowy and expanding service economy in a city like 

Kolkata which is itself desperately trying to wedge into the map of a post-Fordist global 

economy of service and finance capital – expendable and always on the fringes 

individually yet nevertheless crucial as exploitable human resources. No longer quite 

bound up within the no less exploitative but at least somewhat stable factory walls, the 

production cycle itself in this form of post-Fordism gets diffracted through the city where 

the value of labor does not congeal in the commodity itself, but production gets 

inseparable from the capacity to communicate, to produce a sense of well-being, of ease 

and comfort and most importantly in terms of retail spaces to convey a sense of the 

global, however diffused that term might be. The catch-word here is being enterprising.  

To situate how certain emotional dispositions are high-lighted as being essential to work, 

I would like to offer another vignette from a training module run by Globofood:  

 

The dimming of the lights raises the anticipation, it is the thrill of the theater just before 

the film flickers on screen. “Perhaps  they  will  show  Dabangg”, Joyjit from the 

Electronics section quips, more as a joke referring to a recent high voltage action 

Bollywood  film that most of the young workers at Globofood have seen already. Then 

the screen comes alive, there are 3 short film snippets, rip-offs from the Discovery 

Channel or something similar. The first one is about a group of mountaineers struggling 

through icy weather along a cliff-side till one of them slips and starts hurtling down the 
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rock face. It seems a sure death till a couple of his buddies grab hold of him and after 

some difficulty hauls him up. The second one is a reconstructed battle scene with a group 

of horsemen charging a much larger phalanx of opposing soldiers. Given the odds in 

number, the horsemen are initially reluctant to attack till the leader extorts them and leads 

from the front by galloping along all by himself. Soon the others join him and victory is 

achieved. Finally, the third one shows a lone athlete staggering through what looks like 

the end section of a marathon run. He is all but ready to give up, his close-up face a mix 

of  streaming  sweat,  exhaustion,  gasping  breath.  But  he  doesn’t  and  manages  to  cross  the  

finish line. Three events, three compositional scenes, which on the face of it seems to 

have little to do with what we have been doing for the last two days.  

 

There are 17 of us, 16 floor level employees drawn from various departments of 

Globofood, the largest food-based retail chain in Kolkata. Plus there is me, the 

anthropologist with the permission to do my participant observation routine as a regular 

worker  in  Globofood’s  Customer  Service  Desk.  This  is  the  second  day  of  the  Star  II  

program – the more advanced training and up-gradation workshop that Globofood 

conducts for its floor level employees usually referred to as the CSAs or Customer 

Service Attendants. Globofood has a slogan for the top three qualities that it determines 

as crucial for retail work – All it takes is TLM – with TLM being the acronym for Team-

work, Leadership qualities, Motivation or self-motivation to be more precise. The three 

clips screened generate visual metaphors for these intangible attributes, creating points of 

reference to which the trainee workers can come back as a stable set of references.  
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These training programs depict the immediacy of certain tones of emotion, capacities and 

forms of interaction which effectively constitutes the terrain of work for an organization 

like Globofood. Work, therefore, assumes the shape of socialization, of interactive 

communication, sharing, being able to reach out and whose value is crucially located in 

the  terrain  of  affect  “if  affect  is  defined  as  the  ‘power  to  act’”  (Negri, 1999, p.79). The 

valorization of work for the extraction of surplus value works therefore, through the 

continuous intervention on the terrain of life, of a generalized capacity to produce social 

skills where the main purpose of labour in the context of retail/service spaces is to evoke 

and communicate to the customer the passion or a taste for consumption (Hardt & Negri, 

2001). Each of the elements of team-work, leadership attributes and self-motivation 

become, therefore, the critical ways of interaction with customers, with other workers and 

with the environment of the retail space itself for the individual worker to produce the 

necessary  ‘feeling’  of  desire  that  induces  the  customer  to  buy.   

 

In this interactive paradigm of service labour, the focus of production is not decipherable 

in terms of the number of commodities produced per unit time, but ultimately production 

is impossible to separate or mark out from the re-production of the worker as a social 

individual bringing a host of social skills, communication practices, forms of interaction, 

local knowledge and so on. Training provides a mode of capturing this non-work social 

reproduction and channelizing it along particular circuits of what is desirable and what is 

not. Such transformation, therefore, involves the dual process of displacement and 
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replacement that produces anxiety, uncertainty, and pain for individuals in their daily 

struggles, and drives them towards a self-technologizing project around an ideal of 

worker subjectivity. But all ideals are difficult to attain. As Jhuma, one of the most 

articulate workers in a large life-style stores put it: the point is to appear relaxed, to show 

that  one  is  not  working  even  when  one’s  legs  seem  to  buckle  under  the  strain  of  standing  

for  hours  on  end…only  then  can  you  communicate  to  the  customer  that  shopping  is  fun,  it  

is not work, either for the client or the sales staff. It is work to produce the effects of 

leisure, a constant dissimulation, play as it were, where the quality of performance is 

monitored through the ability to put on a self that is attuned to the ways of attending to 

the charged atmospheres of everyday life in a city obsessed with the global, with 

development, with being modern.  

 

So back to the training. What is at stake is not the learning of a particular skill, especially, 

in the sense of a technical skill, but precisely the not-learning of any skills except those 

that  seem  to  be  tinkering  with  or  modulating  what  is  seen  to  be  the  body’s  inherent  

abilities, to feel, communicate, affect and be affected. This is, in other words, a particular 

formulation of capital that works through the capturing of affect. Such training and 

modifications,  therefore,  are  also  instrumental  in  controlling  the  “affect”  or  the  

“conscious  subjective  aspect  of  feeling  and  emotion”  (Foucault,  1978).  Brian  Massumi    

(2002)  writes  that  affect  is  “preindividual”,  arising  from  “a  continuous  but highly 

differentiated field that  is  ‘out  of  phase’  with  formed  entities,”  and  therefore  participates  

in bodies only to the extent that they are open to being affected (34).  In that sense, affect 
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can  be  understood  as  a  given  body’s  syncretic,  non-conscious perception of its own 

openness. For Massumi, affect arises at the point of convergence between the actual and 

the virtual.  Here, the actual is understood as the way in which a body is grounded in pre-

existing  structures,  its  “functional  limitation”,  whereas  the  virtual  is  described  as  “the  

autonomy  of  relation,”  a  realm  of  possibilities  not  yet  actualized,  but  pregnant  with  

potential (2002, 35). Situated at the intersections of multiple modes of corporeal histories, 

lived realities and emotional states, affects are tricky, difficult to modulate and they can 

take multiple lines of flight eluding their instrumental capture.  
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Chapter 3 
Femininity and the Crisis of Urban Gender Roles 

 
The recent Bengali film Thana Theke Ashchi (Dir. Saron Dutta, 2010), explores the 

entanglements between gender, the female body and new work spaces such as shopping 

malls in Kolkata and the forms of exploitation that such entanglements make possible 

within the circuits of everyday life in the contemporary city. The 2010 version of the film 

has a longer pre-history, first an earlier film by the same name starring the iconic actors 

Uttam Kumar and Madhabi Mukherjee (Dir. Hiren Nag, 1965) which in its turn was a 

filmic adaptation of the play Thana Theke Ashchi scripted by Ajit Gangopadhyay back in 

1950. Thematically all three cultural productions show a certain consistency, primarily 

set as drawing-room dramas in the house of rich aristocratic family – the Mullicks – who 

while basking in their traditional elite Bengali heritage and social habits, have also 

managed to re-invent their identities as successful entrepreneurs and modern 

industrialists. Here, there is of course not much of a conflict in the integration of colonial 

zamindari (land-lordism) family interests with the modern forms of class-power and 

control of modes of production that decolonization and nationalization of industries has 

brought in its wake. Both the play and the screen adaptations open on a day when 

Amarnath Mullick, the patriarch of the family, is celebrating the engagement of his 

daughter Rinita to Rajat, the son of a rival industrialist. The marriage promises to 

consolidate the rival corporate interests to create a powerful monopoly in the city. There 

is one crucial difference in the first few glimpses that we have of the Mullick family in 

the 2010 adaptation and its earlier versions.  
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While  for  Ajit  Gangopadhyay’s  play  or  the  1965  re-telling of the film, the Mullicks stand 

in for the new class of emerging nationalist businessmen who were rapidly taking over 

the functions of controlling the wealth and political privileges of the British raj, by 2010 

something else has happened in Kolkata. We sense this within the first few frames of the 

new film where we come to know that Amarnath has been forced to shut-down one of his 

factories in Titagarh near Kolkata  due to the rising demands of the workers. But Rajat, 

the  upcoming  ‘captain  of  industries’  sees  the  union  and  the disgruntled workers, not as 

irritants like the older Amarnath, but as agents to be manipulated and actively courted to 

create further trouble. The ultimate goal is to foment enough worker unrest in the factory 

to justify its closure and eventual sale of the factory shed as prime real-estate for 

developing a gated community along with a shopping mall. Far better to be a real-estate 

speculator and make money in one fell swoop than to continue the intermittent hassles of 

a frayed industrial factory. As to what will happen to the workers after the closure and 

sale of the factory, Rajat is generally dismissive pointing out that those who are clever 

will still benefit by striking some deals with men of his ilk, that is the industrialist turned 

land  developer,  and  those  who  are  fools  will  suffer  the  fool’s  inevitable  destiny; and 

surely there is not much of a difference to an unpaid worker whether the factory is closed 

due to bad capital-labor relations or if it has been sold off as real-estate.  

 

My interest in the film Thana Theke Ashchi is however based on a particular character 

who belongs to a social strata located quite at a distance from the Mullick drawing room 

with its tastefully arranged sofas and bottles of expensive liquor brought in for the 
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engagement party. As it turns out every member of the Mullick family – the parents, the 

daughter, their film-maker son and Rajat, the prospective groom, had an encounter with a 

girl variously known to them under different names such as Sandhya, Swapna and Reba. 

Each encounter between this girl and the Mallick family members proved disastrous for 

this girl who had been pushed more and more into a position of complete social 

abandonment and ultimate suicide on the same night when the Mullicks were celebrating 

their  daughter’s  engagement.  But  Sandhya  had  also  meticulously  maintained a diary that 

marked the trajectory through which she had decided to end her life and there is one 

particular incident that I wish to focus on. Sandhya had just lost her administrative job in 

Amarnath  Mullick’s  company  due  to  her  insistence  on  reporting  an incident of sexual 

harassment against a senior manager of the company. An orphan with no other material 

bases of support, she had taken up a job in a swanky life-style  and  fashion  store  ‘Design  

Studio’  in  an  expensive  shopping  mall.  It  is  here that she runs up against Rinita, 

Amarnath  Mallick’s  daughter. Rinita, had for sometime not been able to go to the gym 

and was putting on weight, a source of some anxiety to her but also something about 

which her friends were constantly teasing her. Determined to dazzle her friends by 

wearing a nice cock-tail dress at an upcoming party, she visits Design Studio and meets 

Sandhya who is assigned to help her find the perfect dress. 

 

During a scene inside the changing rooms, as Rinita tried to fit into a snug dress, she 

catches a reflection of Sandhya giggling derisively at her attempts to try a dress for which 

she is perhaps too curvy. Infuriated at this show of derision that ultimately reflects on 
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Rinita’s  own  anxiety  about  her  body  image,  she  immediately  complains  to  the shop 

manager  about  the  ‘lowly’  shop  girl’s  lack  of  respect  for  the  valued  customer.  Things  get  

even worse as the manager not quite apprehending the issues at stake, suggests that these 

cock-tail dresses are meant for the super-slim, in a way a referring to what might be 

called  the  ‘size  zero  phenomenon’  in  global  couture  culture.  The upshot of it is that 

Sandhya immediately loses her job and is back to her precarious existence trying to 

desperately eke out a survival in the city.  From  that  day’s  diary entry, we come to know 

that she knows all too well what went wrong that day. Ironically, the marginality of her 

everyday living, the constant lack of money and the inability to have proper nourishment 

has also meant a particular type of idealized feminine body privileged in diverse locations 

- from the emaciated couture models walking the ramp in Milan, New York or Paris to 

the visual seduction of super-thin bodies on screen in contemporary Bollywood films or 

Indian advertising. 

 

If  that  image  of  the  ‘thin woman’  hypostatizes  a  regime  of  desire,  seduction,  sexuality,  

the space of the mall in the film is a channel for playing out the fantasy of desirability 

through its attempts to plug into the global economy of branded goods, life-style trends 

and hyper-commodification of the (female) body. In a cruelly ironic reversal of class 

hierarchies, the years of deprivation that has resulted in a half-nourished body for 

Sandhya enables her to also seamlessly integrate herself into this fantasy whereas the 

fuller physical attributes of Rinita provides a source of blockage and extreme anxiety at 

not completely belonging to this image world. Body image it seems reverses the class 
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privileges or at least displaces it in terms of what can be privileged. But not quite, as in 

Sandhya’s  case  where  her  proximity  to  a  globally  normative  body  image  accentuates  her  

vulnerability through other registers of social belonging.  

 

Body image is something that Suranjana too is rather aware of. Suranjana Tiwari, as she 

pronounced her name, pausing just for a second before giving her surname which is not 

Bengali. I met her during fieldwork in the summer of 2010. It was during my initial job 

orientation period when I could spend the days observing various retail operations in 

Globofood’s  outlet  in  Rashbehari  near  the  older  Gariahat  Bazaar.  The  first  day  itself,  I  

was  already  in  the  store  by  8  in  the  morning  to  observe  the  ‘store  opening’  functions.  The 

stacks of fish and meat being brought in to be arranged, displayed and tagged created 

quite a bit of a stench during the early morning opening hours. It did not help that to keep 

maintenance costs down the air-conditioner was not switched on. So sweating in the 

stifling heat and smell of the store, I had run into Suranjana who was supervising the 

opening operations for the day.  

 

She made a comment about how the smell of fish was something she found nauseating 

and I cracked a joke  about  the  Bengali’s  fondness  for  fish  curries. It was then that she 

informed me that her family was originally from the northern Indian city of Varanasi. 

The family had migrated to West Bengal ever since her father came to work in a 

pharmaceutical company in Kolkata. But she still took a certain amount of pride in her 

North Indian Brahmin caste identity and would not even dream of touching any of the 
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‘polluting  stuff’  like  fish  or  meat.  After informing her about my research interests, she 

found details about my life in the USA much more interesting to talk about rather than 

her own service work. The discussion soon turned to marriage and I told her that I had a 

girl-friend here in the USA and we were what in the popular Kolkata parlance doing 

‘live-together’.  Must be hard for your mother, I suppose, Suranjana pondered, not being 

able to find a kind Bengali girl for you from your own caste. Caste, marriage, 

compatibility are concerns that she has been worried about for some time since her father 

passed away while she was still in college. They had some compensation after his 

father’s  death which  was  mostly  spent  on  her  elder  brother’s  IT  education  – the idea was 

that  it  would  be  a  good  investment  as  the  brother  would  no  doubt  arrange  for  the  sister’s  

marriage once he had a good job. 

 

It turns out that the brother after finishing his degree and getting a nice cushy job had 

moved out of the house. He had subsequently married a colleague and was well-settled, 

though refusing to take any financial responsibility for his sister and widowed mother. 

Suranjana had managed to finish her college and gone on to do a mass 

communication/spoken  English  course  mostly  by  selling  her  mother’s  remaining  

jewellery. The mother and daughter in the mean time were also trying desperately to find 

a suitable groom. But the process of match-making would mostly end in an outright 

rejection or there would be a fantastic demand for dowry. The reason for rejection was 

obvious to Suranjana. She was too tall, too slim, too dark - not conventionally beautiful at 

all. On the other hand her career was taking off much more smoothly; she got a job as an 
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office receptionist first, then as a personal secretary in a IT firm, finally she joined 

Globofood due to the brand value of this company. Even in Globofood, her rise was 

almost meteoric, within three years she had risen from the rank of Customer Service 

Attendant (CSA) the entry level position to a supervisor and then floor-manager – which 

normally for most CSAs take at least 7-8 years or never at all.  

 

In addition whenever there were opportunities to do a promotional video or publicity 

photographs for the store she would be invariably called up, due to the allure of her 

‘unconventional’  looks.  What  had  become  a  liability  in  terms  of  a  lower  middle-class 

marriage based on normative notions of good looks and body type was proving to be an 

asset as far as her career in the service industry was concerned. You see everywhere from 

TVs to large billboards, you see women who look like me, the fashion models or some of 

the Bollywood actresses and this is an asset for a company like Globofood who are trying 

to sell a life-style more than anything. Suranjana in Globofood and Sandhya in Thana 

Theke Ashchi offer some striking similarities, though one hopes without the same 

denouement. In this chapter, I reflect on how countervailing tensions between everyday 

city life and the paradigms of service work in a shopping mall articulate, shape and 

inform the female body and normative notions of femininity in the case of often 

precarious female subjects. Through a series of ethnographic vignettes, stories gleaned 

over the course of my field-work experience, I track through how the atmospherics of a 

city like Kolkata, with often repressive codes of morality often stand in contrast to the 

exuberant atmospherics of the mall that specifically aims at undercutting the more 
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generalized urban codes of proper and normative behaviour. Yet, to think of the broader 

city-life and particular spaces such as shopping-malls as standing in a relationship of 

binary opposition would be all too simple. Rather, I visualize the disjuncture in rules of 

etiquette, normative codes of femininity and the affectations of the female body between 

the city and enclosed spaces of the mall as nodal points in a long spectrum of possibilities 

for inhabiting the urban today.  

 

In this chapter, I suggest that the modulations of various subjective-positions for women 

in Kolkata today demand a re-thinking of the standard trope of Bhadramahila  - the 

genteel, feminine counter-part to the bourgeois Bhadralok that has dominated much of 

post-colonial theorization about gender and the female subject under the specific currents 

of modernity in Kolkata. This narrative of modernity is well traversed now – starting with 

the impact of colonial English education in the city and the consequent need to reform a 

Bengali society that was seen as inherently backward and deficient when compared with 

the progressive currents of English education or British social values. From the very on-

set, the status of women came under immense scrutiny standing in for both the inferior 

position of colonized Bengali society in general as well as the opportunities for erasing 

this inferiority by emancipating the women through exposure to education, legal reforms, 

and  reformulations  of  social  conventions.  Thus  was  born  the  ‘Nabina’  – the New Woman 

who could symbolize the progressive potentials of the colonized society. Yet, by the end 

of the nineteenth century, a critical historical shift had happened with the rise of 

nationalist thought in the upper echelons of Bengali society. The social reforms of the 
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early and mid-nineteenth  century  aimed  at  a  politics  of  ‘freeing’  women  from  the  

oppressive  stranglehold  of  the  ‘native’  society.  By  the  end  of  the nineteenth century, this 

reformist zeal (with its own qualities of masculinity and upper caste Hindu sensibilities) 

had been more or less replaced by a more pressing need to imagine the claims of an 

autonomous nationalist culture. The representation of women was again crucially tied to 

the understanding of autonomy and the specificity of nationalist life that was no longer 

subjugated to the British/colonial culture but had its own inner dynamics.  

 

Thus, as Partha Chatterjee has suggested, the nation was described as split between an 

outer surface and an inner core (1993). The colonized Indians has to submit to the 

superior technological, scientific and rational culture of the British when it comes to 

matters in the out world, yet, the inner dimension of Indian (or Bengali) culture would 

always prevail over western norms through its spiritual valences. The ideal 

representational unit of this spiritual core would be the domestic home (as opposed to the 

outer world) and more specifically manifested by familial female figures, most important 

of whom would be the mother. This mode of thinking about women, spirituality and 

home as the underlying basis of an evolving nationalist ethos, would of course gradually 

privilege  not  the  ‘Nabina’  but  the  ‘Prachina’  – the dutiful wife or the loving mother – as 

embodying the core values of spirituality and tradition. This particular theoretical reading 

of  the  women’s  position  in  the  evolving  nationalist  narrative  of  India  is  almost  

naturalized through multiple citations in Post-colonial scholarship – from literary to 

historical studies. Yet, certain questions remain unresolved. For instance women for 
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Chatterjee are more or less a stable, homogenous entity without too many variations in 

terms of class or caste characteristics.  

 

Ultimately, what is applicable in the context of an upper class, upper caste familial space 

with its everyday dramas of firstly educating women and subsequently establishing the 

limits of emancipation possible through such education is taken to be a general condition 

of  late  nineteenth/early  twentieth  century  women.  But  what  happens  to  the  ‘women’s  

question’  in  the  case  of  more  marginal  female  subjects  – like for instance the legions of 

domestic maids who through their labouring practices make possible the elaborate 

charades of maintaining the purity of the inner home from the outer world by constantly 

traversing the two spaces? This question assumes an even more cogency after the events 

of the 1947 Partition and the concomitant flow of refugees from East Pakistan into 

Kolkata. The exigencies of economic survival in the new city for many of the refugee 

families meant that women (even from former middle-class backgrounds) were 

increasingly required to find professional jobs and thereby step out of the inner confines 

of the home.  

 

In  Satyajit  Ray’s  classic  film  Mahanagar (The Big City 1963) we find one of the most 

compelling accounts of a time in Kolkata when economic necessities, privation and 

hardship also paradoxically create conditions for stepping out of the familial spaces and 

into the rush of the city-life for a large female work-force. Through extended shots of 

sales-women putting on make-up, walking along unfamiliar streets in search of 
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prospective clients or commuting in public transports what Ray aims to convey is the 

development of a new gendered sensibility in the city – still fraught with various forms of 

patriarchal control through marriage, the demands of respectability of the family or the 

wage-labor relationships that the women are entering into. Yet, what is also palpable is a 

new degree of freedom – to move around the city, to have a semblance of economic 

independence or to even explore the erotic possibilities of the female body outside 

domesticity or marriage through such acts as putting on make-up or conversing with male 

colleagues or prospective customers.  

 

Interestingly, Ray depicts the main protagonist of the film, as a house-wife from a solidly 

middle-class back-ground, who takes up job as a salesperson for a sewing machine 

company. While her act in working outside the confines of the domestic space and 

entering into the circuit of wage-labour is directly subversive of ideals of respectability 

and bourgeois morality (a fact repeatedly reminded by her father-in-law) there is another 

way in which middle-classness as a cultural phenomenon is shown to be reinforced in the 

film. This is because her bodily dispositions, her speech, her gestures, her way of 

interacting with customers repeatedly mark her as belonging to the cultural ambit of the 

bhadramahila class even if her family has lost most of the economic privileges of the 

class post-Partition. This is a fact not lost on her supervising manager as well who 

reminds her that to be a successful seller of sewing machines one has to negotiate with 

the house-wife and access the inner recesses of the house-hold, something which would 

not be too easily available for women who is clearly identified as coming from a lower-
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class sensibility. While economically de-classed, the cultural inscriptions of bourgeois 

Bhadramahila civility re-position  the  protagonist  of  Ray’s  film  as  still  representing  the  

norms of respectability albeit in the outer domain of the everyday city. Somehow those 

norms are still salvaged, even though they are coming under increasing economic and 

social pressures, somehow the class and gender norms that a long history of colonial 

modernity constructed in Kolkata remain in place in the city.  

 

But what happens to this hierarchy of gender roles and codes of respectability for women 

like Suranjana or Sandhya in the contemporary processes of service work where differing 

norms of respectability, desirability and the erotic possibilities of the female body are 

incessantly modulated according to changing locations in the city? Free-floating, moving 

from one career to another, all promising a momentary stability, a slightly greater 

proximity  to  the  realization  of  own’s  true  self-worth through the medium of work – 

Sandhya or Suranjana moves more often than not horizontally. From office receptionist, 

service worker, high-end retail employee, part-time fashion model or the more invidious 

circuits of prostitution in which Sandhya finally ends up. Each job requires not any fixed 

set of what one may identify as formal knowledge, the kind of a long pedagogic training 

in educational institutions like schools or colleges prepare one to be, the middle-class 

white collared job as a doctor, engineer or IT specialist in a multinational like IBM. Nor 

does it require the mode of training necessary for a job in a decidedly blue-collared 

working class immersion in the industrial rhythm of a manufacturing factory, as a 

mechanic, a fitter or a welder. What is at stake are the professionalization of social skills 
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of a different sort, the ability to talk, at least a little bit in English, to smile in a half-

seductive, half spontaneous manner at the customer, a little typing and word processing 

abilities, to dress as the occasion necessitates in a sari or salwar or a black trouser and 

white shirt uniform and pass of as being comfortable in each case. I now wish to focus on 

the specific workers that I came in contact with during the course of my field-work to 

think about the articulations of gender and the type of bodies made possible today 

through regimes of service work.  

 

A Slow Death of Dreams:  

It was around 2 in the afternoon when I reached Garia Padmashree a middle-class suburb 

in southern Kolkata. I was there to meet Mitali who has just joined a large life-style retail 

store as a sales representative. Mitali came and took me to a big boarding house.  It was 

an old house with several rooms rented out to young working women who pay a monthly 

fee for the accommodation and food. The house was run by a housewife and her 

unemployed husband. Mitali first took me to meet her mashi (the land-lady) so that we 

could take her permission to do the interview. It was a general rule in the boarding that 

men (other than the father) were not allowed to come in and meet the girls within the 

boarding house; hence, the need for the permission. The land lady was nice and 

welcoming but asked me a lot of questions about my research and whereabouts. Finally 

convinced that I was a genuine researcher she allowed Mitali to take me upstairs to her 

room. It was a long, dark and narrow hall with 10 small wooden beds on the floor, lying 

side by side to each other. On one side of the room there was a small washroom that was 
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shared by the 10 women living there. The only balcony was used for drying clothes but 

Mitali quickly mentioned that everyone had to take turn to wash their clothes as they 

have been told to use limited water.  

 

Mitali seemed happy and excited about her new work as we sat down on her bed to chat. 

After all it has been a long journey for her to migrate all the way from the rural 

Nandigram to Kolkata. Mitali grew up in Nandigram with her parents, grandparents and 

younger brother. Her father had a small grocery store and some farm lands while her 

mother was a homemaker. They had a comfortable life with Mitali dreaming of becoming 

a school teacher someday, just like her grandfather. She was doing her Bachelors in 

Sanskrit. But her dreams came crashing down as violence erupted in Nandigram after the 

failed governmental bid to acquire agricultural land for industrial development. Her 

college was shut down and it was too unsafe for her to walk on her own to the college 

every day. After a year when the college reopened and things were a bit more settled 

Mitali went back to college only to learn that her admission had been cancelled because 

of the long absence. Devastated and depressed she came back home. As the eldest 

daughter of the family it was always her dream to take care of her parents. Yet with no 

degree in hand she knew there was not much of a chance to get any job that can sustain 

her family. It was around that time that one of the neighbors told her about Kolkata and 

hiring of women in shopping malls.  It was an exciting prospect:  good pay and a chance 

to be in a big city. Her parents were skeptical of leaving her alone and it needed a lot of 

cajoling on her part to finally convince them. She arrived in Kolkata with her neighbor 
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who took her to a manager of a retail store. The manager herself was also a migrant to the 

city and  having  heard  of  Mitali’s  story  she  immediately  seemed  to  like  her.  There  was  a  

short interview and she was hired immediately.   

 

Thus life began. It has been 6 months now that Mitali has been working in South City 

Mall. Her parents and younger brother have  visited  her  once  and  she  was  quick  to  add,  “I  

paid  for  all  their  traveling  expenses”.  She  sends  money  home  every  month  and  is  also 

supporting her younger brother’s  studies.    She  herself  has  enrolled  in  Open  University to 

complete a graduation in English. Things seemed to be falling in place, to have a good 

job and be able to support her parents. Mitali  was  quiet…  with  her  head  low…  almost  

whispered…  no this is not really where I wanted to be. The job is hard and a big change 

in her life. She has to stand for 8 hours at a stretch. There were blisters in her feet and she 

could hardly walk for days but somehow had to continue her work with a smiling face. 

There is no job security as she has a target to fill every day and if she fails she can be 

fired. But most of all what hurts most is the sheer lack of respect that she faces everyday 

from her customers, colleagues, and employers. Often the colleagues are extremely rude 

at each other because of the highly competitive targets they have to fulfill. She described 

one incident. Once she was late in entering the mall by exactly two minutes after her tea 

break. There was another senior colleague who was also late. The rule is that people at 

the gate would usually give a slip if people are late. While she was given the late slip her 

colleague was not. When she questioned the guard about it he started screaming at her. 

Although she complained about the incident but nothing really was done about it.  
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She misses her parent, at night she would still sometimes quietly sob and long to go back 

to her parents, her grandparents, her village. Yet it seems to be-coming more and more 

difficult  now.  Her  father’s  grocery  store  was  burnt  down  in  the  violence  at  Nandigram  

and a few months back he had been diagnosed as suffering from a heart ailment. Her 

brother has just started going to school and she wants to live her dreams through him. I 

want  him  to  become  a  doctor.  I  am  trying  hard…  let’s  see  what  happens.  She is hoping 

that her experience here would help her to get another good position. Becoming a school 

teacher seems impossible though. 

 

Urban Intimacies:  

I met Mridula one afternoon during her break in front of South City mall. She had only an 

hour break from her work as a customer service representative at Globofood and we 

decided to go to a nearby tea shop to chat about her work experiences. Tall, thin and dark 

complexioned, Mridula seemed to be a confident woman in her early thirties. Yet there 

were already traces of thin wrinkles and stress on her face. She looked tired and 

exhausted.  

 

She was in her usual store uniform, trouser, with shirt tucked in and polished shoes. Her 

crisp uniform however seemed slightly at odds with the traditional trace of red vermillion 

and the white conch bangles on her arms signifying her married status. I asked her 

whether she had any difficulty keeping her bangles to which she answered she did. 
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Initially  her  supervisor  told  her  several  times  to  take  them  off  but  she  wouldn’t  listen  and  

made it a point that as a married woman  she  can’t  take them off. But she was also a hard 

worker  and  her  supervisor  couldn’t  just  let  her  go  because  of  the  bangles.   

 

Mridula was married and her husband also worked in a different store in South City Mall. 

In fact they have the same working hours and come to work together. They lived in the 

suburbs of Kolkata and every day commuted for 2 hours each way. Mridula came from a 

family where her father worked in a factory while mother was a cook. Her father passed 

away when she was in her high school and her mother was the sole earner of the family. 

She and her younger sister had a difficult life from a very early age. She had to drop 

school as they were unable to pay her school fees and she took up a part time job in a 

local library where she had to shelve books. Also she started giving tuition from home to 

children in the neighborhood. It was then that she met her future husband and they fell in 

love with each other. But because of being low caste her husband’s family did not agree 

to accept her so they decided to get married on their own. It was a simple civil marriage, 

with just a few friends invited. Her mother gave her some bangles and Mridula’s  husband  

gave  her  a  ring.  That’s  all  she  had  as  her  marriage  gift.  Yet  she  was  happy  to  be  with  the  

person she loved. They moved  in  to  her  mother’s  home  as  Mridula’s  in-laws would not 

accept the married couple.  

 

Her husband, then already working in the mall, suggested that she start working as well 

so that they can bring some more income in the family. Since then Mridula has been 
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working and when I met her she already had 3 years of work experience. Although she 

seemed happy to have a relatively secured job, one could easily feel the unhappiness in 

her personal life. Every day she gets up 5 in the morning and starts to cook. She cooks for 

the  day  so  that  once  they  come  back  at  night  they  don’t  have  to  worry  about  cooking.  The  

food is usually simple, rice and some lentils. It is the same thing every single day. Maybe 

boiled eggs as a special treat. While she cooks and prepares breakfast her husband cleans 

the house and gets ready to leave. They usually leave between 7.30 and 8 in the morning 

to be able to reach their workplace by 10. The trains are very crowded around that time 

and Mridula prefers wearing her salwar kameez or saree while commuting on the train. 

It’s  just  more  comfortable.  You  don’t  have  prying  eyes  looking  at  you  if  you  are  in  the  

trousers. In fact while returning home she makes sure to change into her usual salwar 

kameez or saree. It just draws less attention…  you  know  what  I  mean? Plus wearing 

trousers in the public train would mark her out as somehow sexually promiscuous. Even 

with the husband it might be unsafe.  

 

By the time they reach home it is almost midnight. Thus on their days off all they do is to 

just sleep for almost the whole day to catch up on some of their sleep and watch some TV 

together.  Well,  as  Mridula  lamented,  that’s  all  left  of  her  married  life  now, all the early 

romance  now  being  snubbed  out  by  the  daily  grind  of  work.  It’s just an incessant cycle of 

work, work and more work. They have never been able to go on to any vacation, not even 

had a chance to see the city yet. It was just once that on an off day she brought her 

mother and sister to the place where she worked and they did some shopping there. But 
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then it’s  too  expensive  and  not  affordable  at  all  for  her  to  buy  things  from  the  mall.  She  

prefers to get things from her own small town. What are your future plans? I asked her. 

Perhaps it was a wrong question to ask for this was something she hardly had the time to 

reflect upon. I get a blank look. She doesn’t  really know.  

 

After a long pause she said that she wanted to have children. But her work schedule is 

such  that  she  doesn’t  know  whether  she  would  have  time  to  look  after  her  children or not. 

Her health is also deteriorating because of the long commute and lack of rest. The doctor 

has recommended that she takes times off from her work and concentrate on her health if 

she wants to be a mother. Yet that seems like a distant possibility at least for now. She 

has  to  support  her  mother  and  sister  and  can’t  afford  to  get  out  of  the  job.  She  also  wants  

to save some money for their future. And most importantly—this is the only job that she 

can have where she gets to spend some time with her husband--- those two hours she 

spends with her husband while commuting seems to be the happiest moments of her life 

every day. 

 

Finding a Niche in the City:  

Neha was introduced to me by one of my male colleagues at Globofood who had been 

dating her for a few weeks and was just beginning to think about the prospect of marrying 

her. A short, extremely petite girl in her early twenties, Neha was working for a reputed 

undergarment brand for women. She also agreed to meet me during her one hour break in 

a nearby coffee shop. Very well dressed with loads of make up on her face, she seemed to 
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be bit cautious when we started to chat. Unable to finish high school after her father 

passed away, she entered a grooming school for modeling in Garia. The institution also 

imparted training for television anchoring and dancing for various screen shows. Her 

mother worked in a small store while her two younger siblings were enrolled in school. 

Modeling seemed to be an easy way for her to make money and help her mother with the 

household. It was in the school that she learnt how to do make up, ‘Bollywood’ style 

dancing and TV anchoring. However, even after spending one year in the institute she 

hardly got any lucrative offer for a good job. The only modeling offer that she got was for 

a local underwear company but she refused to show her face in it and was not called 

again. Once or twice she managed to get some dancing offers in big wedding shows but 

the money was meager when divided amongst the other dancers. It was never enough to 

sustain her family. Moreover,  her  neighbors  started  gossiping  about  Neha’s  morality  once  

word got around about her intentions of becoming a model. The profession was still seen 

as the preserve of affluent women and those who came from less-privileged back-grounds 

were inevitably seen to be engaged in prostitution for which modeling was just a cover. 

Disheartened by the whole thing she desperately started looking for a job when one of her 

colleague from the modeling school told her about a position in Globofood. The manager 

interviewing her was immediately impressed by her confidence and the portfolio of 

photographs that Neha had prepared in anticipation of modeling offers. Getting hired was 

thus a relatively simple process.  
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Initially the working in the shopping mall had been an exciting prospect. It’s  been  2  years  

now that she is working there and she could still remember vividly how happy her mother 

was  when  she  heard  about  her  job.  Initially  she  was  placed  in  the  children’s  section  but  

later moved to the ladies undergarment section. It was hard work but she felt secured. She 

felt at least it was better than the modeling world where it was hard for a woman to 

survive. Here there was some security and at least a comfortable atmosphere. Yes there 

are drawbacks, like being stuck in the same position for years, or the low wages. On top 

of that there were health issues due to her standing  for 8 hours at a stretch.  She 

consciously  avoids  the  mall  and  doesn’t  want  to  enter  there  on  her  off  days.  Also  it’s too 

expensive for her to buy anything from there. The only time she bought something for 

herself from the mall was a white  night  dress…  almost  like  one  can  see  in  a  Bollywood  

movie. It is still wrapped up and she probably would never actually use it.  

It is just too expensive – like a cherished dream. Despite all the drawbacks and hard work 

she is willing to stick to her job. After all it gave her the opportunity to maintain her 

family. She was proud and mentioned how her mother keeps telling her that she is 

playing the role of a son in the household. She feels retail work has helped many women 

like hers who are desperate to find job yet has little opportunity to do so in a city like 

Kolkata. 

 

A Climate of Suspicion:  

Samita worked for a foreign company that sold beauty products. Very fair with shiny skin 

she was immediately hired by the company for the beauty section. Yet her job had its 
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own problems. Samita lives in a low-income neighborhood in Kolkata where majority of 

the people had no idea about the mall workers. As was the norm with mall jobs, Samita 

would be often late coming back home. There were a lot of things she had to do before 

being able to finish her work. The long commute home on public transport usually 

delayed things even more. As a customer attendant in the beauty section she had to don a 

thick paste of make-up on her face daily. While she would usually be careful to scrub the 

make-up off before leaving for home, sometimes she would be in too much of a rush to 

care about the make-up. Traces of it would still be present as she reached home. Her 

clothes were also too meticulous for the neighborhood in which she stayed. She had 

never worn trousers before but this was the first time she had to wear it. In addition, there 

were the high-heel pumps and the blazer with the company logo embossed on it.  

 

Then the rumors started circulating. On the days where she would stay home, she heard 

pointed innuendos about how women of her age were losing all sense of respectability in 

their quest for making good money. Then there were anonymous letters mailed to her 

father suggesting that he should take steps to discipline her daughter. The young women 

who came to learn sewing from her mother often would quiz her about what kind of a job 

required a young woman to stay out so late. It was becoming unbearable and Samita’s  

parents started advising her to leave the job. They were too ashamed to hear such rumors 

about their daughter. The family honor was in absolute disarray. There was also the 

added fear that it would  be  impossible  to  arrange  for  Samita’s  wedding  because  all  the  

neighbors would caution the prospective in-laws. Nobody seemed to believe that she 
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actually had a very mundane job as a salesperson in a store. It was then that Samita came 

up with an idea.  

 

It  was  the  occasion  of  India’s  Independence  Day and the entire shopping mall was 

beautifully decorated with saffron, green and white colored balloons representing the 

colors of the national flag. There were free gifts, games, and the mall was buzzing with 

people. Samita that day had invited her parents along with some other older neighbors to 

come to mall to enjoy the festivities. The hope was that they would see her working for 

themselves. It was the first visit to a shopping mall for all the visitors. Weeks later, one 

afternoon when she was busy working, one of her colleagues came and told her that some 

people were asking for her. Surprised Samita went near the entrance and saw some of her 

neighbors standing. Excited to see her there, they hugged her and told her how happy 

they were that someone that they knew from childhood was working in a big place like 

that. Though a bit annoyed and embarrassed, Samita was nonetheless over-joyed for she 

knew that the surprise visit was actually a check to see that she really worked at the mall 

and the Independence Day outing was not stage-managed. From that day onwards, things 

settled down in her neighborhood. No more whispers or rumors. In fact Samita has 

recommended three girls from her neighborhood to her supervisor and all of them are 

currently working in the mall. She is also invited  to  do  the  bride’s  make-up whenever 

there is a wedding in her locality.  

 

The Dilemmas of Communication:  
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Seema was from a Marwari family. Her father had a small garment store in northern 

Kolkata. But after he passed away her uncle took over the shop. This left their family 

completely destitute.  Seema had just finished her high school then. The straitened 

financial circumstances of the family meant that she had to start applying for jobs 

immediately. Yet, without a college degree or professional training of any sort, finding 

any reasonably secured employment was almost impossible. Retail work was actually the 

only option for her. The idea of working in large public places like a shopping mall with 

male colleagues and customers was, however, something that daunted her initially.  She 

did manage with the help of a school friend to secure a job at a retail store in South City. 

The first few days after she started working were terrifying. Especially frightening was 

the long commute from her home to the mall. Her entire life had been spent at home or in 

the secured environments of a school. What kept worrying her during those first few days 

was the possibility that she would catch the wrong public bus and end up in a part of the 

city that was unfamiliar and dangerous. Initially, her mother used to come with her 

everyday to drop her for work. But that was unsustainable because of the expenses 

involved. Gradually, Seema started becoming familiar with the bus routes, the places 

where she had to get off the bus or the various streets through which she had to pass. Her 

mother still worries a lot about her commuting and always advises her to be careful. 

Seema mentioned that sometimes when they are late the girls would try to travel in a 

group or sometimes the male friends would drop them home or accompany them to the 

bus stop.  
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Even more terrifying than the commute was the need for interacting with complete 

strangers during the course of work. Initially she was given communication training for a 

few days.  She found the training sessions frightening as they were required to speak in 

English.  It  was  just  a  few  rote  phrases  like  ‘Good  Morning  Sir/Madam”  or  “How  may  I  

help  you  Sir/Madam?”  yet,  that was enough to give her sleepless nights. Having grown 

up in a primarily Hindi speaking milieu she found that she would invariably get the 

phrases all mixed up or the order of the words would come out all wrong.  She related a 

funny story about how everyday she would  get  up  and  tell  her  mother  “Good Morning 

Madam”  and  they  would  both  break  out  in  laughter.  When I met her it has already been a 

few months since Seema started working and she was desperately trying to get better at 

her English speaking skills. Once she is efficient in communication she plans to get into a 

secretarial or receptionist position.  

 

She feels that her work in the shopping mall has changed her personal self as well. She 

now generally pays attention to what she is wearing or would usually do a little bit of 

make up before leaving home. Cleanliness and hygiene is a big thing for her now and she 

keeps advising her mother and sister to pay attention to such things as washing their 

hands regularly with a hand-soap or putting on a deodorant if they are going out of the 

house. These are the skills she learnt during the employee training programs and she tries 

to incorporate as many of the lessons as possible in her daily life. She also felt that her 

communication style and temperament has transformed perceptively. She is now more 

calm and confident while talking to a stranger. She tries to emulate the sophistication that 
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the trainers taught them as part of the communication training – to be polite, smiling and 

attentive to what the other person is saying. She does not rush with her words while 

speaking. Even when angry she always counts to five to compose herself before speaking 

– a technique of self-control that she learnt from a training manager. Also, certain words 

like  “Excuse me”,  “Thank you”, “sorry”  keep  recurring  in  her  conversations.  She knows 

the right posture and how she should stand so that her body-language conveys a self-

assured confidence.  Generally, she feels that the change in her life has been a positive 

one and is hopeful of utilizing these newly acquired skills to find a better position. 

However, the flip-side of all these is that she increasingly finds communicating with 

friends from her neighborhood or school to be tedious for there seems to be hardly 

anything in common between their life-worlds now.  

 

Keeping the Bosses Happy:  

Growing up in a relatively affluent family, Maneka had been able to complete her 

Master’s  education  from  a  reputed  university  in  Kolkata  before  joining  Globofood.  It  was  

not financial constraints which had led her to opt for retail as a career choice. She would 

probably find job as a school teacher quite easily but then that seemed to be complete 

drudgery for her. Instead retail and the prospect of working in a shopping mall seemed 

very exciting initially. Because of her excellent conversational skills she was immediately 

hired and placed in the Customer Services department. By the time I met her, Maneka 

had been working for nearly a year in retail and was gradually getting more and more 

disenchanted with the work. She felt that there was not much opportunities for women to 
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reach  higher  positions  unless  they  “butter”  or appease their  seniors  or  try  out  “other 

means” (that is through sexual favors). She felt that the workplace was quite vicious and 

it entirely  depended  on  the  managers’  whims  about  whom  to  promote.   

 

Sometimes if the managers felt threatened by some workers who were hard working and 

had good potentials to rise to the top they would purposely move that worker to a section 

where all the potentials would be destroyed. While this was true for both male and female 

employees, women as a rule suffered more because if they were insistent about a 

promotion or salary raise, they would be given the stereotype of being too aggressive. 

Additionally, there was the inevitable gossip about the sexual promiscuity of women 

workers if they were seen to be too cheerful and interactive with male customers or 

colleagues. While training sessions expounded on the need to communicate incessantly, 

doing so for women employees could seriously compromise their respectability and 

standing amongst their peers. Being demure and subdued at all times is actually the best 

way  to  keep  one’s  reputation  intact  in  retail  work  for  women,  though  it  generally  means  

that the employee will be doing very poorly in terms of achieving sales targets. Thus 

female employees are given a dream about career mobility during training sessions or job 

orientations that remain completely elusive in practical terms.  

 

Moreover, her work in a shopping mall places her in a complex relationship with her 

former friends from the university. Many of them were rather aghast at the idea that she 

would  be  working  as  a  ‘shop-girl’.  One of her friends even cautioned her that it was not a 
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desirable job and she would hardly have any more respect than a lowly domestic maid. It 

has been a difficult situation to be in for Maneka. The salary that she is earning at the 

moment (though extremely low in comparison to the amount of work it necessitates) is 

still almost twice as much as she can hope to earn as an entry-level school teacher. Yet, 

the teaching profession is so clearly identified with middle-class women that it would not 

raise the questions about her morality or social status. Perhaps it would be best if she 

went back to trying for a position as a school teacher. But Maneka at the moment remains 

undecided.  

 

Gendering the Everyday City:  

The stories I enumerate are mundane, even banal. They speak to ordinary rhythms of life 

for young women in Kolkata that are fraught with anxieties, tensions, fears but also a 

degree of excitement and hope. Yet, while completely subjective, these sensations of 

spending life in the city also speak of multiple forces at work structuring and touching on 

individual lives. I would like to argue here that transformations in the nature of work 

necessitate a constant negotiation between the normative assumptions of gender/class 

norms operating inside and outside the space of work. What makes such negotiations 

even more tendentious is the fact that increasingly for a city like Kolkata, norms for 

representing the ideal gender relations or roles are coming under strain. Somewhat 

similar to the two decades immediately following the 1947 Partition, where the arrival of 

refugees from East Pakistan create possibilities for unexpected articulations of gender 
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roles (so poignantly captured by Ray in The Great City), the contemporary moment also 

re-shapes notions of femininity and masculinity.  

 

However,  one  of  the  differences  between  Ray’s  depiction  of  middle-class gender roles in 

1950’s  Kolkata  and  the  present  condition  is  that  the  cultural  disposition  for  performing  

gender has become increasingly democratic. As I have suggested earlier, for the female 

protagonist in The Great City, economic hardship has caused her to traverse the city in 

search of jobs. Yet, even within this process of slipping down her class affiliations, she 

still retains her exclusive cultural bearings of a Bhadramahila. It is this distinction, which 

eventually creates possibilities for a new beginning in Kolkata despite the harrowing 

incidents of partition and the forced migration to a new city. It is interesting that while 

depicting the protagonist, Ray does not in any way give her an advantage over other 

women competing for jobs in terms of institutionalized academic qualifications. Indeed 

for a salesperson, such qualifications would not necessarily be much of an advantage. 

Instead what the film repeatedly accentuates is the cultural dispositions of the bourgeois 

female body which is able to integrate successfully into a new economic relationship of 

wage-labor through that disposition.  

 

In some ways, the situation for many of the women service sector workers I mention in 

the above stories seem to be just the reverse. The cultural codes for performing middle-

classness are relatively more accessible today. The exclusive nature of such codes that for 

Ray could be gained through generations of economic affluence, educational habits, 
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practices of domesticity, interpersonal relationships and an embodied sense of morality 

have become much more fluid today. A few cues, gestures, inflections of the voice or 

communicational habits can quite effectively represent or more probably mis-represent 

the class and gender attributes of a subject. Various institutions such as employment 

training sessions, grooming schools or everyday interactions with customers can suffice 

to inculcate multiple paradigms of performing gender in a particular subject.  The 

democratization of the cultural traits of gender is further accentuated by various media 

images of bodies, desires, sexualities, fashions and so on that are accessible and open to 

constant emulation and reiteration by a more or less undifferentiated public.  

 

Yet, this democratization in the circulating images, cultural traits or style trends does not 

necessarily translate into any real economic potential for class mobility in the city. Thus 

for many of my respondents, the potentially liberating zone of performing a middle-class 

gender role in the course of work (like being able to communicate in English, emphasis 

on a confident body language, dressing in a smart uniform) do not immediately give them 

access  to  the  class  privileges  that  Ray’s  protagonist  could  count  upon  despite  her  

precarious economic situation. Even more ironically, some of these learnt middle-class 

dispositions (like the use of make-up) outside the immediate work-spaces can bring 

associations of an undesirable female sexuality and intemperance. Thus while at one 

level, the learnt production of middle-class femininity produces a semblance of equality 

between various bodies, yet, at another level they mark certain bodies out as somehow 

excluded  from  a  ‘true’  middle-class milieu.  
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The fragility of the economic basis on which stands the democratic edifice of cultural 

enactment of gender means that repeatedly the performance falters. This is not only 

because of the prior unfamiliarity of the subject with the character type she is expected to 

perform in the mall but also due to the fact that full social conditions necessary for the 

enactment have not arrived for the subject. It is only a momentary role due to the 

exigencies of job requirement which may or may not remain the same from one day to 

the next, or from one job to another. This I would like to emphasize is the pervasive 

quality of precariousness for these women. The earlier articulation of the genteel 

Bhadramahila figure under 19th century colonialism integrated both the cultural and the 

economic basis of a new emergent bourgeoisie in Bengal. I would like to suggest that this 

coupling between culture and economy is increasingly coming under strain today where 

what constitutes the normative cultural ideals of distinct economic classes is becoming 

difficult to enumerate. Thus a few weeks of employee training can potentially vest on a 

subject the dispositions of middle-class femininity within the restricted work-spaces of a 

shopping mall. Yet, the circulation of that disposition within the broader contours of city-

life rubs up against older sedimentation of morality, economic privileges and propriety to 

create un-resolvable tensions in the flow of city-life. 
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Chapter 4 
A Failed Urbanization? Bodies, Spaces and Zones of Abandonment in the 

New Town 
 
On June, 1995, the Communist Party of India (Marxist) – CPI(M) – led government in 

the Indian state of West Bengal began formally acquiring agricultural land to build the 

New Town satellite township in the Rajarhat region on the north-eastern periphery of 

Kolkata. A total of 3095 hectares distributed over 25 moujas or rural administrative units 

in Rajarhat were ear-marked for acquisition under an emergency clause permitting 

governmental acquisition of private land for public purposes under the colonial era Land 

Acquisition  Act  of  1894.  Envisioned  as  a  “new  centre  of  business,  trade  and  industry”  

featuring  “residential  accommodation[s]”,  the  New  Town  Project  Report  (PR 1995, 4) 

prepared by the Housing Department of the West Bengal Government emphasized the 

need for an alternate centre of urbanization to take the pressure off decaying 

infrastructural resources in Kolkata. The urban conglomeration was seen as the best bet to 

not  only  prevent  “further  intensification  of  congested  Calcutta”  through  providing  

adequate  space  for  development  of  clean  industries  like  IT,  but  also  to  “check  chaotic  

urban  sprawl  in  the  fringes”  of  the  older  city  in  places  like  Baguihati  and  Keshtopur (PR 

1995, 4-5).  

 

Lying between Kolkata and Rajarhat, speculative land investments in localities like 

Baguihati from the 1990s were witnessing an exponential growth of unplanned built 

environments, controlled by a growing nexus between local politicians, builders and 

contractors. Allegations of extortion and murder in this fiercely competitive real estate 
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market, as well as in diverse localities all over Kolkata, were deluging a host of media 

representations of the city – from vernacular newspapers to local television channels. In 

essence,  they  were  creating  a  “hyper-stimulus”  of  the  cityscape  as  ungovernable,  

pervasively criminalized and rapidly sliding into an absolute crisis under the malignant 

influence of the promotery raj – promotery being the local designation for the real estate 

industry (Sundaram 2010, 7). New Town Rajarhat offered in contrast the glimpse of an 

opportunity to start afresh, an empty slate on which could be etched the modern, rational 

contours  of  urban  space  with  promises  of  developing  “energy  efficient settlement 

area[s]”,  “where  people  may  live  and  work  in  a  better  and  more  humane,  social  and  

physical  environment”  (PR  1995,  5).  But  if  the  rationality  of  planning  was  a  powerful  

incitement for developing Rajarhat, no less compelling were the political compulsions of 

the CPI(M) Party which despite its success in electoral politics in West Bengal since 

1977 was experiencing a corrosion in its crucial rural electoral bases by the 1990s. This 

necessitated the consolidation of its hitherto neglected urban bases, particularly Kolkata, 

which in turn demanded a crucial re-making of the party and by extension the 

government’s  image  as  being  pro-urban.  

 

A post-liberalization middle-class in Kolkata in the 1990s, anxiously comparing their 

city’s  ruined  manufacturing industries with the transformative potentials of global IT 

capital  in  cities  like  Bangalore,  was  at  the  same  time  becoming  skeptical  of  the  CPI(M)’s  

demands for equitable development and social justice in Indian cities under privatization, 

especially when Kolkata, the capital city of a state it had ruled for two decades, was 
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crumbling. The smoothness of land transfers in Rajarhat, in so far dominant public 

perceptions  and  media  coverage  was  concerned,  seemed  to  justify  the  party’s  claims  to  

have worked out a consensus between all the affected groups, from small farmers, 

landless agricultural workers to opposition parties, assuring the eventual success of the 

urban scheme. Even as late as in 2008, Goutam Deb, the Housing Minister of West 

Bengal who was also in charge of the New Town project, repeatedly commented on the 

success  of  the  government’s  land  acquisition  policy  where  peasants  and  farmers  in  

Rajarhat  had  not  only  given  up  their  acres  “voluntarily”,  but  reportedly  “blessed”  him  for  

delivering them from the primitiveness of subsistence farming8. This success was all the 

more striking when compared to the violent backlash from local peasant communities 

foiling  the  government’s  attempts  to  acquire  large  tracts  of  agricultural  land  in  other  parts  

of rural West Bengal like Singur and Nandigram for industrial purposes.  

 

Starting to write about Rajarhat, I cannot help but reflect back on a question that I had 

been asked on my first visit to the place. It was on the occasion of a massive protest rally 

in the region led by the main opposition leader Mamata Banerjee of the Trinamool 

Congress. The rally was slated to start from mid-afternoon on a cool sunny November 

afternoon. It was barely months away from the general assembly elections in West 

Bengal and there was a chance that the ruling Communist Party of India (Marxist) – 

CPI(M) – led Left Front government would suffer serious electoral setbacks or even 

complete defeat after an uninterrupted run of thirty-four years. Since, 2006 the 

                                                 
8 The Telegraph, Kolkata, 23rd August, 2008.  
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Trinamool’s  primary  agenda  for criticizing the incumbent government had been the series 

of land acquisitions in the state starting with Singur. Quite incredulously, the Marxist 

government was under fire precisely on the one issue which had long been their greatest 

administrative success – the guaranteeing of land rights of marginal peasants and share-

croppers (also called bargadars) since the extensive land reforms movement called 

Operation Barga from  1978.  The  CPI(M)’S  claims  of  being  the  representative  party  of  

poor peasants in West Bengal was now under intense scrutiny, after its attempts to 

transfer fertile agricultural land to corporate houses to set up industrial hubs in Singur and 

Nandigram around the 2006-2007 periods. Rajarhat had, however, been relatively calm 

so far with very little mobilization by any of the major political parties like the Trinamool 

or  the  National  Congress.  Mamata’s  rally  on  the  afternoon  of  November  13th thus came 

attended with anticipations of starting a new movement in the region.  

 

On the actual day of the rally, the entire locality of Chinar Park in Rajarhat was a sea of 

green chairs set up before a huge dais. Buntings, posters and flags of the Trinamool 

Congress were evident everywhere – from the top of buildings to the lamp-posts on the 

road. The immediate provocation of the rally was the plan to take over a Muslim burial 

ground about a few miles from Chinar Park in order to expand an express highway. This 

of course added fuel to an already charged political scenario. Not only was the CPI(M) 

accused of trampling down on the rights of poor peasants, there was a strong perception 

that the party was selectively going after the Muslim communities in the region (if not in 

the entire West Bengal). In the actual rally, Mamata, emphasized as much, repeatedly 
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reminding the rally crowds about how the government is so insensitive that it would not 

let even the dead lie in peace. Even their sacred grounds must be desecrated, razed with 

bulldozers and then paved over with concrete in order to make more money from 

corporate agencies. Using her usual mixture of racy puns, she exclaimed Shakale banduk 

bikele prem, taar naam CPM (Guns in the morning, affection in the evening, your name 

is CPM). Even more dramatically, in the middle of her speech, she had stopped and 

gestured to a huge file of about twenty odd files stacked one over the other on a plastic 

chair. Do you know what these are? She asked a surging crowd. These files, she went on 

to explain, were enough to bury the CPI(M) government for they apparently contained 

thousands of complaints related to the land acquisitions – from non-payment of 

compensation even after the transfer of land title to forced eviction of entire families who 

were unwilling to part with their title deeds. The atmosphere of the rally was by now 

electric, everybody was straining not to miss a single word. The sea of green chairs 

before the start of the rally had now changed into a wavering sea of human heads bobbing 

up and down. Mamata ended the rally by promising not only to end the vicious cycle of 

land-grabbing in the name of the new city but also to start judicial enquiries for each of 

the complaints that had been received. Amidst thundering applause the crowd promised 

in unison not to part with any more of their land rights.  

 

By the time the meeting ended it was already pretty late at night. While waiting for the 

bus, I was chatting with the owner of a tea-stall with bamboo and canvas awning. His 

family had been owners of a couple of agricultural tracts. It had not been much but 
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because the soil was so incredibly fertile, they could expect up to three different crops 

every season – paddy, vegetables and lentils. It was enough to sustain the family of two 

brother, their parents, wives and children. Sometimes there would be fights about the 

share of crops, sometimes the different sections of the family would stop talking to each 

other when they had a disagreement over what crops to plant in which particular season, 

but at the end of the day there was always a plate full of steaming rice and fish after the 

toils in the field. Then they heard about the new city and how overnight everybody was 

going  to  become  very  rich  and  not  have  to  work  in  the  fields  at  all.  They  didn’t  want  to  

sell  the  land,  but  there  was  no  choice.  If  they  didn’t  sell  it,  the  government would take it 

in  any  case  and  then  they  wouldn’t  get  any  compensation  either.   

 

The money that was received by the family quickly gave rise to endless squabbles – 

should it be used on improving the family mud and brick house, or should they invest in 

buying poultry? And then all the younger kids and wives wanted their own little things. 

Soon, the money was all gone. And then for the first time, they started going hungry. 

Unable to bear the strain, the eldest brother committed suicide by drinking pesticide. 

Now the last hope for the family is this tiny tea-stall. It is built without any permission 

from the civic authorities and is very much an illegal encroachment. But just to get this 

few yards of space, the man had to bribe so many people – policemen, local political 

bosses. Despite this, sooner or later the stall would have to go as well like their land to 

make way for bigger roads, beautiful apartments, markets. Today the Trinamool is 

promising to stop the construction of the city, but there is too much money involved 
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along with too many powerful people – from politicians to corporate builders. Who will 

stop them? All the parties are the same. His voice choking, the last few words of the man 

still rings in my ears. You see when a big ship cuts through the water does really it care if 

smaller boats sink due to the currents in its wake? We are the small boats and no one 

bothers if we sink. Many years from now when this place will become a huge city, will 

anyone remember that people like us used to live here and were once happy with our 

little lives?   

 

But  even  before  Trinamool’s  momentous  rally  in  Rajarhat  a  curious  incident  in  2009  

seemed to completely unravel visions of a rationally planned global city in Rajarhat. A 

football match was organized in Shikarpur, within Rajarhat, but just outside the New 

Town precincts. In the dying moments of the game when the referee disallowed a goal, a 

supporter of the losing side started shooting indiscriminately, injuring an onlooker who 

later died. Enraged residents from Shikarpur village soon gathered on the field and 

chased the person responsible for the shooting, someone called Kalo Babu, who was 

known to be close to Gaffar Mollah, the owner of the losing club. Incited by rumors that 

both Gaffar and Kalo Babu were hiding in a nearby luxury resort called Vedic Village, 

the mob, by now several hundred in number, entered the resort and set fire to 14 

bungalows after doing extensive damage to the entire 125 acre property.  

 

The resort, set up in the early 2000s was part of an attempt by the government to attract 

private investments in the service and hospitality sectors for the future residents of New 
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Town. A part of the Vedic Realties group of companies, its owner Raj Kishore Modi was 

both a prominent builder in Kolkata responsible for several massive housing projects, and 

also seen to be very close to the West Bengal government. Vedic Village was designed to 

replicate  the  sylvan  charms  and  tranquility  of  a  typical  village  in  ‘Golden  Bengal’,  with  a  

series of mud and straw thatched luxury huts set on landscaped gardens and lakes. But on 

the night of the fateful match, the Shikarpur villagers, though perhaps part of a mythic 

‘Golden  Bengal’,  were  anything  but  tranquil,  hacking  at  the  mud  huts  and  dousing  them  

with petrol. Video clips and photographic images of the burning Vedic Village huts soon 

found their way to a variety of media networks, from Youtube and Facebook to the local 

media channels, prompting one Bengali newspaper to announce that the fire in Vedic 

Village not only charred the resort but also extinguished all hopes for New Town might 

ever approximate a global city9.  “The  fire,  the  fury  of  the  crowds…It  was  like  9/11  all  

over  again…only  I  was  in  the  middle  of  it”  commented  Pankaj  Gupta,  a  wedding  planner  

from Delhi who was a guest at the resort on that night, when I asked him about his 

experience there.  

 
Subsequent police probes increasingly revealed that the mob fury while triggered by the 

shooting incident was also directed against a vicious network between property 

developers like Modi, local political leaders from both the ruling CPI(M) and the main 

opposition Trinamool Congress as well as the New Town project authorities. This 

network was directly responsible for buying huge tracts of land in places like Shikarpur, 

where a vast majority of prosperous peasants had been reduced to abject poverty by 

                                                 
9 Ananda Bazaar Patrika, Kolkata, August 28, 2009. 
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‘voluntarily’  ceding  their  land  to  make  way  for  an  IT  park,  promoted  jointly  by  Modi  and  

the West Bengal government. What made such networks effective in deciding the terms 

of the sale or voluntary transfer were men like Gaffar Mollah. Gaffar Mollah, alias Mati 

Gaffar (Land Gaffar) as he was more popularly known, had started his career as a 

rickshaw puller and daily wage laborer in the region. The start of the New Town project 

had also signaled a meteoric rise in his fortune as he managed to monopolize most of the 

big contracts for supplying construction materials in the area. Alleged to have made 

millions through the booming business in construction materials and through extortion of 

other contractors, Gaffar along with his associates like Kalo Babu became crucial for the 

success of land grab tactics that men like Modi were alleged to be masterminding. His 

proximity to the major real estate developers and politicians in the region meant that any 

complaints to the police were ineffectual, so much so that the Rajarhat police station was 

rumored to have removed his mug-shot from its list of local criminals on the request of 

local political leaders.  

 

With incredible fluctuations in land prices in the post-New Town Rajarhat, with property 

values leaping from 13,000 rupees per cottah (1 acre = 60 cottahs) which the government 

agencies paid as compensation to dispossessed farmers to 500,000 rupees per cottah for 

the same plot in moujas such as Hatiara, during government auctions to private 

developers, Gaffar, however, was not the only land mafia operating in this lucrative 

market. During my ethnographic fieldwork in the area, any reference to the land and the 

modes of its transfer would invariably lead to a mention of the harmad or land mafias. 
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Many of them familiar in the area as Bheri Dakats or those who raided the large water 

bodies or Bheries for their huge reserves of fish, they had turned their attention to the 

more lucrative land grabbing activities once the New Town urbanization began. What 

was  being  undermined  in  the  entire  process  was  the  West  Bengal  government’s  insistence  

on the active involvement of state agencies to curb the speculative land market to ensure 

a smooth transition of the Rajarhat region into the new city.  

 

Narratives of an Infinite City: Space, Exclusion and the production of a/the New Town 

The sense of place in Rajarhat today can be profoundly disorienting, especially, in the 

way local memory works to create particular markers of place-ness; a shadowy 

topography which often remain elusive in reality. I have been asked to wait on the 

northern side of Dhupi’s  Beel, right where there should be a large grove of Shishu trees 

and an eggplant patch in Ghuni Mouja. It should not have been too difficult to locate the 

place, as I was assured, since the grove belongs to the famous Chatterjee family, the 

landlords who have controlled vast tracts of land in the Rajarhat area for at least the last 

hundred years or so. Everybody would know the place. Dhupi’s  Beel would be moreover 

difficult to miss, a gigantic marshy wet land stretching for more than 2000 hectares 

during the monsoons10. Though the actual amount of water would vary depending on the 

season, surely, enough traces of it should remain to guide me to the proper meeting place, 

even in a late November evening, or so I believed.  

 

                                                 
10 Bangla Statesman, Kolkata, Sept. 23rd. 2010. 
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After trudging for over an hour, I still could not see a speck of water, nor was there even 

a single large tree, let alone a grove. I was desperate. I had been pressing my contacts in 

the region for several weeks now to get a chance to meet an actual harmad whose 

presence seems to loom everywhere in Rajarhat, hopefully do something like an 

interview…now  I  couldn’t  afford  to  miss  the  meeting.  Harmad is a word much in 

circulation  in  West  Bengal’s  contemporary  political  parlance  presently,  from  the  

vernacular print media to the banners carried by the increasingly belligerent oppositional 

Trinamool or Congress party rallies. The term connotes diverse meanings, from armed 

goons to political cadres, yet what ties this range of meanings is their association with the 

ruling CPI(M) Party in West Bengal. Popularized initially by the deeply anti-Communist 

Bangla newspaper Bartaman, Harmad has become a potent rhetorical tool for 

oppositional voices in West Bengal in referring to what they see as a pervasive 

criminalization of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) and the government that it 

runs in the name of a left-front coalition in West Bengal, especially in the post-

Nandigram and Singur phase of political violence. For most peasant families staying on 

in Rajarhat currently despite losing their land-holdings or other means of more traditional 

livelihoods, harmad takes on a more tactile and knowable face. In several of the Moujas 

(or administrative units) making up Rajarhat such as Baligori, Patharghata, Hatiara or 

Ghuni, villagers reminisce about how the word had become widely known as early as the 

late 1990s, much before the violence of Singur or Nandigram.  
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Iman Ali in Ghuni mouja informed me about their typical mode of operation in his 

neighboring village. Over a period of six months around the end of 2003, young men in 

their early twenties would come frequently to his village and other adjoining settlements: 

the time of the visit would vary anywhere from 9:30 to midnight. Dressed in the usual 

lungi and shirt, sometimes the faces of these men would be wrapped with the gamchcha 

or towel. Usually, their arrival would be announced by the explosion of crude bombs, 

both to intimidate as well as to send a signal to the villagers to come and congregate for 

the  ‘hearing’  for  the  following  morning,  where  in  presence  of  the  landholder,  a  

government official would read out the terms of land transfer. Given the widely 

fragmented nature of property ownership in the region, the presence of any one member 

of the family – parents, sisters, brothers and so on – during the hearing would effectively 

seal the fate of the land by validating the acquisition of individual plots for the planned 

Rajarhat New Town conglomerate. In an ironic twist, the entanglements between state 

authorities, private real estate capital and local property regimes were producing in 

Rajarhat the same effects of criminalization connected with speculative land development 

that the urbanization program was supposed to ameliorate in Kolkata. But what kind of 

subjectivities are made possible in Rajarhat today under both the explicit violence of 

forced dispossession as well as more implicit attrition of the known bases of life for a 

vast  population  in  the  Township  under  an  urbanization  brought  ‘from  above’   

 

It was around the same time that the word harmad was entering the popular imaginary, 

often in conjunction with the name HIDCO or the Housing Infrastructure Development 
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Company, the autonomous body set up by the West Bengal Government to oversee the 

planning and acquiring of land in Rajarhat for a mass scale urbanization from 1995. It 

was  also  around  this  time  that  most  of  the  villagers  in  Iman’s  agricultural  community  

were learning the realities of urban development, the process that overnight was supposed 

to transform them from backward peasant communities to cash-rich, prosperous 

cosmopolitan subjects embraced by the planned urban milieu.  At least that was how the 

promises of HIDCO went. But if promises were not persuasive enough, there was always 

the presence of the harmad, as the more assured means of transferring land, whose writ 

over most of the 25 moujas spread over an area of over 3000 hectares earmarked for the 

establishment of the Rajarhat urban zone went unchallenged through much of the early 

2000s11. Yet, all these information was proving not very helpful for me in even locating 

the place of my meeting until a final desperate phone call to Prasenjitda.  

 

A Forward Bloc leader in the region and a member of the influential Chatterjee family, 

Prasenjitda is sufficiently close to the local government as a member of a party that 

remains as a junior constituent of the Left Front coalition. However, his family name and 

his maintenance of a certain measure of distance from the CPI(M) local committees also 

translates into a degree of acceptance for the opposition parties like the Trinamool. As a 

fairly well-known real-estate developer in the adjoining regions of Rajarhat like 

Ultadanga or Kankurgachi, he had been instrumental in fixing my present meeting with a 

couple of men who had taken active part in arranging forced land acquisition hearings 

                                                 
11Bangla Statesman, Kolkata, June 15th, 2010. 
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and had once owed allegiance to Ruis Mondal, one of the most dreaded land mafias in the 

region. This in the local parlance would qualify them as harmad. On hearing my plight, 

Prasenjitda uses a completely different set of markers to describe the meeting place – 

mostly etched out in terms of specific housing projects and real-estate corporate firms, 

which has parceled out between themselves the land acquired by the autonomous 

HIDCO.  

 

This system of demarcation of the land using the names of distinct real estate 

corporations to designate particular localities is a practice I seldom hear from any of the 

long term residents of the region. Unitech, DLF, Sapurji Palonji and so on are not merely 

designations of corporate identies for men like Prasenjitda, but names that remain firmly 

anchored to definite places. As he spells out, I am supposed to actually go near the 

Unitech buildings just before the start of the Sapurji Palonji high rises, the projects that 

had been specifically aimed for the High Income Groups. As an outsider, who had moved 

out of Rajarhat over two decades back, his attachment to the place-ness of Rajarhat was 

completely at a variance with the way his subordinates, all local residents, had described 

the meeting place to me earlier. He laughs at the mention of Dhupi’s  Beel, whose waters 

had been drained off completely and filled with the sediments dredged from various 

canals like Bagjola or Keshtopur or with fly-ash. Or the groves that had vanished 

overnight, leaving a barrenness of charred blackish-brown earth foreign to the native soil 

of  the  place.  “Pure  sentiment…you  know  how  villagers  are,  so  difficult  to  make  them  

understand  the  true  value  of  land  you  know”  he  offers  as  a  reason  for  the  way  his  men  
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had initially misled me. But how do  we  exactly  unpack  this  ‘true  value’  of  land  and  the  

violence that it has brought in its wake to a region like Rajarhat? To put it in another way, 

how do divergent interests and practices of habitation create value for land which then 

harden into affective surges and attachments through which the ordinary everyday-ness 

of life gets teased out? Rajarhat, swaying between the leap of faith into phantasmagorias 

of global urbanity and the residues of life that tenaciously clings onto something that 

seems to be its avowed opposite, acquires a peculiar poignancy in the very fate of the 

place itself.  

 

Denuded, dredged, gutted and covered over and over again with landfills as attempts by 

contesting parties to settle a final claim over it, what remains of a fantastic vision of a 

‘world  city’  on  the  urban  planners  board  are  mostly  row  upon  row  of  skeletal  buildings  

where construction work had ceased at least a year or maybe two years back with 

crumbling buyer interests. What is happening in Rajarhat is not an exception in the 

context of rapid urbanization in India and the series of forced land acquisitions it has 

brought in its wake. But what is exceptional is the way in which already that projection 

into the future has left its intimacies of its own ruins, a queering of time where what is to 

come yet reveals its own detritus even before its full consecration. A future-past of 

temporality where the present is only one of disorientation, of being strangely 

eviscerated,  of  a  sense  of  life  slowly  leeching  out…  My  meeting  with Rafique and Dulal, 

the two interviewees I so desperately track down is rather disappointing. Almost 

stubbornly  resistant  to  any  definite  allusions  to  the  past  or  their  experiences  as  ‘harmad’  
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they speak instead of pressing uncertainties of a present slowly leaving less and less 

space for maneuver. I come to know that both have been absorbed as workers in City 

Centre II, the largest shopping mall in Rajarhat, perhaps because of past loyalties and 

services rendered to those who are able to exert local influence in such matters. One of 

them  works  as  a  ‘handy-boy’  loading  and  unloading  goods  from  the  trucks  coming  in  

with their incessant supplies in the back-offices and storage section of Pantaloons, the 

life-style retailing store in the mall, while the other was more fortunate to find initially 

work as a security guard earning slightly more. They recount the thrill of finding real 

work, of being able to own their first mobile phones and the dream of one day being able 

to afford a gleaming new bike, like the kind they see parked outside the mall. But there 

are other stories, other possibilities of narrative which are much more jarring in the way it 

describes forms of attachment to a life they are re-inventing for themselves.  

 

Work hours stretch on infinitely, there is never enough money, there is constant 

harassment by the supervisors or on-job  trainers  for  lack  of  proper  ‘etiquette’  or  the  most  

rudimentary forms of tact required to do well in a place like shopping mall; the veneer of 

a cosmopolitan urban worker identity has worn rather thin for them and has started to slip 

rapidly even before they have a chance to properly assume it. The rub of the rural is much 

too strong despite the uniform or the mobile phone which had seemed so seductive 

initially. This should have been for both a perfect story, the completion of a happy circle 

from landless peasant backgrounds to work in that particular reticulation of urban space, 

the  shopping  mall,  which  has  assumed  such  extravagant  symbolic  dimensions  of  a  city’s  
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progress for most Indian metropolises; perhaps even some aspects of class mobility. Yet, 

what is happening is the gradual entrapment in a different and far more invidious circle, 

of learning to live with a constant sensation of slipping down the abyss no matter how 

much effort they put in, of being found always wanting by the currents of cosmopolitan 

urbanism for which, ironically, they had perhaps been actively engaged in order to 

transform Rajarhat. If the newly evolving circuits of speculative capital investments in 

sites like shopping malls have created the possibilities of a new class of workers, the 

abiding condition of entry seems to be the constant sense of crisis that encircles such 

worker-subjects. The juxtaposition of disparate rhythms of life for them under the current 

rubric of development seems to reproduce the spectral quality of the land itself where 

negotiating a endless flux of possibilities or identities is always undercut by the haunting 

fear of never being able to reclaim a sense of the self that offers a degree of permanency, 

leaving only a hollowed out shell of what had been promised initially. 

 

Standing under the shadow of giant skyscrapers which already look like the abandoned 

skeletal leftovers of a distant regime of development, the life of these men seem to echo 

the forlorn quality of the space itself, for what is left for both is a array of intangible 

images rapidly receding in an impossible horizon. Just like the giant banners advertising 

global living in Rajarhat with acres of manicured lawns, swimming pools or contented 

families barely hiding the accumulating debris of unfinished apartment blocks, the same 

story of urbanization can also be retold from the perspective of these men too. For them 

too lies the initial immersion in an unreal image of the global consumption that finally 
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brings only a breathless stupor of exhaustion and stasis. Suspended between the yawning 

cracks of past uncertainties and future anxieties, the mode of crisis living for this work 

force requires an immense labor of living out the present at the bottom of the capitalist 

pile. It necessitates a critical re-orientation in temporality where the stasis of the present 

is saturated with the need to continuously anticipate where the exigencies of survival may 

carry one. Staying alive, being able to catch the slightest tremor of a future impulse – 

whether social, economic, or political – crucially decides who will survive and who falls 

through  the  cracks.  It  is  not  always  clear  what  trajectories  one’s  life  should  assume  or 

what webs of connection link individual subjectivities to something akin to permanence.  

 

Yet, crisis can also attain an everyday feel, a throbbing presence that has already become 

a constant vector within the complexities of hard-bargains and desperate failures at the 

lowest rungs of an ever more predatory capitalist system. But there is also the frantic pull 

to start feel like to having good life under capitalism, to have fleeting proximities to its 

elusive promises – forever deferred, to make a sense of the self as productive members of 

an economic order, just to somehow find the resources to keep on going. What matters 

here  is  the  sense  of  what  Lauren  Berlant  regards  as  the  “aspirational  normativity”  of  

contemporary capital – “as  an  evolving  and  incoherent  cluster  of  hegemonic  promises”  

that manages to mobilize affective attachments and invites access to it in multifarious 

ways as a momentary escape from the pressing grip of crisis (2007 278). The transactions 

through which one enters the economy of work in a place like shopping malls in Kolkata 

or Rajarhat become also the modes of being inserted into affective ties with a global 
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public of consumption, of an image world of cosmopolitan urbanism that impinges on 

and re-fashions subjectivities in the same way as spaces and often with similar fates.  

 

I remember for instance the strange sight of a gleaming new Yamaha bike parked in front 

of a series of bamboo tenements in Hatiara mouja. I had been collecting interviews of 

young men from peasant back-grounds in the region and quite by chance I happened to 

meet Rintu Mondal. About twenty years, Rintu was a high-school drop-out who had been 

working for sometime in a catering agency. He lived in a one-room tenement with his 

parents and a younger brother. They had owned some land in a neighboring mouja, but 

strictly speaking they were not peasants. The land was leased out every year to share-

croppers  and  Rintu’s  father,  a  college  graduate,  had  a  steady  job  in  a  factory  in  Kolkata.  

The family used to live in a rented apartment in Kolkata and would come to Rajarhat 

about once or twice a year - mostly to collect rent for their land. But then the father had a 

stroke and was paralyzed. Then the factory shut down when Rintu was still in high-

school. Disaster seemed to follow each other as his father had a stroke and was paralyzed 

from the waist down. Straitened financial circumstances forced them to move to this one-

room tenement in Rajarhat where his mother had to take up work as a domestic maid. 

The land that they owned was soon acquired and Rintu bought his Yamaha bike out of 

the compensation that the family received.  

 

The boy excitedly explained to me in detail all the technical features of his new ride. He 

explained how he instantly decided on the chrome and black color of the bike, the 
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mileage and the pick-up speed. Later I meet his mother and she gushes forth her regret 

over everything that the family has to endure now. She reminds me that Rintu is 

otherwise a very responsible son; whatever he earns he invariably spends it on his family 

including  paying  for  his  brother’s  school  fees.  Yet,  he  is  ‘possessed’  by  his  love  for  the  

bike. So much money has been lost because of it – almost the entire sum they received 

for their piece of land. The boy would rather let his whole family starve rather than sell 

the bike to recoup some of the money. It is a strange obsession but there is nothing that 

she can do about it. Most of the times Rintu cannot really afford to pay for the gas and the 

bike just sits in front of the tenements. I take several snap-shots of a smiling Rintu posing 

next  to  his  bike.  As  I  prepare  to  leave  their  place,  Rintu’s  mother  comes  up  to  me  and  

requests me to talk to Rintu again to convince him to sell his bike. It would pay for his 

father’s  medicines  or  cover  his  brother’s  tuition  costs  for  a  long  time.  But  she  also  

realizes that it is futile, he wont listen to anyone. Finally, she has a request: If I can please 

erase the photos. The bike is such an object of pride to his son, but for the mother, it 

reminds her of the shame and drudgery of their lives everyday. How she has spend hours 

scrubbing  the  floor,  cooking,  washing  clothes  in  other  people’s  homes  from  dawn  to  

dusk. How her husband is slowly dying before her eyes and not much can be done about 

it. And that shiny chrome bike sits there glistening in the sun.  

 

People seem to be doing strange things with money these days in Rajarhat. There are for 

instance  all  the  talk  among  the  younger  men  about  the  ‘singing  bars’  in  Baguihati  and  

Dum Dum adjacent to Rajarhat. These bars started coming up in the late 1990s dotting 
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the stretch between Baguihati and the Dum Dum airport. Modeled somewhat along the 

famous dancing bars of Mumbai, these places are currently the rage. I first come to know 

about them when from a group of local contractors and construction material suppliers in 

New Town. These are mostly local men who have built up a lot of political clout in the 

region through their associations with the emerging co-operative movement associated 

with mostly the construction material business in New Town. The largest of these co-

operatives is called Naba Diganta or New Horizon. On a late afternoon visit to Naba 

Diganta, I meet several young men lounging around on their gleaming bikes. These are 

the close aides of Saiful Mollah the chairman of the co-operative and a powerful local 

Trinamool Congress leader. I just finished a long interview with Saiful and was sitting 

outside, sipping some tea with the young men. Saiful had been rather evasive during the 

interview.  He  had  mostly  repeated  that  Trinamool  Congress  party’s  view  of the Rajarhat 

project around that time - which was that it was decimating the local peasant community 

in the name of development. The Naba Diganta co-operative was trying to organize the 

poor young men to both protest this lop-sided development as well as make a decent 

living through supplying construction materials like sand, stone-chips and cement to real-

estate corporations.  

 

Unlike most of the other co-operatives run by the CPI(M) and its sympathizers, Saiful 

assured me that his organization was scrupulous in maintaining the highest professional 

standards while bidding for contracts or distributing the profits among the co-operative 

members. The profits tend to be slim as a result because most of the time the other co-
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operatives use their political clouts or threaten the real-estate contractors into giving them 

the contracts. He even shows me the account books for the year. After adjusting for taxes, 

the yearly profits for the 470 odd members of Naba Diganta do not come to more than a 

few thousand rupees each on an average. Yet, the account books do not quite seem to tell 

the full story. The array of SUVs or motor-cycles parked out-side the co-operative office 

are all brand new and bought out of the joint capital of the co-operative society. 

Moreover, I keep hearing about the various properties that Saiful and his closest aides are 

buying  all  over  New  Town.  I  step  outside  Saiful’s  office  and  join  an  animated  

conversation among other members of Naba Diganta about which bar would be the best 

value for money to visit. After some cajoling they agree to take me to their favorite bar 

Golden Palace later that evening, though I will have to buy the drinks for all five of us.  

Golden Palace should probably be called a screeching bar, rather than a singing one. The 

basic concept is rather simple. It is basically a restaurant with a large podium at one end 

where a band of women would be singing. The women would be mostly dressed fairly 

modestly in saris but in Golden Palace all the women singers would have more racy 

attires for the late evening shows. For a good tip, the singers can do renditions of popular 

songs on request. Which customer will have priority depends on the amount offered as a 

tip. The song request is a kind of bidding. A mad rush ensues every time there is a chance 

to send in a song request. Thick wads of 500-ruppee notes are instantly flashed out of 

purses and offered to the women. Maybe, I pay a few hundred rupees for the drinks while 

each of the men I am with spend several thousand within minutes. A pile of cash 

accumulates on the floor. Most of the men in the room are too drunk to even hand over 
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the cash to the singers. They just let the wads of crispy bank-notes slip on the floor. 

Sometimes the waiters come to the tables and try to rummage on the floor to collect 

them. Or mostly they just lie there to be collected later.  

 

However, the tracks of money are mostly elusive. Sitting on a mound of garbage, Ashu 

Mollah recounts a tale of constant need and dire poverty from the time he lost the family 

land holdings. In fact the entire neighborhood in Ghuni mouja where Ashu lives have 

become garbage collectors. Every day at the crack of dawn the men go out with their torn 

gunny bags in search of garbage – old plastic containers, torn shoes, bits and pieces of 

rubber, glass bottles, or old news papers – anything that can fetch some price. By mid-

afternoon everybody in the neighborhood is engaged in the task of sorting through the 

garbage – mounds of it. Most of the stuff is not really worth anything, so a careful sorting 

process  has  to  be  done  and  then  there  is  the  problem  of  storing  all  the  excess  stuff.  Ashu’s  

two room tenement is overflowing with the stuff he has been collecting. We sit talking on 

a broken, wobbly bed. I can barely see the floor due to the bits of old tires, shoes and 

other old discolored knick-knacks. Ashu mostly sells rubber after stripping them of the 

tires and shoes. An affluent farmer once, the struggle to make a living has made him age 

quite prematurely. I can hardly believe he is barely forty years old. Disease and the 

constant worrying about money have left him dry and shriveled – just a few bones and a 

bit of flesh, as he describes himself.  
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Dispossession and the Limits of Neo-liberal Governmentality:  

The current fate of New Town highlights two intersecting but distinct processes 

characterizing capitalist accumulation in contemporary India. On one hand, recurrent 

expropriations of land resources for mineral extraction or urbanization have been 

undergoing  in  ‘underdeveloped’  regions  populated  by  communities like rural peasants as 

in Rajarhat. On the other hand, as scholars such as Kalyan Sanyal have argued that the 

pastoral power of neoliberal governmentality mitigates the social costs of such 

dispossessions through welfare and restitution of affected regions (2007). Critical to the 

‘ameliorative’  politics  of  governmentality  are  not  only  compensatory  schemes  like  

guaranteed work-days but also a progressive weaning away of re-molding of 

marginalized subjects into economic citizens by progressively weaning them away from 

agricultural to industrial/post-industrial economies. This combination of 

dispossession/governmentality today intervenes primarily at specific regional levels on 

the basis of their strategic advantages (like natural resources) and statistical parameters of 

development/underdevelopment. For instance, the Rajarhat-New Town project itself is a 

nodal point in a more expansive process to transform the agrarian economy in the entire 

deltaic region in southern West Bengal from the 1990s. The distinct wet-land ecology and 

land resources of the delta which had fostered this economy for centuries was now 

perceived  by  the  state  as  ‘unproductive’  and  in  need  of  modernization through systematic 

urban development programs.  
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But what happens when subject populations slotted to be modernized in a place like 

Rajarhat  prove  reluctant  to  embrace  the  ‘benevolent’  advances  of  a  caring  

governmentality promising recognition and social progress? As my ethnographic account 

suggests, a neat fit between dispossession and recompense by the state seems 

increasingly untenable in Rajarhat currently. Dispossession has prompted not a smooth 

transition  from  ‘primitive’  agriculturalists  to  ‘modern’  productive  subjects  able  to  enter  

the circuits of post-industrial service labor economies but rather highlights the 

indeterminacy of life brought in its wake. I offer the following ethnographic vignette to 

suggest how beyond the economic rationalities of the state or the demands for 

urbanization of an aggressively expanding neo-liberal capital, there are other modes of 

attachments  still  current  in  the  region.  These  attachments  can  be  read  as  a  ‘minor  genres’  

in the grand narratives of contemporary capital formation in India – they remain rather as 

events  that  are  untranslatable  into  the  broader  historical  framework  of  capitalism’s  

universal progress (Chakrabarty 2000).  

 

Crossing the road in this part of Rajarhat is hard, even on an early Sunday morning, with 

the endless stream of cars zipping by on their way to and from the airport - fast, sleek, 

signs of mobility. Or better still signs of emerging circuits of wealth for a city like 

Kolkata, perennially behind the times and now determined to find its place in the 

globalscape of capital. If not at the very center, then at least a comfortable proximity 

from the margins, so long as there is a sense of arrival. The texture of the road meshes 

nicely with the whizz of cars; glimmering, smooth, asphalt in the cool haze of a 
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November sun. This is dead center in the main road cutting through Rajarhat and linking 

the IT hubs of Salt Lake to the south with the terminals of Kolkata airport to the north 

and by a slight leap of imagination with other faraway itineraries.  I  was  told  that  it’s  a  

visual treat to see the planes banking in low as they took off or prepared to land at the 

airport just a few kilometers from this stretch of the road, especially, in contrast to the 

soft glow of a dawn sun, and, my god, it was something to watch.  

 

The reddish-orange of the sun, the glint of aluminum of the plane, the charred palette of 

colors of the earth stretching infinitely on all sides, brownish, greenish - strangely 

hallucinatory combinations of natural colors with a nearly primeval charm and spaces 

gilded with the patina of the contemporary. The whole scene might have been a fantastic 

photo-op, like one of those real-estate billboards sprouting all over Kolkata: the sun, the 

plane, the roads, the vast open spaces and finally zooming onto the three dazzling twenty 

storey high-rises of Akansha (or Desire), Sunrise Point and Pinewood Heights, right 

across the road from where I am standing. Rajarhat: Fine Urban Living in the Heart of 

Nature, or, Convenience of City, Serenity of Nature, or something along similar lines that 

those ubiquitous, over-the-top real estate ad captions capture so perfectly - except that 

here in Rajarhat such captions would ring less hollow than they do in Kolkata.  

 

I have been waiting in the tea stall across the gates of the buildings for Rashid Bhai to 

finish his bidi and cha as he insisted that he had something important to show me. I go 

with him soon, across the road, skirting the buildings towards the back entrances and then 
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down a slight slope to an enormous mound of rotting garbage which the residents from 

the three buildings pile here in absence of a proper disposal system. But right in the 

middle of the plastic bags, broken glass bottles and pools of dirty water, are four small, 

meticulously clean, cultivated patches. Not more than a few feet across at most, and each 

patch having a particular kind of vegetable, egg-plant, cauliflower, okra and tomatoes, 

cordoned by bamboo poles. All, however, slighted stunted. Lack of water and the soil has 

become so bad, Rashid Bhai intones, almost as an apology. A man in his sixties, he 

comes here almost every day trekking the half mile or so from the village of Nawabpur, 

tucked away out of sight from the high-rises behind some mango groves. He is invariably 

there by early morning, even in pouring rain to tend these small patches, ever since his 

half acre of paddy fields was annexed for the Rajarhat urbanization project.  

 

An otherwise sane and likeable person, the young security guards in the building, many 

of whom also come from Nawabpur, call him Rashid Pagla or Crazy Rashid for his 

obsessive attachment to cultivation. They tell me, he is always there, at all times of the 

day, scrounging through the muck, watering a plant here, or removing bits of plastic there 

or starting all over again when dirt slides into the cleared patches and ruining them. It is 

not even that he actually gets to eat or sell any of the stuff he grows, which in any case 

are too small in number in those tiny patches to be really worth much effort. Invariably, 

the children from the village, or quite likely the security guards, as Rashid alleges, steals 

the veggies. Why does he do it? I ask him. You  see,  people  like  me…we  never  quite  

stopped  living  the  village  life…we  know  no  other  way  to  live  than  as  a  chashi,  (a farmer) 
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and once the farm land was gone we are left dangling. At sixty-seven,I can only do what 

my  forefathers  did,  or  I  did  all  my  life,  I  can’t  really  learn  how  to  become  a  sohurey,  (a 

city-person).  

 

Rashid’s  inability  to  traverse  the  polar  identities  from  being  a  chashi or farmer/villager to 

sohurey or city-person seems to gather onto itself all the crucial elements of 

undecidability of emplacement or the forms of habitation that such emplacement 

generates in contemporary Rajarhat. They have led to a social production of space whose 

most generalizable characteristic today is, what I would designate as a sense of 

“edginess”  (Chu,  2010,  26).  Such  edginess,  as  the  anthropologist  Julie  Chu  argues  in  her  

ethnography of out-migration from a Fujian village in China, accrues as a result of 

simultaneous feelings of both lagging behind as well as leap-frogging ahead of the time 

of modernity that is applicable to the space of the nation state as such.  

 

Part cosmopolitan city with its standard accoutrements of lavish shopping malls and 

gated communities, part slums with half-finished brick houses and running sewers and 

part village with its unique rhythms of cultivation and kinship networks, edginess for the 

place exists in its inability to harness a normative identity which can elide the feeling of 

“fall[ing]  between  all  boundaries”  (Robert Weller cited in Chu 2010, 26). Rather, place-

ness gets constructed as a discordant juxtaposition of opposites, creating a sense of 

increasing groundlessness for people like Rashid whose marginality to emergent forms of 

the city as it is in Rajarhat leads to obsessive attachment to the traces of life and its 
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practices that still remain legible to him. Edginess, may take on multiple forms, 

obsession, anxiety, stasis, uncertainty, violence. Or, it may continue as a low level 

attrition, of a sense of life leeching out as one waits, trying to comprehend how best to 

gauge the unfolding of time and space in a context where the sedimentation of history or 

experience has yet to fully settle its account with its present.  
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